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FOREWORD

Over the last decade, most countries, both industrialized and developing, have

adopted economic growth as their overriding objective and competitiveness as

their slogan. Social policy to ensure that equitable human development

accompanies economic development has had to take second place to economic

policy. The results are leading many people to rethink this strategy. When the

increasing inequality in earned income, which has characterized the Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries over the decade,

is not corrected, it saps social cohesion and ultimately undermines competitiveness

itself. This appears to be happening in the United States and in the United

Kingdom. The majority of European Union members see it as a serious threat, as

do many of the developing countries. In fact, the situation is even more worrying

for countries facing an unravelling of their social safety net even before it was

able to provide universal coverage.

It is difficult, however, to reverse the trend and to adopt and maintain an

appropriate social policy in a global society, as both the industrial and the middle-

income developing countries are realizing. (Even to formulate a comprehensive
social policy is a challenge for the less-developed countries.) Globalization limits

some social policy options and threatens others.

Continual industrial restructuring to respond to the demands of the world
market makes it harder for governments to shelter their citizens from
unemployment and more expensive to provide them with a social safety net. At

the same time, each country's tax system is being compared with that of its
competitors. A poorly designed and badly administered tax system will not

generate the revenue required. Raising personal, corporate, or payroll taxes higher
than in competing countries may lead talented individuals and wealth-generating

corporations to move away.

Globalization also limits social policy options by disseminating

expectations and behaviours, many of them originating in the U.S., worldwide.

These influence what people expect in terms of standards of living, often leading

to disappointment and resentment, and change their behaviour in ways that make

new demands on social policy. Urbanization and the narrowing of the basic social

unit from the extended to the nuclear family and even to the single individual are
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examples. Child care, support for the elderly, and managing the transition from

school to employment are some of the responsibilities that are being transferred

from the private to the public sphere in the industrialized countries. A similar

transfer is starting to take place in the developing countries.

At the same time, the globalization of behaviour patterns and expectations

provides new opportunities for social policy reform. The growing acceptance of

family planning, the recognition of the role of nongovernmental organizations

(NGOs) in formulating needs, finding solutions and delivering services, the

increased respect for indigenous peoples, and the stronger demands for

governments and bureaucracies to be accountable are all promising examples.

As the role of the state changes because of changed expectations, tighter

constraints on revenue raising, and the encroachment of international forces, both

public and private, its options are also changing. So are its potential partners. How

can it continue to mediate between national and international pressures? Where is

its "policy space" and how can it best use it? How can it widen its partnerships

and work better with civil society?

The International Development Research Centre (IDRC) held a workshop

in October 1994 focusing on "Social Policy in a Global Society" to explore these

and related questions. It brought together Canadian and Latin American scholars

and practitioners. They discovered that they have more in common than they

expected. Canada and the major Latin American countries are having to rethink

their national social policy systems at the end of the 20th century.

The ways in which these systems evolve will have a major impact on their

respective societies in the next century. Many of the workshop participants see
their countries as in between Europe and the United States on the social policy
spectrum. Deciding where they want to be on this spectrum in the 21st century

and identifying the policies to take them there is a major challenge for Canadians

and Latin Americans. This rethinking of social policy coincides with growing

economic integration in the Western Hemisphere. This will encourage and

reinforce the links made during the workshop. IDRC looks forward to further

exchanges and greater collaboration between the two groups.

IDRC has already supported joint Canadian—Latin American research on

the transition from school to work. Maximizing opportunities for gainful and

stable employment is a priority for social as for economic policy. Indeed,

education and training are key links between the social and economic spheres.

With competitiveness increasingly dependent on the acquisition and mobilization

of knowledge, economic growth and development depend on the availability of

"knowledge workers." At the same time, illiterate or semiliterate individuals will

be increasingly marginalized in the global economy. They will become
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permanently dependent on welfare payments or, if these are unavailable, live in

poverty. An increasing gap between the expectations of different groups within a

society threatens its cohesion and viability as well as causing individual suffering
and hardship.

Canada has recently recognized the interdependence of social and economic

policies by bringing its training, employment and income support policies

(previously implemented by three different federal departments) under one roof:

Human Resource Development, Canada (HRDC). IDRC was glad that HRDC

participated actively in the workshop, providing both a speaker and a discussant.

The publication of this volume is jointly financed by HRDC and IDRC and we

look forward to other opportunities to collaborate with the Department on issues

of common concern.

In closing, I remind readers that the United Nations has recognized the

intersection of the social and economic spheres as the key to sustainable human

development. In the 1990s, the U.N. is holding a series of world summits on

human development issues: World Summit for Children (1990), United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development, UNCED (1992), Human Rights

(1993), Population and Development (1994), Social Development (1995), and

Women and Development (1995). Taken together, we hope that they will redress

the imbalance between social and economic development priorities.
The World Summit on Social Development, to be held in Copenhagen in

March 1995, focuses on three issues: poverty alleviation, gainful employment, and

social integration. They can only be tackled successfully by combining social and

economic policies. The participants at the October 1994 workshop have begun to

make an important contribution to this task and will continue to pursue it together.

Caroline Pestieau
Director General

Social Sciences Division, IDRC
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INTRODUCTION: DEVELOPMENT AND
SOCIAL REFORM IN THE CONTEXT OF

GLOBALIZATION

Daniel A, Morales-Gómez

A new development paradigm
Attempts to explain the causes of poverty in Latin America in the 1960s and

1970s were fuelled by the theories of imperialism and dependency. In the 1980s,

the impact of the debt crisis, the reemergence of democracy, and the changes in

East–West relations led to the reexamination of the place the region occupies in

the world scenario. In the mid 1990s, most Latin American countries are reposi-

tioning themselves in a changing world stage while attempting to build a new

model of development relevant to the region. Central to this process of adaptation

is the unresolved issue of what kind of growth for what type of society countries

in Latin America are pursuing in the current global development scene.

Development in Latin America in the past was viewed as being closely

dependent upon centre—periphery relationships. The realization, however, that

development does not move linearly on a North-to-South axis, that national
boundaries are permeable, and that social and human development are not a

necessary and direct outcomes of economic growth has led to question the

conventional notion of what development is all about. Today, the need to rethink

development is increasingly being voiced. The United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) Human Development Report states that "to address the

growing challenges of human security, a new development paradigm is needed

that puts people at the centre of development, regards economic growth as a

means and not an end, protects the life opportunities of future generations as well

as present generations, and respects the natural systems of which all life depends"

(UNDP 1994, p. 4).

These issues are being raised at a time when the region finds itself

immersed in a global dynamic of market-driven development that which is

progressively breaking down not only economic but also ideological and
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sociocultural barriers. The social and cultural identity that Latin American

countries tried so jealously to protect in the past is beginning to change as these

societies become part of a global political economy in which the income ratio

between the richest and the poorest 20% of the population has increased from 30:1

to 60:1 in the last three decades (UNDP 1993, p. 12).

For many of the countries in the region, the post World War II period

before the crisis of the 1980s was characterized by a political economy of control

over resources, with the state playing a role as a strong mediator of social

demands and conflict. In the 1990s, however, the situation is radically different.

The global economy in which these countries must compete is structured around

knowledge-intensive technology that is radically altering the structure of produc-

tion, employment, and education (Freemand and Soete 1993; Wood 1994).

The state is facing multiple challenges trying to maintain its independence

in managing the economy, the democratic process, and the changes in the systems

supporting these nations social and cultural identities. Under these circumstances,

the reform processes required to cany out these changes and build the new

societies, the views about the determinant factors in place, and the extent and

depth of their impact are still a matter for debate. The current development

discourse seems to indicate that the relationships between developed and

developing countries have entered a new phase not yet well understood, and that

the underlining view of global development that is emerging has still to be

examined carefully.

Globalization as the new development context
The world is changing at a rapid pace, and the scope and impact of change has
multiple dimensions and implications that transcend geographical and cultural

boundaries. Developed and developing countries alike are acknowledging this

phenomenon in their attempts to deal with the complex relations of

correspondence and contradiction emerging from the "new world (dis)order"

(Shaw 1994). The globalization of change offers a new context in which

economic, social, and human development is taking place in the 1990s. It

represents not only new external pressures to which societies must adapt, but also

new domestic challenges and demands to which they must respond.

Bahgat Korany indicates that globalization "is no longer one topic among

many, but simply the most important one, it has finally become the way to read

world dynamics and the process of world history" (Korany 1994, p. 8). Less clear,

however, is the meaning of globalization, its various dimensions and expressions,

and, above all, its development implications.
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Globalization is still a complex, controversial, and narrowly understood

phenomenon. Michael Hart claims, for example, that it involves "the rapid and

pervasive diffusion around the globe of production, consumption and investment

of goods, services, technology and capital. Developments in information

processing, communications technology and transportation facilities have erased

borders and shrunk distances, underpinning fundamental changes in business

organization and technology" (Hart 1994, p. 1). In a similar vein, Petrella (1991)

claims that globalization is a progression in economic integration at the cost of a

reduced autonomy of the nation state. These kind of analyses portray globalization

as a combined effect of trade liberalization, international flows of capital and

foreign direct investment, integration of national markets, internationalization of

production, increased movement of goods and services across borders, and, at the

micro level, by various actions of individual firms and industries.

These views, however, do not take into account that a comprehensive

understanding of globalization cannot be limited only to the interactions of

economic factors and agents. It should also be viewed in light of the broader

impact globalization has on the social and cultural systems, policies, and social

reform processes that are instrumental in achieving human development and in

generating the conditions for human security (UNDP 1994).

Although important, economic globalization is simply one aspect of a

wider phenomenon. The economic expressions of globalization constitute only one

of the dimensions of the global change affecting social and human development

today. To ignore this makes the global changes taking place in the nature,

organization, and outputs of production, trade, employment, and technology as

ends in themselves rather than as means and opportunities to achieve higher
standards of human development.

From a social development perspective, globalization is a complex

phenomenon expressing the confluence of economic, political, social, and cultural

factors interacting on a world scale thanks to expansion of knowledge,

information, trade, and technology beyond geographical borders and poles of
economic activity. Thus, the impacts triggered by globalization express themselves

in a myriad of changes in the social, economic, cultural, and political

organizations, and in the policy and governance systems of the nation states

interacting in the global scale. The potential threat and the opportunities that may

raise from globalization are in part outcomes of its own magic. On the one hand,

what globalization brings is "a global equalization of expectations, resulting from

improvements in education, global communication and transportation, which have

all led to the spread and growing acceptance of such norms and values as equity,

equality, and human rights -civil and political as well as economic and social"
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(Kaul 1994, p. 2). On the other hand, "if prosperity is becoming globalized, so is
poverty, though with much less fanfare" (UNDP 1994, p. 34).

Social reform and globalization
Although markets become the driving forces in the international economic system,

domestic policy reforms, whether in the social, the environmental, or the cultural

sphere, are compelled to take into account the global factors influencing then-

design and implementation. At a time when geographical borders are more

permeable, the processes of public policymaking, and social policymaking in

particular, must adapt to the new interdependencies within which national policy

decisions are made today (Hirst and Thompson 1992). Changes in the global

geopolitical balance, intra- and interstate conflicts, regional integration, new trade

arrangements, expansion in communications, and structural economic adjustment

programs have considerable impact on national social policy decisions,

expectations, and behaviours.

The social policy reform processes and the social safety nets in many

countries of Latin America, as well as in industrialized countries like Canada, are

now more vulnerable than ever to the shifts of international factors. With

globalization setting the circumstances in which social development is taking

place, national and local governments can no longer ignore the global trends

pressing on their borders and influencing public opinion and policy decisions

when they decide what social policies they need to implement to facilitate human
development and further contribute to economic growth.

Against this reality, social policies as the political outcomes of national and

local decision-making processes and actions, designed and implemented in

response to perceived human development needs, are increasingly becoming

vulnerable to the effects of globalization. It is, therefore, crucial that emphasis is
given to understanding how, through what processes, by what means, and with

what degree of success social policies and social reform processes are designed,

applied, and evaluated. Such an understanding may contribute to assessing the

prospect for social reform in developing and developed countries that, in the

1990s, presents not only overwhelming unsolved problems but also an immense

number of unexplored opportunities.

These challenges are particularly evident in the current attempts to deal

with the reform of social security systems in the countries of Latin America. After

a decade of political democratization, economic adjustment, and growing poverty,

most countries in the region are under internal and external pressures to carry out

social reforms. Domestically, this implies redefining the role of the state,

establishing new frameworks for public accountability, responding more equitably
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to basic needs and to the most vulnerable target groups, and securing access and

quality of services. At the same time, in the international sphere, these countries

must reposition themselves in an increasingly interdependent global economy,
direct investments to key social sectors, and strengthen their human and

institutional capacities to remain competitive. The dilemmas brought about by

these various agendas are many and often highly politically sensitive.

Among developed countries, Canada also faces a similar reality (Harris

1994; NFFS 1993). Until now, the "federal social policy has mainly been a record

of expenditure restraint and program restructuring. Program spending has been

constrained, frozen or reduced in social housing, legal aid, unemployment

insurance, health care, social assistance and post-secondary education.

Fundamental changes have been made to family allowance, old age security, the

unemployment insurance system and the funding of provincial transfers" (Rice and

Prince 1993, p. 6). Today, the demands on the Canadian government go even

further. The country is hard pressed to undertake a social security reform to build

a social security system for the 21st century (Government of Canada 1994, p. 7).

Domestically, the government is under enormous pressure to reform its social

security system, considered the "hallmark" of the nation (Government of Canada

1994). Social security reform is perceived to be a means to achieve greater social

justice, and implies revisiting the criteria for targeting social services, identifying

alternative financing arrangements, reducing unemployment, improving afford-

ability, finding a new balance between public and private social responsibility,

creating opportunities through training and education, and ultimately moving from
a remedial to a preventive approach to the reduction of poverty that, in the last 10

years, has suffered an alarming increase (Rice and Prince 1993, p. 30).
Internationally, Canada is also redefining its position in the political and

economic landscape of the Americas. At one level, this "includes the realization
of several long-standing objectives in the Americas: the enhancement of the

institutions of civil society; democratization in Latin American and Caribbean
governments; reduced statism; privatization of production, marketing of services;

deregulation; improved market access and expanded opportunities for foreign

investment in the region" (Focal 1994, p. 8). At another level, this translates into

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) agreement, new bilateral

relations in trade and foreign policy; a proactive role in the Organisation of

American States (OAS), and attempts to balance the dominance of the U.S. in the

region (Rochlin 1994; Klepak 1993).

In Canada, as well as in most countries of Latin America, the combination

of international and domestic pressures is likely to have profound effects on the

ways in which these countries carry out their social reform process and ensure that
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equitable human development guides economic development in the years to come.

The challenge these countries face in reforming their social systems is to find the

right balance between the circumstances that expand the opportunities for
economic growth while enhancing human security (UNDP 1994, pp. 22-40).

Social reform and human security

Globalization is changing the way in which governments, international agencies,

and civil society look at development in general and at social policies in

particular. In this sense, globalization has significant and direct effects on the

process of social reform by which governments, using a combination of policies

and instruments, put economic development at the service of human development

goals. Social reform is thus a means by which societies protect and enhance

human life and dignity, the essence of human security (IDB-UNDP 1993; UNDP

1994).

Until recently, the traditional notion of security was interpreted primarily

in terms of the geopolitical equilibrium of nation states in the world scenario. Its

predominant dimension was political, and its main expressions were the economic

and military capacity of the state to protect the integrity of its territory and its
position in the world economic structure. Placing this notion of security within a

human dimension of development changes this equation.

In today's global society, the threats to security are not just affecting the

nation state. They are a direct menace to the individuals and to their opportunities
for achieving sustainable human development. As territorial boundaries become

permeable, what those boundaries have attempted to contain under the umbrella

of the nation state have become fluid.

In a global society, poverty, environmental deterioration, ethnic disparities,
or the lack of political democracy, are neither problems that can be stopped or

contained by national borders (Haq 1994, p. 2), nor can they be understood

without considering their impact on "how people live and breathe in a society,

how freely they exercise their many choices, how much access they have to the
market and social opportunities — and whether they live in conflict or in peace"

(UNDP 1994, p. 23).

Globalization is thus radically altering the equity, quality, and relevance

of existing economic, political and social systems, and processes and opportunities

that are the basis for providing human security. In this context, the efforts of

governments to shield their own societies from externally sourced impacts become

fruitless (Head 1993).
In the global society, social reform processes as a means to enhance human

security need to reexamine the human dimension of globalization and understand
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its social development implications. At least three broader development

considerations must be kept in mind in such an attempt. First, as a result of

globalization, public policies are more interdependent than in the past, both within

and among countries. Changes in the power structures arising from transformations

in production and the resulting new division of labour, changes in consumption

patterns and in technology, are reaching developed and developing countries alike,

deeply affecting domestic behaviours and demands.

Second, fiscal restrain worldwide is leading to drastic reductions in key

programs including international aid and those traditionally part of the national

welfare state. Pressing concerns from the civil societies caused by threats to

existing standards of well-being, and "jobless growth" leading to unemployment

and underemployment, are giving rise, primarily among industrialized countries,

to growing distress about their own vulnerability and their interdependence on the

fate of the less-developed regions of the world.

These phenomena reveal the need to design policies that deal with diverse

issues including health, justice, employment, education and training, monetary

measures, technology innovations, and social security and welfare in an integrated

manner. In this regard, human security both in developed and in developing

countries is becoming more dependent upon a country's capacity to adopt an
integrated approach in designing its social reform processes and in finding

effective means and tools to maximize resources, reach key beneficiaries, and

assess impact on human development. Integration in this sense is more than

introducing a social dimension or variables into economic policies. It implies

rather to change the conceptualization of economic development toward a vision

in which human and social development are not residual but determinant factors
of policy reform. Operationally, it implies finding new forms of consultation,

participation, and consensus at all levels of the policymaking process.
Third, there is a growing recognition that the accepted economic paradigm

by which Western societies measure their capacities to provide conditions that

favour human security is "simply an inappropriate tool to analyze and prescribe
policies that will induce development" (North 1994). The implications for social

reform of recognizing that neoclassical economics is insufficient to explain human

behaviour and social relations are far reaching (Buarques 1993).

Although economics provides a penetrating and efficient instrument of

analysis, which policy makers cannot afford to ignore, economists are beginning

to acknowledge that "the fundamental goal of economic development is not

economic growth, but improvement in human welfare — what we often call

human development, or social development" (Birdsall 1993, p. 1). In the longer
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term, this change in view is likely to have a lasting and healthy impact on the

redesign of social and human security systems.

Hunsley claims that "in the future, the role of national governments may

be defined increasingly in social policy terms. As the economic regulatory role

becomes transnational, the essence of sovereignty may be interpreted as the ability

to maintain and protect living standards, social entitlements and social relations,

and to develop social capital within the national community" (Hunsley 1992,

p. xiv). Although the two key dimensions of human security, i.e., survival and

sustainability, remain crucial to social development, it is sustainability that is

considered most threatened by today's global interdependencies.

Mahbub ul Haq argues in this regard that "nations have to rethink a new

structure of security — based not on strategic alliances and balances of power but

on new paradigms of human development" (Haq 1994, pp. 7-8). In his view, a

new notion of human security rests on the capacity of the world to undergo four

revolutionary changes: a revolution in the concept of development in which the
key issue is not growth per se but its character and distribution; a revolution in the

partnership between the North and the South, which is based on justice and not

on charity; a revolution in global governance that must be built upon new global

institutions; and a revolution in the evolution of a global, civil society that will

transfer the power of development to the actions of people (Haq 1994).

State sovereignty and globalization
Although globalization may provide some countries with opportunities for

economic growth, it also involves the risk of jeopardizing the efforts of others to
make independent policy decisions (Ghai and Hewitt 1994). One of the risks of

globalization is its instrumental role in propagating the view of a "new world
order," which seeks homogenization in "good governance" (World Bank 1992),

and in its name justifies the pains and gains of national policy decisions and

institutional changes.

In this context, politics, politicians, and decision-makers are often held

captive by the fear of adopting policies contrary to this wisdom. Issues such as

environment, economic adjustment, ethnic disparities, market predominance, the

dominance of technology in production, and wasteful consumption are disrobed

of their ideological roots and treated as phenomena with a socially neutral
rationale of their own. In the process, little attention is given to the effects of

these factors on the role and sovereignty of the state and other key social

institutions, and on the integrity of the family structure and traditional

communities, or on the relevance of cultural values and norms in social integration
and nation building.
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Nowhere is this more evident than in developing countries who are moving

rapidly on the road to becoming competitive in the global market. Sectors of the

society in some of the fastest growing countries in Latin America, for example,

are expressing increasing concern about the model of society that is being pursued

in the poststructural adjustment era. Although these countries witness accelerated

economic growth without social equity, their states are unable to define fully the

scope they have to undertake social, economic, and political reforms.

Thus, the same globalization discourse that offers more and better

opportunities for growth and modernization in the global society, also propagates

a correct and aseptic vision of the world that makes the dialectics of

correspondence and contradiction affecting the role of the state in social change

unacceptable. It is not unusual, for example, to find that the difficulties the state

faces in many developing countries to undertake social reform are often explained

as the outcome of poor governance, corruption, lack of public accountability

mechanisms, and reluctance to adopt prescribed alternatives to increase overall

economic efficiency. Although this bears some truth, it is a partial view of the

problems most developing countries encounter in implementing reform processes.

In examining the role of the state in social reform in the context of

globalization, it is important to consider that the new forms of interdependencies

among countries may easily result in greater social vulnerabilities of the weakest

in terms of state autonomy. Because globalization is taking "important aspects of

decision-making out of the hands of nation states and there is a growing number

of global development problems which require global policy responses" (Kaul

1994, p. 7), the demands for change in the decision-making structures of

governments is occurring at a pace faster than state and social institutions can
respond and adapt (Kirdar 1994).

The basic trends characterizing today's global society, in which the market
is a predominant principle of development and good governance and in which the

state suffers from a progressive deterioration of its social role, are important
factors in explaining the conditions for reform that the most vulnerable countries

of Latin America must face in the 1990s. The dominant ideology of the market

is based on the Utopian notion that societies, both national and global, can be

managed in accordance with the demands of market rationality. Allowing the

market to become the central consideration, however, not only in economic but

in public policies, relegates key ethical development issues to second place, which
underlines the accountability for social and human development (Goodin 1993).

Economics as a determinant of the means becomes separated from social ethics

as a determinant of the ends (Hausman and McPherson 1993, pp. 672-679). This

assumes that the "rest" (i.e., the social, political and cultural realms) adjust to the
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changes ordered by the market (Amin 1993, p. 16). But from a social development

perspective, the behaviour of economic agents and the outcomes of such

behaviours must be guided by collectively shared principles of morality.

The often lack of attention to these principles, leads to economic policy

outcomes and their consequences as being seen as the natural result of a purely

technical or scientific rationale. Similarly, the interlink between economic and

social policies is often made on the basis of assumptions about what development

and society are all about, which often go unchallenged on their moral grounds

(Hausman and McPherson 1993, p. 673).

Central to the social role of the state in Latin America is its autonomous

capacity to restore confidence in the management of public finances, the control

of public social spending, and the improvement of its role as political mediator.

All these elements are essential to prevent globalization from resulting in

increased social deterioration and in the relegation of social sector demands to a

secondary status. The issue is how to protect the state autonomy in its

promotional, regulatory, and normative functions in social reform processes. This

implies, for example, finding ways of ensuring effective integration of economic

and social policies, reducing intersectoral duplication, transferring social sector

responsibilities to the civil society, and reaching consensus in the identification of

social reform priorities.

Latin America in the global society
The integration of Latin America in the global society is likely to have many
potential impacts on the development capacity of these countries and on their
ability to undertake social reforms over the medium and longer term. Some of

these dimensions are discussed in the following.

First, and as mentioned earlier, countries in Latin America could witness

the progressive deterioration of the state's capacity to manage public policies as

a price for playing a more dynamic role in the global society. Economic

liberalization, which is a key feature of the region's integration in the global

society, unleashes "fierce competition nationally and internationally. While this

has often led to gains in static efficiency in resources use, in the short to medium

run at least, it has also driven down wages and contributed to increases in

unemployment, poverty and inequalities, and thus to accentuation of economic

insecurity" (Ghai and Hewitt 1994, p. 4).
Under such conditions, governments may have little option but to redirect

their public investments to areas that may have greater economic return over the

short term. In the meantime, official sector investments, which are often longer

term in their contribution to accelerated growth, will become less politically easy
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to justify as a priority. At the individual level, this may translate into norther

inequalities and added pressures on those sectors already disadvantaged. In some

countries, where the larger part of the population lives below the official poverty

line or in indigence, the impact on the individual may reach dramatic proportions.

A second dimension of potential impact of the region's integration into the

global society may be the changes in existing social policy models characterized

by a strong state intervention. Traditionally, basic services, such as education and

health, were highly centralized and provided free or under heavy subsidy from the

state. Labour legislation was often of a protectionist nature and social security

systems sheltered those involved in the labour market. The emerging social policy

model in the 1990s favours localized policies and programs seeking greater

efficiency and lower costs. The primary concern of the state in social policy is the

recovery of fiscal balance, the identification of alternative sources of financing for

social programs, and the experimentation with various forms of decentralization

and privatization.

Under this new scheme, the state as an instrument through which society

ensures the well-being of its members is becoming a feature of the past "as

universalism is replaced by a residualist emphasis on targeting public assistance

only towards the neediest, while leaving the provision of general social services

more frequently to the private sector" (Ghai and Hewitt 1994, p. 18). In a scenario

of constrained resources, governments are likely to rely on the private delivery of

social services, on the effectiveness of new targeting policies, and on the hopes

of cost-recovery measures. The extent to which these types of measures are
effective for establishing and managing social development strategies in a

globalized environment is yet to be determined. Perhaps a review of lessons
learned by countries that have attempted to harmonize and balance international

pressures and domestic needs to formulate more cost-effective and economically
sustainable social policies would help to unravel this puzzle.

A third dimension of impact of the global society in the region is on

forcing ideological borders to become elastic. As the region becomes more

affected by globalization, even the most rigid political sectors of the Latin

American societies seek ways to make a smooth transition from the old goals of

revolution to the new objectives of reform. Both geographical and political

boundaries are opening to external influences and economic agreements, which are

no longer perceived to encompass threats but rather to open new windows of

opportunities. Perceptions of what is required to survive in the international arena

are moving from positions of defense and rejection of external ideas, to flexible

adaptation and compromise. An example of these changes is reported by Abe

Lowenthal commenting on a conference on "Alternatives in Latin America." He
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observed that "the most striking point of consensus was the importance of

economic growth and the futility of nationalism and class conflict." This was best

expressed by one of the senior leaders of Chile's Socialist Party: "we must build

a house with two storeys. The second storey should involve social programmes,

but the ground floor must include sound macro-economic principles" (Lowenthal
1993a).

A fourth dimension of impact is likely to translate into new pressures on

the range of policy options available to governments in the region as a result of

two factors. First, as countries in Latin America interact more closely with the

industrialized world, developed-country governments and international agencies

will emphasize the need to take further corrective steps to deal with fiscal

restraint, environmental degradation, overpopulation, political corruption, and lack

of democracy. These demands can easily become new principles of conditionality.

Second, the rapidly growing recognition of the importance of investing in human

development among key financial institutions and donors is resulting in a rise in

the flow of loans for social sector investment of unprecedented magnitude, which

risks opening a new area of indebtedness.

A fifth area of impact, and perhaps the one with the longer term and

deeper effects, is the changing attitudes and behaviours in many societies in the

region about how people perceive development should be as a result of becoming

part of the global society. By accepting the ideology of the market as the driving

force of development, attitudes among vast sectors of the population are beginning
to change. Over time, the bluster of economic adjustment and liberalization has
been instrumental in making these sectors see new hopes in the future
development of their societies. Adjustment policies, for example, have been
predicated on their contribution to reducing inflation, promoting state reform,

encouraging deregulation, and creating a favourable environment for increased

investments that will lead to sustained economic growth (Munck 1994, p. 92).

In such a context, increased suffering and delayed benefits have been

presented merely as a "short-term pain," claiming that "no matter how bad things

get, ... things would have been even worse otherwise" (Bienefeld 1994, p. 32). In

addition, the spread of communications resulting from globalization has also

contributed to create a sense of participation in a reality of virtual progress in

which the dreams of consumption and modernization are possible (Bamet and

Cavanagh 1994).
The longer term downside of this attitude of acceptance and increased

hopes is the difficulties most countries will face in meeting the expectations

created by the integration into the global society. Until now, in most cases,

economic growth has been difficult to achieve and even more difficult to sustain.
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In the few successful examples, such as Argentina and Chile, the sociopolitical

conditions before and during the introduction of adjustment policies have been the

key factors of success. Under current circumstances, the hopes of longer term
gains often lead domestic policy developments to be used to accommodate

international pressures rather than to respond to people's needs. The greatest risk

in this fifth dimension of impact is to find down the road that those at the bottom

of the pyramid of wealth demand to see the benefits from the new relations of

global interdependency and demand their share in the opportunities for

competitiveness, progress, and long-term prosperity.

The balancing act performed by the region in its efforts to become part of

the global society is one that still requires carefully analysis. Latin America is

engaged in "a process of growing economic interdependence at the regional level,

promoted both by preferential integration agreements and by other policies of

liberalization and deregulation, geared towards enhancing the competitiveness of

the countries of the region and, in so far as possible, constituting the building

blocks for a more open and transparent international economy" (ECLAC 1994).

At the same time, several Latin American countries are putting in motion

processes of social reform that, at least in theory, aim to involve all sectors of

society in the growth process. The challenges these countries face rest in their

capacities to implement reforms that will allow them to operate in a global society

while maintaining control over the operations of the market, preserving national

autonomy, and protecting social equity.

A social development agenda in the making
There are several indications that the new social development agenda that forms
the basis on which developed and developing countries will enter the 21 st century

is still in the making. Under the current context of globalization, most countries

are beginning to recognize that their systems of social support are in a state of

profound crisis, and that the renewal of their social policies is of utmost
importance (Ghay and Hewitt 1994). They are beginning to reshape the nature,

structure, and scope of their social security systems and the roles of key social

sectors, including health, education, welfare, and employment. Evidence from

Europe and North and South America shows a shift in focus of traditional welfare

systems from entitlements to employment and human resources development

targeted to the most vulnerable groups, including women, children, and the urban

poor. This brings about major changes in the patterns of resources allocation, in

the magnitude of social programs, and in the mechanisms of delivery. It also alters

the traditional safety nets at the national, the community, and the family levels.
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International attempts, such as the World Summit for Social Development,

reflect efforts to set common grounds for social policy reform processes. Among

others, the Summit aims to influence governments to "recognize a set of ethics

and values to guide international and domestic social compacts that promote a

more humane world," including "commitment to human rights, gender equity, an

end to all forms of discrimination, the enhancement of environment, and the

eradication of poverty" (Johnston and Melcher 1994, p. 12).

In Latin America, the emphasis on social reform has come after a period

of regional growth stimulated by economic reforms that have not led to more

equal distribution of wealth. The explosive potential of unmet social demands has

led institutions such as the Interamerican Development Bank (IDE) and the World

Bank to introduce more explicitly the notion of social development in their aid

strategies and to target social lending as one of their priorities (The Economist,

"Latin America: More for More," April 1994, pp. 48-49). At a recent policy

debate in Punta del Este, for example, the IDE agreed to increase "lending to

'social policies' (health, education, small-scale agriculture, etc.) up to 50% of all

disbursement (from the present 28%)" (Bissio 1993, p. 14). The extent to which

these concerns and the massive social investment that may follow can pave the

way for new development conditionalities or, even worse, a new source of

indebtedness is something that merits careful monitoring.

The issue of social reform is beginning to appear at the top of the agenda

of many countries in Latin America. After emerging from a deep crisis, however,
some will argue that the new face of adjustment confronting the region is to make

the transition from closed to open economies while improving the conditions for

human and social development. This is indeed a challenge. Sound, just, and

comprehensive social policies and programs are difficult to achieve in societies

driven by neoliberal economic reforms. The hard circumstances under which the

new social development agenda is evolving in Latin America, however, are not

only the outcome of economic liberalization or globalization. Poverty in the region

is not a creation of the 1980s; it has coexisted with modernization for decades.

In the 1970s, 26% of urban families lived in poverty. By the end of the

1980s, the urban poor reached 57% of the population — a sharp increase from

37% in the 1970s. In the 1980s, per capita income fell about 10%, a quarter of the

population earned less than US$2 a day, and more than 10 million children

suffered from malnutrition (Preston 1993). By the end of the 1980s, 37% of Latin

American families lived in poverty, and 17% were considered to be living in

indigence. In urban areas, these percentages were 31% and 12%, respectively, in

rural areas they reached 54% and 31%.
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The "lost decade" of the 1980s, in which Latin America registered record

negative growth for 5 years and transferred outside more capital that it received

in the same period, has still to show the full dimensions of its impact. This,
despite the fact that the flow of private capital entering Latin America in 1991

was more than twice that of 1990, that new foreign investment in 1991 increased

by more than 150%, and that six of the fastest growing stock markets were in the

region (Lowenthal 1993b, p. 75). Although market liberalization is escorted by

improvements in macroeconomic indicators and a resurgence of democracy, the

human development and social costs of the crisis have still to be dealt with.

Despite the voices of optimism, economic recovery in the region is fragile

and has yet to allow most countries to regain the levels of per capita gross

national product (GNP) reached in 1980. Latin America still remains the region

with the widest inequalities in income distribution where the poorest 20% of the

population shares only 4% of the gross domestic product (GDP) (Hicks 1993,

p. 1). Nora Lusting from the Brooking Institution indicates in this regard that

the worsening income distribution in Latin America aggravates a long

present tendency. In the 1970s, for example, the share of income for the

lowest 40 percent ... was equal to 10.1 percent as compared to

14.8 percent in Southeast and East Asian countries. The share of income
of the highest 10 percent was 40.1 percent and 34.1 percent, respectively.

Of all developing regions of the world, the share of income of the bottom
20 percent was lowest in Latin America where it equalled 2.9 percent

compared to 6.2 percent in Sub-Saharan Africa, 5.3 percent in the Middle
East and North Africa, 6.3 percent in East Asia and Pacific, 7.0 percent
in South Asia and 5.0 percent in South Europe. (Lusting 1994, pp. 3-4)

Under these conditions, one of the challenges countries in the region face
is to bring social and human development to the centre of their economic

development agenda. This, however, is easier said than done.

Governments must implement integrated social and economic policies that

afford the social costs of economic liberalization, distribute equitably the costs and
benefits of the newly found economic recovery, and address social development

needs in a sustainable manner while responding to current domestic demands.

Social reform, however, remains a largely unexplored territory (IDB 1993). Social

policies in the region remain sectoral in nature and heavily geared toward remedial

rather than preventive goals, separated from the overall development policies. The

absence of a new development model that places social and economic policies

within the same strategic framework remains one of the main obstacles to

achieving effective social reform.
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The formulas for achieving social and human development goals are many

and are applied quite differently across the region. One option for making social

reforms viable is the restructuring of the tax systems to sustain social programs.

Compared to industrialized countries that collect up to 24% of GDP through tax

collection, Latin American countries barely reach 14%, one percent below the

average for all developing countries and 5% below middle-income countries.

Under such conditions, the prospects for implementing successful social reforms

are slim. Other options are closely linked to economic reform packages that have

been applied in the region, including the Baker Plan, the Brandy Plan, and the

Washington Consensus (Latin American Special Report 1993).

The degree of success of social reform under these type of formulas has

been poor. What has been apparent is the track of inequality that has persisted in

the region. In the 1980s, 30% of the population lived in poverty and the long-term

urban social debt represented more than a fifth of the regional GDP. By the end

of the 1980s, close to 27% of all output was required to eradicate the social debt.

In light of this, it is likely that, "during the nineties, the whole region should face

an even larger distribution problem than in the immediate past. This includes

countries that in the second half of the eighties managed substantial advances

towards productive transformation and the reduction of social costs" (PREALC

1993). This is reaffirmed by the most recent estimates that placed "the percentage

of the population living in poverty in the region in 1990 at 46%, which was an

increase over the 43% level recorded midway through the preceding decade.
Between 1980 and 1990 the total number of poor people in Latin America rose

by 60 million, thereby wiping out the progress made in the 1970s" (ECLAC
1994).

To argue that the deterioration of the overall social well-being in the region

was the result of a combination of internal factors, associated with state
inefficiency, corruption, lack of democracy, or even externally imposed economic

adjustment programs, is to consider only part of the picture. Historically, the

region's development was built on a weak foundation in which economic and

political dependency, together with deeply entrenched class inequalities, provided

fertile grounds for transnational political and economic trends of the 1980s. The

world recession, changes in financial and commodity markets, and the

"monopolization" of economic and political development characterizing the mid

1990s found favourable conditions in most Latin American countries.

The making of a social development agenda for the 1990s and beyond may

represent greater challenges than those originally thought. The global society is

indeed opening an unchartered territory that governments in the region must

navigate in reforming their social policy systems. It is of primary importance to
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broaden the discussion on the constrains and opportunities ahead. The discussions

that follow are a step in that direction.

Social policy debate in Canada and Latin America
In view of growing concerns about the nature and new directions of social

development in the 1990s and beyond, the International Development Research

Centre (IDRC) has supported the development of a network of Latin American

researchers and research institutions to identify the new challenges of social

reform in the region. The aim of this activity has been to strengthen social policy

research and to develop further individual and institutional capacities for policy

analysis and advice.

During this period, researchers from institutions in Argentina, Brazil, Chile,

Colombia, Mexico, Peru, and Uruguay were brought together to study the

processes of social policy development in the region and to identify a

comprehensive research agenda on social policy. The issues addressed cover a

wide range of areas. The development of social policy was examined in terms of

existing frameworks for social policymaking using an intersectoral approach. The

requirements to strengthening capacities for policy analysis were discussed from

the perspective of the needs for human resources development and training. The

urgent need to develop information mechanisms that feed more effectively into the

policymaking process were studied. The need to identify and develop cost-

effective methods for evaluating social policy impact and effectiveness were

examined. As well, the need to develop and coordinate institutional capacities for
providing policy advice for decision-making was explored.

The results of the work by the Latin American researchers were presented

at the workshop on "Social Policy in a Global Society," organized by the Social
Policy Program of the Social Sciences Division of IDRC, held in Ottawa, Canada,
between 26 and 28 October 1994. This event offered a unique opportunity to bring
together Latin American and Canadian researchers and policymakers to share

views and experiences and to identify issues of common interest related to social

development, social reform, and social policy.

Participants at the workshop included researchers, policymakers,

government officials, academics, and representatives from various donor agencies

from Latin American, Canada, and the U.S. Researchers from East and West

Africa, and from Southeast Asia, working on IDRC-supported research were also

invited to participate and to share their experiences in social policy research in

their respective regions.

The purpose of this book is to examine the options countries like Canada

and those in Latin America face when establishing and managing social
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development strategies in a globalized environment. The various chapters of this

book review a range of current trends and lessons learned in social policy

development in Latin America and Canada and discuss the potential impact of

globalization on social policy reform and on social development in these countries.

Specifically, the book identifies and examines social policy issues of common

interest to researchers, practitioners, and policymakers and contributes to improve

the understanding of the role of social policy reform in Canadian and Latin

American social development. The chapters reflect both the ongoing debates on

social reform in Canada and in Latin America, particularly in relation to the

directions, processes, and implications on social policies of globalization, and the

need to identify key issues for more integrated and comprehensive policy research

and analysis.

The articles contained in the following chapters, presented in two parts,

portray the background papers submitted for the workshop. Part I, Social Policy

Reform in Canada, presents three papers that examine the effects of globalization

on the current social policy debate from the perspective of industrialized countries.

Part II, Social Policy in Latin America, comprises four papers representing the

work carried out by the Regional Latin American Network on Social Policy. It

addresses the social policy scenario in Latin America from the point of view of

the research, information, training, and policy advice issues that are emerging in

the region.

In the first chapter, Keith Banting presents a comprehensive overview of
the social policy challenges brought about by economic globalization and
economic restructuring forces in Western nations that pull the welfare state in

contradictory directions. In particular, he examines the nature of economic

globalization in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD) countries and its effects on social needs and social protection programs,

focusing on issues of unemployment and inequality. The discussion on the new

challenges regarding the scope and design of social protection programs and the

various domestic responses of Western countries is framed by the examination of

the contemporary ideological debate about the implications of globalization. His

analysis concludes that domestic and international policies are inseparable and that

the future of social protection must be understood in a global context.

Peter Hicks, in the second chapter, addresses the complex issue of

developing effective social policy agendas in an environment of constrained

resources that governments face today. Using the recent experience of Canada in

developing a social policy reform agenda, Hicks examines the potential for social

policy reform as a means for strengthening a country's capacity to sustain social

protection over the long term while responding to the prerequisites of fiscal
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balance and competing social demands. He analyzes and discusses both the

specific options for social policy reform currently under consideration in Canada

and the possibilities that may exist across social policy discussions around the

world to find issues of common concern. The chapter concludes by examining

how flexible and well-informed social policies can better support a country's

competitiveness and provide security through the development of sound human

resources development strategies that address social and economic objectives

simultaneously.

The third chapter examines social policy reform in Canada in the context

of globalization and regional economic integration, particularly the Canada-U.S.

and NAFTA. In this chapter, Albert Berry discusses the Canadian case, identifying

commonalities with social policy reform processes in other industrialized countries

and its implications for countries in Latin America and the Caribbean. Berry raises

a series of critical points in his analysis, including the greater international

influence on fiscal, taxation and industrial policy, the centrality of the crisis of the

welfare state and its effects on social policies, the crisis of Canada's socialist left

in adjusting to an era of fiscal constraint and the global economy, the lack of

flexibility of welfare institutions to achieve social policy improvements without

spending increases, and the need to integrate economic and noneconomic data on

lessons learned (Hunsley 1994).

In the fourth chapter, Carlos Filgueira and Mario Lombardi review the

current social policy situation in Latin America and the major challenges faced by

countries in the region. This chapter presents a synthesis of the critical social

policy debate in Latin America based on a series of comparative national studies

carried out between 1992 and 1993 as part of the activities of the Latin American
Network. Filgueira and Lombardi highlight both the heterogeneity of the social
policy debate across the countries studied as well as the existence of a core of
common issues and concerns that require further analysis. The review

characterizes the social policy debate across the region as lacking a systematic

accumulation of research results. It also points out the lack of a comprehensive

conceptual framework to examine social and economic policies from an integrated

perspective. It concludes by suggesting that there is an urgent need to undertake

strategic analyses of social policies in light of the new model of society that

countries in the region are attempting to build in the context of globalization and

a new development model not yet well defined (Raczynski 1994).

In the fifth chapter, Fay Durrant examines the role of information

technology in the process of social policymaking, reflecting the results of a series

of consultations among specialists in Latin America. The chapter raises

fundamental questions about the information requirements of social policymaking
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in environments where policy demands and information technology are rapidly

changing. Durrant looks at questions such as: who are the intended beneficiaries

of social policy information, for what purposes is it generated, and how social

policy information can be made most accessible and useful to its potential users.

She emphasizes the importance of understanding the use of information and of

involving the users in developing and piloting information systems and stresses

the need to develop "information literacy" skills, making use of available

technology to improve access to information and ease of delivery (Wilson 1994).

The sixth chapter discusses the changing requirements that current social

policy reform processes in Latin America present in terms of training the new

generations of social policymakers, analysts, and practitioners. In this chapter,

Raul Urzua looks at the educational challenges and training implications of the

current evolution of social policies in the context of market-oriented economies

and attempts to reduce poverty. He argues that there is a need to review the role,

content, and objectives of the existing academic and training programs in the

region and the ways in which they can better respond to the human resources

development needs of the various actors involved in the social policymaking

processes at the levels of governments and the civil society. The chapter concludes

by suggesting a multitargeted approach requiring coordination between

universities, government departments, and nongovernmental organizations, and the

integration of research, information, and training.

In the seventh chapter, Javier Abugattas and Jorge Chateau explore the
implications of integrated policy advice as a means to strengthen the links between
research and policymaking processes in social policies. The authors argue that this

is a field that remains relatively unexplored as a systematic effort to make

research more policy oriented and to make policies more research based. Social

policy advice, in their view, could become an effective interactive process and
support mechanism for the integration of research results into actual decision-

making processes. The authors conclude by stating that there are significant

challenges in rethinking the ways and the means by which societies generate and

use knowledge for policy purposes.
In the last chapter, Mario Torres outlines the main implications for a

comprehensive social policy research agenda for the 1990s and beyond as

suggested throughout the book. From an integrated and comparative perspective,

he presents a synthesis of the main issues for social policy research and their

relationships to changes in information and training that are required to improve

the ways in which social policies are designed, implemented, and evaluated in

Latin America as it increasingly becomes an integral part of the global society.
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The intellectual frame of reference through which analysts and policymakers view

the welfare state is undergoing a revolution in industrialized nations. Throughout

the postwar era, when western nations were building the contemporary welfare

state, social policy was thought of largely as a component of domestic policy, far

distant from the high politics of international relations. Social programs were seen

as a reflection of national political economies and shaped primarily by the internal

configuration of each country's economy, culture, and politics. Analysts devoted

considerable effort to understanding the domestic social and political factors

associated with more or less expansive social policy systems through cross-

national comparative analysis (Esping-Andersen 1990).

This paradigm understated the importance of the global economy to the

evolution of social policy even in the postwar years, and is completely inadequate

today. During the postwar period, the growth of international trade and the ex-

pansion of social programs were mutually reinforcing. The massive support for the

reconstruction of Europe provided through the Marshall Plan, the progressive

liberalization of trade under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),

and the improving terms of trade for western nations, especially in energy, all

contributed to economic prosperity in the western world, which in turn helped to

finance an impressive expansion of social spending (Ruggie 1983; Keohane 1984).

In this context, countries that did not depend as heavily on foreign trade were

particularly free to build their welfare state on the basis of domestic considera-

tions. This was particularly the case for larger countries that did not depend as

heavily on foreign trade. Smaller nations with comparatively open economies were

inevitably more sensitive to the international context even then, and tended to

adopt more expansive social programs in part in a larger attempt to cushion their

1 I would like to thank Shelley Pilon for her able research assistance in this projec
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societies from the economic shocks originating outside their borders (Cameron
1978; Katzenstein 1984).

Since the late 1970s, the postwar symbiosis between the global economy

and the western welfare state has increasingly broken down. Economic integration

on a global and regional basis, intense competition in the international trading

system, rapid technological change, and a slowdown in productivity growth have

generated a deep restructuring of domestic economies in the West.

This economic transformation has in turn created powerful forces that push

the welfare state in contradictory directions. Pressures originating in important

measure in the wider global economy simultaneously press for the expansion of

social protection on one side and its fundamental redesign on the other.

Economic change creates victims. The signs of social stress are

everywhere: high and persistent levels of unemployment, higher levels of poverty

and inequality, the emergence of an underclass in some countries, a widespread

sense of economic insecurity and anxiety about the future, and the possible erosion

of the sense of social cohesion on which the welfare state ultimately rests.

Governments quickly come under pressure to protect workers and industries that

have been hurt and to insulate their societies as best they can from economic

forces that are international in scope. Global economic restructuring, however, also

limits the capacity of the state to protect the victims of change. Governments are

under pressure to redesign social programs in ways that reduce rigidities in the

labour market, enhance the flexibility of the domestic economy, and reduce the
fiscal burdens on the public treasury. This emphasis on adaptation and flexibility
stands in tension with the emphasis on security and protection that was embodied

in the historic conception of the welfare state.
These contradictory pressures are pervasive throughout western nations,

creating a powerful convergence in the agenda facing presidents, prime ministers,
and chancellors. There is considerable controversy about whether global inte-

gration generates a powerful convergence in policy responses as well. Some

commentators insist that governments are under pressures to harmonize their social

and labour programs with those of their trading partners to avoid putting their own

domestic producers at a competitive disadvantage. Even if full standardization is

not inevitable, a process of convergence is seen as restricting the rich diversity of

policy regimes that traditionally characterized western nations, largely by eroding

the levels of social protection in countries that established more generous systems
in the postwar era. Although capturing important dynamics in the contemporary

context, such arguments tend to underestimate the power of domestic politics.

Governments throughout the West are grappling with the social policy conse-

quences of a changing economic order. In making their adjustments, however, they
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are also heavily influenced by domestic social pressures and cultures, and often

respond in different ways.

Whatever the remaining scope for independent national choice, however,

the domestic process of social adjustment to global economic change is proving

painful. It is not surprising, therefore, that some pressure is flowing back into the

politics of the global trading regime. The side agreements to the North American

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the statements of the United States and the

European Commission before the final signing of the recent GATT suggest that

western governments are committed to building a social component into

international trade agreements, establishing minimum labour and social standards

for nations wishing access to the markets in the West. Although this is likely to

remain a secondary process of adjustment for western nations, it could well prove

a significant challenge to the international trading system in the years ahead.

The nature of globalization
The economic changes that are reshaping the underpinnings of the welfare state

in the West have been captured in the concept of "globalization." Although the

term risks becoming a cliche, it does provide a useful label for the growing

integration of international markets for goods, services and finance. (The literature

on globalization is now monumental, see for example, Gill and Law (1988),

Omhae (1990), Porter (1990), Courchene (1992a, b), and Reich (1991).) Several

related economic trends, however, such as the pace of technological change and

slowdown in productivity growth, are also critical to an understanding of the
pressures on social protection programs.

The global economy
In part, the turbulence facing citizens in western nations originates in the speed

of change in the global economy. The economic significance of national bound-
aries is declining dramatically. The extension of GATT to a wider range of

nations, the development of regional trading blocks in Europe and North America,

and closer economic ties among the nations of Asia have opened economic

borders. Advances in communications and transportation have also linked local

and global markets more tightly. Multinational enterprises increasingly organize

production on the basis of global strategies, with the result that many corporations

and the goods and services that they produce no longer have a clear nationality.

Modem manufacturing can incorporate the design and engineering skills

of nationals of different countries, finance raised on international markets, parts

sourced from around the world, assembly operations in different markets, and

marketing on a global scale. Globalization is particularly evident in the world of
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finance. The collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement, the dismantling of many

restraints on the flow of capital, and the deregulation of financial institutions in

many countries have integrated financial markets around the world. Every day,

billions of dollars are transmitted between countries with a single keystroke; and

flows of short-term capital are now many times larger than those of direct
corporate investment.

The pace of globalization can be tracked in a number of ways. The volume

of world trade grew more rapidly than world output during the 1970s and 1980s,

especially in the manufacturing sector; and foreign direct investment rose much

more rapidly than either foreign trade or domestic product, as multinational

companies sought to position themselves effectively in an increasingly global

economy (Economic Council of Canada 1992).

One other signpost is the growing proportion of trade that involves cross-

flows of similar products or "intraindustry" trade, much of which is conducted

through multinational corporations. In 1964, intraindustry trade accounted for 46%

of total international trade among the 10 major countries of the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); by the mid-1980s, the figure

had risen to 60% (Economic Council of Canada 1988).

Movements toward an integrated economic system at the global level have

not gone uncontested. Although the Uruguay Round of the GATT has been

completed, regional trade arrangements also play an increasing role. Trade within

the emerging blocks represented by the European Community, North America, and
the Asia/Pacific region has been growing more rapidly than trade between them.

In part, this regionalization of economic activity reflects a natural tendency for

trade and investment to flow most easily to contiguous areas because proximity
and similarity of social systems lower the costs of transportation and information

gathering.
To some extent, however, the emergence of regional trading blocks also

reflects explicit political choices, as neighbours have combined economically to

build a stronger sense of solidarity, to counter competitive pressures from outside

the region, or to gain bargaining leverage vis-a-vis other blocks; and, in some

cases, regional blocks may reflect the political dominance of a local hegemon

(Fishlow and Haggard 1992).

The resulting trend toward regionalization is significant. Krugman, for

example, predicts that during the 1990s world trade outside the trading blocks will

grow more slowly than world output, and may even shrink in real terms; "at least

as far as trade goes," he suggests, "the world economy is likely to be less unified

in the year 2000 than it is today" (Krugman 1990, p. 194). As a result, region-

alization rather than globalization may yet prove to be the predominant trend at
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the world level, with a triad of powerful regional groupings shaping international
economic relationships.

Whatever the eventual balance between the global economy and regional

trading blocks, growing interdependence among individual nations is a core feature

of the modem world. Moreover, the modern international economy is intensely

competitive, as trade in manufactured products increasingly incorporates countries

that offer employers dramatically lower wage, social security, and health and

safety costs. Trade competition has placed intense pressures on firms in western

nations, producing economic restructuring on a major scale, the decline of some

traditional industries, and rust belts across parts of North America.

Traditionally, economic theory celebrates increased trade and open borders.

Trade is seen to be advantageous to all parties, as production and investment move

to areas with clear comparative advantage; consumers benefit from a wider choice

of less expensive products. Although this may be true in the long run and on a

global scale, it is more problematic within the particular countries and particular

economic sectors that face wrenching adjustment. If economic theory can afford

to be indifferent to where economic activity is located, that is not the case for

workers and governments, for whom the answer must always be "here."

Technological change
Economic change and insecurity rooted in international trade and finance is

accentuated by changing technology. New technologies are producing sweeping

changes in the production and distribution of goods and services. New information

systems, robotics, computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM), and
telecommunication technologies are transforming production processes and rapidly
increasing the skill levels required of modern workers. Moreover, these technol-
ogies are intimately related to shifts in the nature of product markets.

In some sectors, mass markets for highly standardized products are giving

way to more fragmented markets and shorter product cycles. For example, the

number of distinct underbodies of cars being sold in the United States rose from

24 in 1955 to 91 in 1986, with annual sales per underbody dropping by more than

half over the same period; and, according to Kodak, no camera today lasts more

than 6 months before it is redesigned and new features are added (Wien 1991).

To compete effectively in such a world, firms must develop more flexible
forms of production that operate efficiently with shorter production runs and are

able to shift smoothly from one model or product to another. The character of the

workplace is changing, with new production techniques replacing the assembly

line model pioneered by Henry Ford in a number of sectors. It is important not to

overstate this pattern. As Harris notes, "Fordism is not dead — there are a large
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number of industries that still use mass production systems, and economics of

scale are significant" (Harris 1993, p. 22). Fewer workers are needed, and those

who remain require greater skills than before. The world is closing in for the
traditional high school educated, semiskilled blue-collar workers. In the 1990s,

white-collar managerial workers also began to feel the effects of international

competition and technological change, as one after another large corporation shed
employees.

Common challenges have prompted common debates. The embrace of

technologies regularly advocated in western nations as the secret to sustaining the

high-employment, high-wage pattern was characteristic of the postwar generation.

Conventional wisdom insists that competition from low-wage workers in low-
technology sectors in the newly industrializing world can be met with a shift to

production of high-technology products. Whether this strategy can be successful

is uncertain, given the ability of corporations to combine high technology with low

wages in many countries, and the worrying levels of skill and education among

western workers. Nevertheless, a high-technology economy remains at the heart

of economic strategy in the West.

Productivity trends

A third major factor underpinning the economic prospects of citizens in western

nations has been the pattern of productivity growth. Productivity within the

industrialized world has reflected two powerful trends over the last 30 years:
convergence and slowdown. Productivity growth among the OECD countries has

reflected a pattern of convergence, as countries with initially lower productivity
levels adopted the best-practice technologies of the most advanced economy, the

United States. Moreover, this convergence in productivity has sustained a parallel
convergence in wealth, as measured by gross domestic product (GDP) per capita

(Helliwell 1994). For the last 20 years, however, convergence had coexisted with

slowdown, as the rapid productivity growth of the postwar decades declined

sharply throughout the industrialized world. Between 1960 and 1973, the average
rate of growth in real GDP per capita for the OECD nations as a whole ranged

between 3.5% and 4.0%; between 1973 and 1990, it fell below 2.0% (Denny and

Wilson 1993).

The reasons for this stall are not well understood, despite an intensive hunt

for the culprit or culprits. A variety of suspects have been named: a slower rate

of capital accumulation; sectoral shifts, including the slowing of movement out of

the low-productivity agricultural sector and the acceleration of movement from

manufacturing to the service sector; increases in energy prices; and weak demand
conditions, which lead to lower capacity utilization (Council of Economic
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Advisors 1992; Economic Council of Canada 1992). Although there is no

consensus on the relative importance of these factors, or others that could be

named, they were clearly sufficient to offset productivity-enhancing factors such
as growing international trade and technological innovation.

The particularly sharp slowdown in productivity growth in the West

intensified the concern that economic leadership is slipping to other regions of the

world. It has triggered a vigorous debate about the determinants of productivity

growth and the potential contribution, if any, of industrial policy to economic

performance in the contemporary era. The apparent return of more rapid

productivity growth in North America in the aftermath of the recession of the mid-

1990s has taken some of the steam out of these controversies, at least temporarily.

Indeed, a wave of self-congratulation insists that the ruthless restructuring of North

American firms has reinstated their global leadership. "Ready to Take on the

World," trumpeted the Economist (15 January 1994); and the New York Times

soon confirmed "The American Economy, Back on Top" (27 February 1994).

Earlier, Canadian newspapers announced similar news, albeit in typically

restrained cadence: "Productivity Growth Returns," and "Canada's Factories

Catching Up" (Globe and Mail, 18 May and 17 June 1994).

Whether this optimism is warranted remains to be seen, as some

economists are convinced that this productivity burst simply reflects enhanced

utilization that normally occurs after a recession rather than a more significant

increase in the underlying trend of productivity growth. (For a skeptical view from

the OECD on U.S. productivity trends, see French and Jarret (1994). For
conflicting views of the Canadian data, see Denny and Wilson (1993) and Fortin

(1994).) Much depends on which of these views are correct. The cumulative

effects of productivity trends are critical to the long-term sustainability of major

welfare programs and the social well-being of citizens.

Globalization and social needs
The social aftershocks from the economic earthquakes triggered by globalization,

technological change and slow productivity growth have been felt throughout

western nations. The economic confidence and security of the postwar era is now

a fading memory. Although some groups have prospered in recent years, new

forms of inequality are emerging. Many families and individuals are struggling

simply to preserve their existing living standards, high unemployment levels

challenge the capacity for social cohesion in some countries, and the level of

poverty and inequality has increased almost everywhere.

The most simple and compelling measure of growing social needs is

unemployment. There has been a dramatic rise in unemployment throughout
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OECD nations since the mid-1970s; by 1993, some 35 million persons were

unemployed. This represents an unemployment rate of 7.8% for the OECD as a

whole, but the numbers rise much higher in some countries. For example, the

average rate for young people approached 30 and 40% in some European

countries, blighting the prospects for a new generation. The depth of the

employment crisis can also be seen in the growth of long-term unemployment;

over a quarter of the unemployed throughout the OECD have been unemployed

for more than a year (OECD 1994).

Some of the unemployment in western nations has been cyclical, reflecting

the serious recessions of the early 1980s and early 1990s. The scale of the

problem, however, is also a product of pervasive economic restructuring. Count-

less jobs have disappeared in the face of global trade competition, technological

change, geographical movements in the location of production, and changes in
employment practices within firms.

In North America, for example, the dislocation was initially concentrated

among manual workers in heavy industry, but steadily spread throughout the fabric

of the economy, affecting a wider and wider range of occupations and social

groups, and reinforcing a deep sense of economic insecurity for much of the

population as a whole.

The findings of a number of special surveys conducted in the 1980s

tracked workers who were 20 years of age and over and who had at least 3 years

experience in a job that disappeared because of plant closings, slack work, or the
abolition of their position or shifts. The largest contingent of displaced workers

consisted of men in their primary working years who lost blue-collar jobs in the

manufacturing sector.
Many of these workers did find new employment, often at wages equal to

or higher than in the original job. Nevertheless, almost half of displaced workers

in the U.S. and Canada were out of work for long periods, accepted lower wages

when they found work, or dropped out of the labour force altogether (OECD 1990,

table 2.9).
The social pressures inherent in economic restructuring can also be seen

in higher levels of inequality in earnings developing in western nations. The

adjustment to the new global and technological economy sweeping through

western nations favours highly educated workers, whom Reich (1991) calls

"symbolic analysts," but undermines the position of other workers, especially

unskilled and semi-skilled production workers, whose jobs are moving to newly

industrializing countries. In the United States, the income premium for college-
educated workers over those with only high school, which had actually declined
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marginally during the 1970s, began to grow strongly during the 1980s for both

men and women (Council of Economic Advisors 1992, p. 101).

This pattern, in more muted forms in some cases, is appearing more

broadly throughout the western world. A recent survey by the OECD found a

trend toward greater earnings inequality in 12 of 17 countries for which infor-

mation was available, and concluded that "an important cause of the swing to

increased dispersion of earnings in the 1980s was an increase in the relative

demand for highly educated workers ... [which] appears to be associated with

technological developments linked to shifts in the demand for products and

services and linked to changes in trade and investment patterns" (OECD 1993a,

p. 177).

Although economic restructuring has claimed victims throughout the

western world, the distribution of the pain has varied from country to country,

reflecting national differences in labour market institutions and social security

programs. The most dramatic contrast is between Europe and the United States.

Within the countries of the European Community, more extensive regulations of

the labour market and stronger patterns of collective bargaining have protected

workers who are employed. The trend toward greater inequality in earnings for

those in employment has been more muted in these countries, except the United

Kingdom. But Europe has also had dramatically weaker employment growth, and

the incidence of long-term unemployment in Europe is very high; almost half of

the unemployed in the EC countries have been unemployed for over a year

(OECD 1994a).

North America, and especially the United States, has moved in another

direction. Employment growth has been much more rapid, almost five times the

rate in Europe, and unemployment rates in the United States are much lower. But

these countries have not escaped without pain. The real earnings of the average
worker have stood virtually still since the mid-1970s in both Canada and the

United States; and there is now greater inequality in the incomes that North

Americans derive from the operations of the marketplace.
Although restructuring has generated many good jobs with high incomes,

it has also generated many poorly paid jobs, and has swollen the ranks of part-

time and contract workers, who generally enjoy less secure benefit protection.

Moreover, the real wages of low-paid workers declined in these countries in the

1980s, in contrast to most European countries (OECD). The result has been a

polarization in earnings, with the relative loss of middle-wage jobs and the relative

growth of jobs paying very low or very high wages. Polarization has been

considerably stronger in the United States, but the direction has been similar on

both sides of the border. A substantial literature on polarization has emerged in
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recent years. (In addition to a special issue of the Quarterly Journal of Economics

(1992, p. 107), see Harrison and Bluestone (1988), Krugman (1990), Levy and

Murnane (1992), Danziger and Gottschalk (1993), Phillips (1993), Beach and

Slotsve (1994), and Morrisette et al. (n.d.)).

Although the economic pain has been distributed differently across western

nations, the psychological impact has been common. For almost a generation now,

citizens in the West have struggled to come to terms with a new economic order.

The sense of economic security of the postwar period is now a fading memory.

Although some groups have prospered, the future prospects of most citizens are

less secure, and the anxiety is palpable. The signs are everywhere, including in the

dreams and aspirations of young people. Today's generation of young people may

well be the first not to exceed the standard of living of their parents, and they

know it. A survey of young Canadians aged 5-18 distilled the atmosphere:

"Children live this. They have absorbed the feelings of insecurity, worry and fear

that have come to characterize their parents' and families' world" (Insight Canada

Research 1993).

Ideological responses to globalization
The economic and social consequences of globalization and the associated

restructuring of the economies of the West have generated contradictory pressures

on the welfare state. On one side, economic change creates pressures for greater

flexibility in labour markets, and easing of expenditure pressures on governments.
On the other side, economic dislocation has increased the numbers dependent on

unemployment and social assistance benefits. Moreover, social support for the

welfare state remains strong. Although high levels of unemployed have weakened
organized labour in many countries, new social movements and organizations,

representing women, the elderly, disabled, and other beneficiaries have become

more active.

In most countries, social protection programs also retain strong public

support. For example, when the Eurobarometer survey asked in the spring of 1992

whether the state should continue to offer everyone a wide range of social security

benefits even if it meant increasing taxes and contributions, 66% of the population

of the European Community answered "yes" and only 27% "no" (Commission of

the European Communities 1994, p. 12).

The response to contradictory pressures is inevitably conditioned by the

prevailing ideological trends in western nations. Major social transformations

invariably trigger ideological debate. During periods of rapid change, long-
established patterns of public policy are challenged, and a new political

equilibrium is sought. That process of political adjustment brings forth conflicting
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interpretations of the nature of the changes under way, and the appropriate

response to them. In the case of globalization, there is considerable disagreement

about how fundamental international economic changes really are, the extent to
which they limit the room for manoeuvre of individual states, and the desirability

of the new order that seems to be unfolding.

Figure 1 provides a simplified map of the complex ideological debate

raging in western nations. (The section draw heavily on Brown (1994).) The

horizontal axis reflects different views of the economic significance of

globalization. Here the distinction is between those who believe that globalization

represents a sharp and fundamental change from the past, and those who insist that

current economic conditions simply represent the normal extension of trends that
have been developing throughout the postwar era. The vertical axis taps normative

views of the emerging global economy, asking whether or not policies that

increase the integration of a country with the wider international economy are

desirable. These two dimensions generate a useful classification of four ideological

perspectives that currently contend for support in western nations. A closer look

at these four clusters of opinion suggest that they have very different implications

for the future of social policy.

Globalists

Globalists argue that international economic integration represents a sharp and

fundamental change from the past, and that government policy should accept and
complement the impulses implicit in this transition. The powerful competitive

pressures inherent in the emerging global market are beneficial to the long-term

Figure 1. The globalization debate. Source: Brown (1994).
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health of the economies of the West, sweeping away inefficient industries and

occupations, and freeing up resources for new opportunities for high quality, high

value-added industries that are competitive on the world level. The challenge for
the West is thus to embrace the pain of change.

Globalists also tend to believe that the effective sovereignty of the nation

state is now significantly constrained, and pressures for harmonization or at least

convergence in the social programs is narrowing the room for manoeuvre enjoyed

by governments. The message is particularly pointed for countries with more

expansive welfare programs and labour market regulations than their trading

competitors. If labour regulations, social expenditures, and associated taxes raise

the costs of production above their competitors, investment levels will erode and

'production will shift to lower cost areas. In the long term, social policy that seeks

to offset or delay adjustment can only lead to lower rates of economic growth,

long-term unemployment, and growing budget deficits.

The state retains a social role in the globalist vision, but a clearly defined

one. In an increasingly integrated world economy, governments cannot protect

citizens from the pressures for economic restructuring indefinitely. Social policy

should facilitate change by enhancing flexibility in labour markets and reducing

the emphasis on passive income support programs. Priority should go to invest-

ments in human capital through education and training so that citizens are

equipped to compete effectively in the world economy. Properly equipped, citizens

in the West have no reason to fear the future.

The traditional left
The traditional left in western nations tends to agree that globalization represents

a profound transformation of the economic order, but see it as a profound threat
to equality, social justice, and the vibrancy of democratic life. The movement of

investment and production to countries with low wages, weak labour market

regulations, limited social benefits, and few environmental controls is seen as

"social dumping," which generates high levels of unemployment in the West and

facilitates the exploitation of workers in the third world. From this perspective,

unrestrained global markets seem to offer little beyond economic insecurity,

eroding social programs, and rising levels of inequality in the distribution of

income and wealth. At some point, such trends could only undermine the wider

sense of social solidarity within nations.

Critics from the left also tend to agree with globalists that international

economic integration effectively constrains the sovereignty of the state. The

enhanced mobility of capital inherent in globalization weakens the capacity of

governments to tax corporate income, to engage in industrial policies and
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economic planning, and to chart distinctive national approaches to social problems.

These constraints on national choices have powerful implications for the quality

of democratic life within individual nations. Governments that are less able to

develop distinctive national policies are less able to respond to shifts in the

preferences of their electorates. Domestic policies increasingly reflect international

pressures rather than national political cultures, and the responsiveness and

sensitivity of democratic governments to their own citizens is accordingly reduced.
Although critics from the left agree with much of the analysis of the

globalists, they disagree strongly in their strategic response. The appropriate policy

stance is not to facilitate and accentuate movements toward an unrestricted global

market; rather governments should resist further integration into the global order

on unrestricted terms, and insist that world trade proceeds on terms compatible

with the preservation of social and democratic values. This strategy involves more

careful management of trading relationships, the insertion of social requirements

into international trading agreements, and the preservation of social programs that

protect the victims of economic change.

Global skeptics
Global skeptics are less convinced that the world economy is undergoing a

dramatic transformation. The expansion of world trade and the shift in western

economies from manufacturing to the service sector have been continuous

throughout the postwar period, they insist, and the contemporary pace of change

is not exceptional. Indeed, the social consequences of technological innovation

today are less dramatic than those generated by earlier waves of change, such as

the mechanization of agriculture and the migration from the land to cities in the
middle decades of this century, a process that truly transformed the social
landscape of western nations. The strength of western economies is that they are

always adapting to change, and the late 20th century is no exception.

Global skeptics also question the assumption that economic restructuring

necessitates social convergence. History, they argue, provides ample evidence that
closer economic integration is consistent with a rich variety in social programs

from country to country. To take but one example, Canada and the United States

built distinctive versions of the welfare state during the middle decades of the

century at precisely the same time when the two economies were becoming more

closely entwined.

Skeptics insist that nations retain the ability to design social contracts that

reflect their domestic political economy. Programs financed by taxes that reduce

net real incomes rather than increasing the costs of production create no

competitive problems; and programs that do increase production costs simply
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trigger a compensating change in exchange rates. There may be lots of reasons to

redesign social programs to enhance the efficiency of labour markets, to target

resources on those in real need, or to ease the burden on deficit-ridden

governments. But the reform process can still reflect domestic choices. In the

words of one analyst, "what really matters is whether the system provides what

the citizens want, and in the most efficient manner. If the programs are right, then

they can be as large and expensive as may be, and the exchange rate will adjust

to keep trade and capital movements balanced without any need for Nordic and

US values and programs to converge" (Helliwell 1994, p. 23).

Orthodox Keynesians

Orthodox Keynesians share many of the assumptions of global skeptics that the

world is not moving toward a dramatically new economic order, and that the

pressures for harmonization are seriously overstated by both globalists and the

traditional left. Keynesians, however, are less convinced that the existing

adjustment processes in the economy will work effectively and emphasize the

need for more expansive macroeconomic policy to increase aggregate demand in

the economies of the West and to reduce slack in labour markets. Without greater

demand for labour, no amount of restructuring of social policies, and no number

of retraining programs, will tackle the fundamental problems confronting western

nations.

The debate over the future of social policy in western nations has been
driven by these four perspectives. In general, globalist perspectives tend to be in

the ascendency, but the balance of views does differ from country to country,
depending on the relative strength of contending political forces. As we shall see,

the policy response has also varied as a result.

National responses to globalization
Governments in western nations face a common agenda that is driven by the

contradictory pressures on the welfare state. They must cope with immense

pressures on social expenditures that are generated by higher unemployment and

inequality, and reinforced by demographic and other factors. But they must also

cope with the pressures to adapt their social programs to a changing global

economy. The response of national governments to these stresses can be seen by

examining three dimensions of social policy: the overall scope of social protection;

the restructuring of social policy, and the extent of convergence in the social

programs of western nations.
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Scope of social protection

The contradictory pressures facing western nations can be seen in the tortuous

decisions about the scope of social policy over the last decade. Every government

has had to struggle with powerful pressures on social expenditures: high levels of

unemployment, growing public deficits, demographic pressures that threaten the

funding basis of public pension schemes, and the explosion of health care costs.

Every government has made painful changes in its benefit and tax systems.

The depth, speed, and configuration of the benefit reductions have varied

with the political circumstances of each country. In some cases, retrenchment has

had high visibility, as in the Reagan administration in the United States and the

Thatcher government in the United Kingdom. Elsewhere the politics of social

policy have dictated a more subtle approach, which in Canada has been dubbed

"the politics of stealth." Whatever the political style, however, incremental benefit

reductions have been widespread. Benefit levels have been reduced directly, or

indirectly, by tightening the conditions for obtaining benefit.

In the case of unemployment insurance, governments have lowered

replacement rates (Canada), extended the period over which contributions must be

paid (Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, and Spain), reduced extended

benefit programs (United States), and strengthened the obligation to accept

employment (Belgium, Denmark, France, and Italy). In the case of retirement

benefits, many countries have raised the age at which benefits are paid. In

addition, the rules for indexing benefits of all kinds have been adjusted. Indexing

benefits to wages was abandoned in the United Kingdom; and indexing benefits

to changes in retail prices has been suspended temporarily or limited in other ways
in Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,

and the United States.
Yet, such incremental reductions in benefits have not reversed the historic

upward trend in social expenditures. The period of rapid growth in social

expenditure in the 1960s and 1970s is certainly over. Nevertheless, the share of

GDP represented by total social expenditures continued to creep up during the

1980s. Public expenditure on social protection in OECD countries outside of the

European Community rose from an average of 18.2% of GDP in 1980 to 21.2%

in 1990; within the European Community, the level rose from 21.6% in 1980 to

an estimated 24.3% in 1991 (OECD 1994c, tables Ib, Ic).

Although governments have been reluctant to raise taxes dramatically to

meet these expenditure pressures, social security contribution rates have risen to

some extent almost everywhere, and total tax revenues as a proportion of GDP

also continued to creep upwards from an OECD average of 35.1% in 1980 to

38.7% in 1991. Underneath this apparent continuity in revenue systems, however,
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have been changes driven by the dynamics of international economic competition.

The capacity to tax depends heavily on the relative mobility of different factors
of production. As the most mobile factor of production, capital is the most

difficult to tax. Not surprisingly, the proportion of total government revenues

raised from taxes on corporate income is small, and has declined throughout the

OECD in recent decades (OECD 1993c). Moreover, many governments have

reduced employers' social security contributions to enhance competitiveness and

promote job creation. In comparison, individual workers and consumers are less

mobile, and have had to bear a growing share of the cost of the welfare state

through taxes on personal income and employee's social security contributions.

In this context, many governments have relied heavily on debt financing.
The welfare state is not solely responsible for debt and deficit levels in western

nations. Much of the explanation lies in low productivity growth, economic

restructuring, high levels of unemployment, and high interest rates that increase

the carrying costs associated with accumulated debts. Nevertheless, the political

sensitivity of social programs means that western nations have not responded to

deficit pressures through ruthless cuts in their benefit structures. The long-term

consequences of debt financing are a dark spectre hanging over the welfare state

in western nations.

Restructuring

Although the contradictory pressures on the social role of the state have not
produced radical reductions in social programs, they have generated a new politics
of restructuring. The prevailing discourse in policy debates in western nations
emphasizes the importance of adjustment to a changing economic order, and

favours a shift in emphasis from passive to active social programs, particularly in
supporting the unemployed. Passive social programs such as unemployment

insurance and social assistance, which simply provide income support, are seen

as less desirable than programs that emphasize training and retraining, assistance

with job searches, employment subsidies, and geographic mobility. With the
disappearance of millions of low-skilled jobs and the expansion of more high-

skilled positions, retraining in particular has taken on a symbolic importance in

the politics of social policy far in excess of its capacity to improve the lot of the

most vulnerable groups in western countries.
Organizations such as the OECD have long complained that the bulk of

labour market expenditures is committed to passive unemployment support and

have advocated a shift toward more active programs. The effectiveness of

retraining and other active programs in a period of high employment has been
questioned by many commentators, and formal evaluations of such programs have
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been mixed. (For a review of such evaluation studies, see OECD (1993b).)

Nevertheless, labour market expenditures in western nations did tilt more toward
active programing during the late 1980s (OECD 1993b).

In some cases, the shift in spending was explicit. Canada, for example,

reduced unemployment benefits and transferred the resources to training programs.

Continued movement toward active programs has been constrained in the 1990s

by the impact of the recession on overall levels of unemployment. As the

European Commission noted, "although governments in the Community have

generally tended to emphasize the importance of active measures in providing

effective assistance to the unemployed in the long term, most have, in practice,

found it difficult if not impossible to shift the balance of expenditure away from

passive measures. As unemployment has increased, the sums required to provide

income support to growing numbers of people have put pressure on other spending

and have often led to expenditure on active policies being squeezed" (Commission

of the European Communities 1994, p. 68).

Nevertheless, restructuring remains a central part of the agenda in western

nations. The specific proposals debated reflect differences in the policy structures

of different countries. In Europe, the pressure of high unemployment, especially

long-term unemployment, is intense. Europe's failure to match American and

Japanese levels of employment creation in recent years has generated a debate

about structural unemployment with attention focusing on labour market regula-

tions and social policies.

The OECD, for example, insists that greater flexibility in labour markets
is critical: long-term unemployment is lower "in the countries where wages are

flexible, unemployment benefits are not excessively generous and companies have

relative freedom to hire and fire" (OECD 1994b, p. 13). The recent OECD Jobs

Study echoed similar themes (OECD 1994a, pp. 29-30):

Motivated to protect people from the worst vicissitudes of economic life,

governments, unions, and businesses have progressively introduced labour

market and social policy measures and practices, which ... have decreased

the economy's ability, and sometimes also society's will, to adapt ...

High unemployment should be addressed not by seeking to slow the pace

of change, but rather by restoring economies' and societies' capacity to

adapt to it.

In late 1993, the European Commission struck a similar note in a White

Paper entitled "Growth, Competitiveness, Employment" (Commission of the

European Communities 1993), which called for a thoroughgoing reform of the

labour market by reducing the regulation of employment relations, restructuring

social protection programs, and reducing employers' taxes and social security
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contributions. The strategy was aimed explicitly at reducing the price of unskilled

and semiskilled labour to facilitate the creation of jobs at that end of the

occupational structure. Clearly, the politics of restructuring remain intense in
continental Europe.

Canada is also launching a major review of its systems of social protection,

with proposals for a major overhaul of unemployment insurance, education and

training programs. The Canadian debate also reflects the ethos of the age, with its

emphasis on a shift from passive to active programs. The thrust of the federal

government's recent discussion paper (Canada 1994) is to withdraw resources

from income transfers to the unemployed, especially repeat beneficiaries such as

seasonal workers, and to enhance training and child benefit programs, to reduce
associated payroll taxes, and to ease the large government deficit.

In the United States, labour markets are much less constrained by

employment regulations and social programs than in other western nations. As a

result, the politics of restructuring has centred on welfare, especially the program

Aid to Families with Dependent Children, which primarily provides support to

single-mothers. The American debate takes on distinctive characteristics, reflecting

the politics of race, a strongly individualist political culture, and concern about the

proportion of inner-city children born to single mothers, especially in the black

community.
Despite its distinctive features, however, the essentials of the reform debate

reflect the broader international trend of shifting from passive income support to
greater emphasis on education, training, and work incentives. In the first instance,
President Clinton's campaign promise to "end welfare as we know it" was

associated with a proposal to end all welfare support after 2 years. The

administration's formal proposal of the summer of 1994 retreated from such

draconian measures, but the direction of change is consistent with the broader

trend throughout the western world.
Thus debate over the structure of social protection has been profoundly

influenced by the pressures unleashed by economic restructuring, high levels of

unemployment, and large government deficits. The contradictory nature of the

pressures on the welfare state ensure that change is incremental in the main.

Nevertheless, the direction of change is remarkably consistent across the western

world.

Convergence and divergence in social protection
As noted earlier, many interpretations insist that globalization is unleashing

powerful pressures for harmonization or at least convergence in the social policy
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Table 1. Convergence in social expenditures among OECD countries, 1960-80.

Public expenditure on social programs (% of GDP)

1960 1964 1968 1972 1974 1980

Average

Coefficient of variation

Highest/lowest (ratio)

10.1

0.36

4.47

11.9

0.34

3.51

13.1

0.35

3.70

15.1

0.34

3.76

18.6

0.31

3.28

19.6

0.30

2.75

Source: Calculated from data provided in OECD (1994c, table 1 A).
Note: GDP, gross domestic product.

systems of western nations. On this dimension, however, the evidence of the

1980s and early 1990s is more mixed.

There are signs of convergence in expenditure levels among western

nations, although the dynamics at work are complex. First, it is important to note

that convergence in spending levels at least has been a long-standing trend, dating

back to the postwar decades. As Table 1 indicates, the coefficient of variation in

social expenditures in OECD nations as a whole fell from 0.36 to 0.30 between

1960 and 1980, with the ratio of the highest to the lowest expenditure levels

falling from 4.47 to 2.75. Western nations were more similar at the end of that

period of social policy expansion than at the beginning.

During the 1980s, however, different regions of the West moved in

different ways. Within the European Community, a process of convergence in

expenditure levels remained strong. As Table 2 indicates, the coefficient of

variation and the ratio of highest to lowest expenditures levels fell steadily over

the decade. A closer look at this process should ally some fears about the wither-

ing effects of a more competitive economic order. Convergence in expenditures

within the European Community was driven as much by considerable increases

in the spending of the southern countries of the Community, Greece, and Portugal,

as by decreases in expenditures in high-spending northern countries such as

Belgium and Denmark (Commission of the European Communities 1994).

Table 2. Convergence in social expenditures among EC countries, 1980-91.

Public expenditure on social programs (% of GDP)

Average

Coefficient of variation

Highest/lowest (ratio)

1980

23.1

0.25

2.52

1983

25.1

0.21

2.06

1986

24.7

0.18

1.89

1989

24.3

0.17

1.86

1991

25.7

0.15

1.67

Source: Calculated from data in Commission of the European Communities (1994,
table 1).

Note: GDP, gross domestic product.
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Underneath this pattern of total social spending, however, lies continuing

diversity in design of social programs, rooted in the historical traditions and

political cultures of the member states. A study by the European Community could

find no consistent pattern of convergence implicit in the program adjustments

undertaken during the 1980s (OECD 1994a, pp. 39-40):

There has certainly been a convergence of the problems to be solved,

partly because all countries have had to confront the social and financial

problems posed by slow growth and higher unemployment, partly because

of common demographic trends, and partly because of similar cost

pressures ... [However], there is no clear evidence of convergence of

social protection systems in the Community since 1980. While a number

of changes have worked in the same direction in specific areas ..., others

have worked in opposite directions.

At the end of the decade, the implications of a single market for social

protection programs in the European Community became an intense part of the

debate over the Maastricht Treaty. The powerful fear has been that social

standards in the north would be eroded by a flight of capital to the south. The

instruments adopted in response to these pressures have been limited: the
Community Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of Workers adopted in 1989

by 11 of the 12 member states; a formal, nonbinding recommendation in favour

of convergence in social protection systems adopted by all member states in 1992;

and related initiatives through the structural funds of the Commission itself. The
subsequent breakdown of the exchange rate linkages in Europe will undoubtedly

ease the pressure for convergence in the short term, but it is clear that finding a

balance between a single economic market and social policy diversity remains a

challenge for the European Community.
The pattern in North America during the 1980s provides less evidence of

convergence. Total public expenditures on social programs in Canada and the

United States diverged further over the decade. Both countries devoted comparable

shares of the national resources to social programs at the beginning of the decade;

but by 1990, the difference had grown sharply: 18.8% in Canada and 14.6% in the

United States (OECD 1994c, table Ib). Once again, an examination beneath the

levels of total expenditure reveals a complex pattern of convergence and diver-

gence in specific programs.
In the case of a number of programs, including health care, pensions, and

social assistance, the 1980s and early 1990s were marked by the incremental

accentuation of traditional differences between the two systems. Convergence in

program structure did occur in some fields, most dramatically in child benefits and

more incrementally in unemployment insurance, although the reasons for
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convergence in the case of child benefits at least had little to do with the

dynamics of economic integration. It is possible, however, to argue that the two

welfare states are more different today than they were in the mid-1970s, the high

watermark of the postwar welfare state (Banting 1992).

In effect, Canada and the United States differed in the extent to which they

sought to offset the social effects of market pressures through political choice. In

the United States, the redistributive impulse faded during the 1980s, and

government programs failed to offset the growing egalitarian pressures inherent

in economic restructuring. As a result, the distribution of final income, which

measures income derived both from the market and from government transfer

programs, also became less equal over the decade. In Canada, however, the

redistributive role of government continued to stabilize the level of income

inequality. Its larger system of income security programs largely offset the

changing pattern of market pressures, with the result that the overall distribution

of final income remained essentially stable throughout this period. This pattern

may not persist as strongly as Canada comes to grips with a fiscal crisis more

severe than that in the United States. Nevertheless, the pattern of the 1980s and

early 1990s reveals more divergence than convergence.

The experience of both the European Community and North America

stands as a warning against an automatic assumption that economic integration

necessarily requires policy harmonization. There has been powerful convergence

in the problems that these nations face. The agenda facing presidents, prime

ministers, and chancellors is strikingly similar. Moreover, the constraints they face

are similar, including those rooted in globalization and economic restructuring.

Each nation must adjust to powerful pressures emanating from the
international pressures, but the global economy does not dictate the precise ways
in which each country responds. Policy is also shaped by domestic politics and

cultures, and different countries are responding to a changing world with a

different mix of program adjustments; this process is painful. The quality of social

protection established in the postwar period is eroding. Nevertheless, each country

is responding according to the rhythms of its internal politics, and the end result

is unlikely to be a harmonized transnational model.

International responses: trade agreements and social policy
Since the dawn of the state system in the Europe of the 17th and 18th centuries,

each state has existed at the point of intersection between the wider international

system and its own domestic society. In the words of Theda Skocpol, "the state ...

is fundamentally Janus-faced, with an intrinsically dual anchorage" in domestic

society and the international system (Skocpol 1979, p. 32). Inevitably, the state
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must mediate the pressures from these two domains. In this sense, contemporary

governments serve two masters, each of which generates distinctive and often

contradictory demands. One registers in ballots and organized interests; the other

in exchange rates, investment patterns and international agreements (Banting et al.,

n.d.). Traditionally, the state has responded to this tension through a dual strategy.

In part, the state seeks to protect domestic interests in the wider global context,

seeking to nudge international developments in directions compatible with

domestic concerns and preferences. In part, the state conveys to domestic society

pressures emanating from the wider global context, adapting public policy and

affected domestic interests to international conditions that it cannot alter.

The last decade has seen a shift in the balance between these two

strategies. During the postwar years, the state often sought to insulate domestic

society from international sources of instability, especially in smaller nations that

even then were highly dependent on international trade and vulnerable to external

shocks (Katzenstein 1984, 1985). In the contemporary period, however, the state

is under increasing pressure to adapt domestic society to forces emerging from

international economic change, a dynamic that has contributed immensely to a

growing tension between governments and their electorates and a declining

popular faith in the effectiveness of state action.

But governments in the West have not fully abandoned the other strategy

for managing the tension between international and domestic pressures. They have

also tried to press the international economy to adjust to the needs of the western
welfare state, and thereby to transfer some of the burden of adjustment beyond
their own borders. The costs of social dislocation clearly influence the trade

policies of western states; the continued reliance on managed trade, countervail,

and antidumping measures undoubtedly reflects domestic social costs with which

social programs would otherwise have to cope. In addition, western governments
seem to be demanding increasingly that the international trading regime

incorporate a social dimension. Under pressure from labour unions and the

political left, governments have sought to expand the agenda in international

negotiations, and to use trade agreements to establish minimum social benefits.

The drive for a social charter in the European Community reflected an attempt to

establish a minimum set of social obligations for member states, and limit the

scope for "social dumping" within the integrated market. More recently, NAFTA,

which incorporated Mexico into that trading block, included two side agreements

dealing with labour standards and environmental protection.

Many advocates of "social" trade agreements dismiss the NAFTA side

deals as largely symbolic. Nonetheless, they remain harbingers of the future.

NAFTA has entrenched environmental and labour issues in the trading regime, and
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established formal machinery to respond to complaints. These structures will

undoubtedly legitimate and stimulate trade-related conflict over environmental and

labour issues, especially in the case of the environment. Unlike the labour accord,

the environmental deal calls for the creation of a Joint Public Advisory

Committee, which has the potential to become a forum for promoting

environmental concerns on a NAFTA-wide basis, and explicitly allows third

parties to initiate formal complaints against one of the countries through the

environmental Secretariat.

Admittedly, the complex dispute resolution mechanisms set out in both the

labour and the environmental agreements were designed to minimize the extent

to which trade sanctions or fines actually result. Nevertheless, Canadian experi-

ence with NAFTA suggests that private interests in the United States will seek to

employ fully all of the possibilities inherent in the formal agreements. (It was the

experience of NAFTA that made Canada especially opposed to the inclusion of

trade sanctions, which could be used by American domestic interests to harass

Canadian exporters. In the end, both side agreements to the NAFTA exempted

Canada completely from the possibility of trade sanctions being imposed. For a

Canadian assessment of the NAFTA, see Cadsby and Woodside (1993).) Official

trade politics now have a social component in the United States, and the precedent

is unlikely simply to fade away.

Western nations gave another signal of future intentions before the final

signing of the Uruguay Round of the GATT in Marrakesh in April, 1994. The

United States and the European Commission (supported strongly by France),

demanded inclusion of a specific reference to labour standards in the GATT

agreement. Strong objections from Asian nations prevented a last-minute addition.
There was agreement, however, that the relationship between the trading system

and internationally recognized labour standards would be taken up by the new
World Trade Organization. In effect, a number of western governments placed

labour issues firmly on the agenda for future trade negotiations.

The use of trade agreements to enforce human rights, labour standards and

social protection generates strong debate, even within western nations. (As the

German economics minister made clear in Marrakesh, the European Commission

and the 12 member states remain divided on the issues (Financial Times, 15 April

1994, p. 8). See also the Economist (9 April 1994, p. 13-14), and the conflicting

views in a recent issue of Foreign Affairs (Collingsworth et al. 1994; Steil 1994).)

Western advocates of such "social clauses" in the trading regime insist that access

to western markets should depend on the protection of fundamental worker rights

and minimum international labour standards. Critics in developing nations suspect

that such proposals really represent a new form of protectionism, designed to
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reduce their comparative advantage in the global trading system. The brief clash

before Marrakesh was striking for its passionate tone, and many commentators

worry about the capacity of the trading system to accommodate such a debate.

Conclusions
Globalization and the associated technological and economic restructuring have

transformed the politics of the welfare state in the West. Domestic and

international policy can no longer be separated, and the future of social protection

can no longer be contemplated except in a global context. The pressures on the

welfare state are intense. There has been a strong convergence in the problems

facing western governments; and the politics of restructuring generates a similar

agenda in most countries. Nevertheless, the welfare state remains deeply

embedded in the political economy of the West. Social programs continue to

absorb a substantial — indeed growing — portion of the resources of western

nations, and each nation retains considerable capacity to fashion its response to

global pressures in light of its domestic politics and culture. As long as social

protection systems in western nations is under intense strain, some of the pressure

will undoubtedly flow into the international negotiations over the future of the

global trading regime itself.
This is a challenging context for policymakers. At the broadest level, the

challenge is to shift from a welfare state premised on separate national economies

to one consistent with the dynamics of a global economy, and to do so in ways
that preserve the historic commitment to social justice and social solidarity
inherent in the postwar model. This broad challenge inevitably spawns an infinite

number of subsidiary challenges, the most important of which are to

Find a balance between the social needs of the population and the fiscal

pressures on the state;

Devise educational and training systems that will equip citizens for a

new economic order;

Use the remaining scope for distinctive national choices to ensure that

social policies continue to reflect the rich diversity of culture and needs

among western nations; and

Develop a broader consensus on the role of the social rights and

benefits in international trade agreements, a consensus in which both

the industrialized North and the industrializing South can participate.
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ESTABLISHING AN EFFECTIVE SOCIAL
POLICY AGENDA WITH CONSTRAINED

RESOURCES1

Peter Hicks

Canada is launching a reform of many of its social policies. Some of these may

have broader international applicability. The risk is that specific reforms take place

at the margin. They propose changes at the edge of an existing infrastructure of

social programs. They reflect changing needs in the social structure of the country.

Unless one understands the existing social structure and the existing

infrastructure of programing, it is difficult to understand the real meaning of the

proposed reform. This is a difficulty that the author has often encountered in

comparisons among industrialized OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development) countries. It is also likely to be a concern in discussions among

people from Canada and Latin America.

Risks, however, are also encountered with the alternative approach of

dealing with reforms at a more general level of principles, priorities, or general

directions for change. The same words may not always have the same meaning.

Social policy discussions around the world tend to use the same language and
catch phrases. There are reasons for this. Individual needs and basic social

structures — families and work — are similar around the world. We are all
impacted by common environmental, technological, and trade pressures.

Nevertheless, there is also reason to wonder about the substantive meaning of

terminology that can, with apparent ease, be used to describe social policy reforms

in countries where social problems and social security programing are so different.

1 The views expressed here are those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the
Department of Human Resources Development Canada.
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Social security system in Canada
Recent trends
The social security system in Canada today was shaped by initiatives taken

between 1964 and 1971. During this period, surrounding its centennial year,

Canada introduced a number of separate initiatives that, when taken as a whole,

established the Canadian version of the welfare state. The ground was laid for a

huge expansion of postsecondary education. Helped by federal financing, the

provinces set about doubling the university capacity and creating a new system of

colleges. The framework for adult training was also put in place at this time. The

structure of today's social assistance system was set with the passage of the

Canada Assistance Plan (CAP), which provided federal, cost-shared financing for

provincial social assistance of CAPs. Extensive reforms were introduced in the

area of health and income security for seniors.

"Active manpower policy" was also introduced in Canada at this time. This

involved a stronger government role in labour market adjustment, including

counselling, training, support for mobility, and community economic development.

The Royal Commission on the Status of Women put a new focus on equity in

social security programing. Language and multicultural issues moved to centre

stage.

At the end of this period, in 1971, there was a major expansion of

unemployment insurance. Since then, there has been a paring back in some areas

and additions like developmental uses, but the unemployment insurance system

today is still fundamentally based on the 1971 reform. In many ways, unem-

ployment insurance became and remains the defining Canadian social security
program for adults, going well beyond the usual scope of insurance and into
matters like regional development, training, and special benefits like maternity

leave. Unemployment insurance represents both the strengths and vulnerabilities

of social security in Canada.

The result of these reforms was a mature welfare state. It provided Canada

with the kind of safety net that had been the goal of social policy since the Great

Depression, and it made sense for the society and economy that had emerged in

postwar Canada.

This was a period where, at least in a stereotyped, middle-class version,

children grew up in a stable family environment, with a father at work in a steady

job and most mothers at home raising children. Children got their learning at

school, graduated, and found reasonably stable jobs themselves. Layoffs occurred

during economic down-turns but the jobs would still be there when the economy

recovered. If people were unable to participate in the labour market for reasons

of serious disability, institutional care would be available. Real incomes were
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rising and people could plan based on optimistic assumptions, with strong

incentives to work. People saved for retirement and employees stopped working
about the age of 65.

Although a stereotype, this vision of "normal" society was widely

supported by popular culture. Its assumptions were at the heart of the new

Canadian social security system. Some of these assumptions never did apply to

large segments of the population. Hardly any elements of this vision remain valid

today.

The changes in the structure of Canadian society since the 1960s are very

large on many dimensions. The examples that follow show that, in case after case,

indicators of fundamental social change have doubled, or halved, in a period of

less than 30 years:

The number of one-parent families has doubled from about 8 to 16%;

Average unemployment rates doubled from around 5% to 10%;

The duration of unemployment jumped from about 17 to 25 weeks;

Although the average schooling among young people grew consider-

ably, youth unemployment rates jumped from about 10 to about 18%;

The annual rate of growth in real family incomes fell from about 4 to

about 2%, whereas the annual rate of growth of real individual incomes

in constant dollars plummeted from around 9% to practically zero;

The percentage of families with both parents working has almost

doubled from about 32 to 61%;

Women's participation in the labour force doubled from 34 to 68%;

Average age of retirement for men fell dramatically. In the 1960s, about

26% of men over age 65 were still working. This has fallen to about

10%;

The share of immigration from outside of Europe and the United States

doubled from about 37 to about 76%; and
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Social security spending (not counting seniors benefits) doubled as a

percent of gross domestic product (GDP) from about 7 to 14%.

Government social polices support and help overcome the weakness of the

social structures of a country. Given the changes in the underlying social

arrangements and structures, including markets and families, just described,
equally radical changes in social policies should be anticipated. It is well

understood in Canada that government deficits must come down and that social

programing, which makes up an increasing portion of government spending, must

be part of that equation. The deficit situation reflects a deeper problem in social

programing. Existing social trends are simply not sustainable.

As a society, Canadians spend less time in paid work. This is happening

at both ends of life. Canadians are spending more of their early years in school

and more of their older years in retirement. In our middle years, there is more

unemployment, unstable work, and work in the underground economy. In the

hours that are worked, productivity trends have been stagnating, as have real

individual earnings.

It is a simple matter of arithmetic that the people in a society cannot

continue to work and earn less and, at the same time, be able to support them-

selves at the same, or more generous, levels during the growing periods when they

are not working. Either taxes or earnings or total hours spent working must

increase, or social spending for those not working must fall or become more
effective. Immigration and demographic patterns can accelerate or slow the relent-
less path of this logic, but the logic remains. Under constrained resources, some-

thing must give. There is no magic formula.

Existing arrangements in Canada
The best choices from those listed in the foregoing will involve some combination

of increased earnings through productivity growth, increases in the amount of time

spent working (at least as it results from reduced unemployment) and more

effective social policies. This section will address the latter but, before doing so,

it is necessary to define what is meant by social policy in this context and to

review existing arrangements in Canada.

In Canada, the terms social policy, social security policy, and, more

recently, human resource development policy have often been used

interchangeably. For purposes of this paper, this term can be defined broadly to

include income support like seniors' benefits, unemployment insurance and tax

credits, employment and labour programing, education, health and social housing,

and social services. In practice, however, the paper is mainly limited to those areas
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of social policy that are currently under review in Canada: those related to

employability programing, income security, and learning.

In Canada, the federal department of Human Resource Development

administers or contributes to the financing of most of the programs within the

scope of the current review. This includes unemployment insurance, student loans,

transfers to the provinces to share the cost of social assistance and postsecondary

education, and a wide range of employment and social development programs.

Programing is administered through a decentralized network of regional and local

offices. Human Resource Development Canada also administers programs that

provide benefits to seniors and a number of programs related to equity and to

labour legislation in areas of federal jurisdiction.

Federal tax policy also influences social policy in a variety of direct and

indirect ways. The child tax credit is a particularly important element. Options

relating to it are included in the Discussion Paper (Government of Canada 1994).

Other federal departments have responsibilities for related programing in areas like

health, public safety, and social housing. Statistics Canada produces information

about most dimensions of the social system.

The various provincial governments are responsible for education, social

assistance, and social services — key areas that are within the scope of the social

security review. They too have student assistance programs, their own income

taxes, and, to varying degrees, employment development programs. Depending on

the program, provincial decision-making is also decentralized to local areas, in

some cases, more decentralized than is the case at the federal level, sometimes

less.
In recent years, Canada has begun to move toward an integrated approach

to social policies, which implies thinking of income support and services like

training and education as part of the same human resource development package.
In 1993, at the federal level, the creation of Human Resource Development
Canada, was a big step forward. The new department brought together

responsibilities that were formerly in four separate departments. The scope of the

current reform exercise is another manifestation of a broader, more integrated

approach. Provinces have similarly been active in integrating and rationalizing

their programing, although not always following the same path.

The particular split of social security policy across the two orders of

government, i.e., federal and provincial, is of course unique to Canada. Finding

good working arrangements is an important dimension of the social security

reform process.
In terms of partnership with nongovernment players, Canada is perhaps less

developed than some other countries. For example, the machinery is not yet in
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place for governments, labour, and business to act in full partnership in labour

market policies, an area of direct interest to all parties. This, however, is changing.

At the federal level, business and labour are playing an increasing role through

organizations like the Canadian Labour Market and Productivity Centre and, more

recently, the Canadian Labour Force Development Board, which provides advice

on matters relating to training and other labour market programing. Similar boards

exist or are being planned at the provincial and local levels. Some industry sectors

are also becoming more organized in their approach to human resource

development.

In terms of program structures, programing in Canada tends to follow

traditional models. That is, a fixed set of products — a cheque, service, or some

information — is offered to people who are eligible. Each set of products is

administered separately with relatively little cross linkage — even though the

same individual may have need of support from more than one source. There has

been some progress, however, in breaking down these program boundaries in

recent years. The local staff of Human Resource Development Canada have good

experience in flexible, responsive delivery, but generally only in the use of tools

that are within the departmental tool kit. There have been experiments, however,

that combine unemployment insurance, social assistance, and employability

measures into an integrated package. Often these have been used to help welfare

recipients gain the skills and the self-esteem needed to prepare for work, together

with help in finding real jobs. There have also been pilot programs that have
involved the joint federal and provincial delivery of service.

As in other countries, relatively little attention is paid to effectiveness and

results, and relatively more attention is paid to meeting eligibility criteria and to
quality of service to the public. There have been many improvements, however,
in program design and management in recent years. Overall, the Canadian record

here is good compared with other countries, particularly in the areas of local

decision-making, program evaluation, and experimentation.

The policy context

Canadians are addressing social policy reform within a context or intellectual

framework that is quite familiar, at least among OECD countries. It may be useful

to review this received wisdom before turning to the specific reform proposals.

Perhaps the fundamental policy direction characteristic is a greater focus

on individual citizen's needs and abilities. This can be seen in the commonly used

themes of investing in people, mutual obligations, caring, social integration, and

in the emphasis on active supports to help people to learn and find jobs. The
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underlying argument is that social security policy must help individuals adapt to

a rapidly changing world. It must go beyond passive safety nets.

There is an increasing recognition that social policy must be rooted in a

deeper understanding of human complexity and of human development. It requires

an understanding that events at one stage of a person's life can have important

consequences later on and it recognizes a continuum of need and opportunity.

Most people, most of the time, are near the self-sufficient end of this continuum

of need and opportunity. At the other end of the spectrum, perhaps one person in

five faces multiple or severe barriers. They require more assistance to participate

on a level playing field. In general, most people need some assistance at some

stage of their lives. Often these are at the big transition points that cross the main

institutions of society — from school to work, leaving the parental family and

starting a new family, family breakup, work to retirement, or finding work after

a period of joblessness.

Compared with their counterparts in many other countries, however, most

Canadians are near the self-reliant end of the spectrum. The ba.sic supports —

family, community, jobs, learning — are there. The following are some

observations about policy trends as they relate to these social institutions.

Families provide the main support for individuals throughout life,

especially for children. The nature of the family is changing rapidly. Social

security policies in support of families, including child care and child benefits,

need to catch up with the new realities. More "flexible" labour markets — where

some people work fewer hours than they would like and others work more —

often create inflexibilities in families, like time deficits and the need for both

parents to be working and some supports like affordable child care are missing.
In this regard, there is growing recognition that we do not know enough about
what is happening inside families and how families and communities are evolving.

Future policy should be supported by better data and research on these issues.
The economy and the labour market is the second dominant social

institution that supports individuals, especially in their middle years. It provides

income and opportunities for productive activities. The nature of work, however,

is changing rapidly, mainly because of changes in trade and technology. There has

been a long-run upward trend in unemployment that is bad in itself and creates

other social problems.
Increasingly, the key social policy objective in this context is to help

people find jobs and to encourage the development of human resources in terms

of the skills and abilities that are available to the work force. Much greater

attention is paid now to human resource development on the job, including the

role of employers and unions in shaping jobs and in providing learning
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opportunities. This attention to "internal labour markets" is a new policy direction
for Canada.

Some Canadian observers are also concerned about trends toward a

polarized labour force and the split between good jobs and bad jobs. Although

there is evidence that there is such a trend, more recent emphasis has been simply

on employment growth based on the idea that any job is better than no job. This

has not, however, resulted in the kind of proposals that could lead to greater wage

flexibility to increase employment that is sometimes seen in other countries.

Perhaps the main discussions in Canada in this area are related to the impact of

payroll taxes on employment growth. Relatively more attention has been paid to

labour market flexibility with respect to hours, but even here there have not been

the kinds of debate around the length of the work week or work-sharing schemes

that have been seen in some European countries.

Education, health care, and a range of other established social services are

the third of the main ways that society supports individuals. Common policy

themes are more prevention and hence less need for remedial care; learning to

learn as opposed to learning specific skills; measurement of outcomes; more

market-based incentives and freedom of choice; better counselling, case man-

agement, and assessment and referral processes; and more community-based action

and less reliance on big institutions.

Jobs, learning, health, crime, early childhood development, and social well-

being are intimately linked, and their combined impact is important for social
policy. It is recognized that more needs to be known about these impacts and
about the consequences of interventions at different stages of an individual's life.

In Canada, perhaps more than in most advanced countries, child care and early
childhood development is seen as a particularly important priority, as are

transitions from school to work.

Governments are the fourth in this list of the big institutions in society that

support individuals. They do this as employers in their own right, in the financing

of services like education and health care, in the direct provision of other services

including employment development services, in income support and taxation, and

in regulation, and the setting of standards. It is this support from governments that

is the prime focus of the current social security reform.

The fast pace of change in the role of individuals, families, jobs, and

services requires changes in what governments do and how they do it. Jobs and

employment growth become a dominant priority of governments, both in economic

and in social policy terms. There are perhaps three trends in much recent thinking

in Canada about the role of government in social policy.
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First, much commentary suggests that there should be a shift in the relative

balance of programing toward services, especially learning. This is based on
policy trends that favour prevention rather than remedial interventions and active

interventions rather than passive income support alone. The result is a major

change in the central issues that define social policy. In the 1960s and 1970s, the

heavy focus was on matters of equality, particularly in income distribution. To this

has been added a new focus on meaningful work and learning and on human

development issues generally.

Second, there is a trend toward solutions that involve cost savings, greater

rationality across categories of social programing, and more effective interventions

like those that are community-based as opposed to relying on big institutions. In

this regard, much attention is placed on the cost and disincentive effects of income

security programs like unemployment insurance and social assistance. A newer,

and potentially even more powerful trend, has been to look to effectiveness issues,

particularly moving service-based programing to a more evidence-driven "what

works" approach.

Third, there is a greater recognition of the continuum of individual needs

and opportunities described earlier. This means more and better use of

information, less expensive interventions, and encouragement of market forces for

the great majority of people who have the ability and opportunity to adapt by

themselves. It also means more costly, tailor-made interventions for those in most

need, nearer the other end of the continuum.

The current social security review
On 18 September 1994, the Prime Minister of Canada announced a jobs and

growth agenda. Its components are improving social security, ensuring a healthy
fiscal climate that supports economic and job growth, reviewing government

programs, and strengthening the performance of the Canadian economy in

investment, innovation, and trade.
On 5 October 1994, the Minister of Human Resources Development

released a discussion paper on the first of these components, social security. The

paper, "Improving Social Security in Canada," sets directions for change and

offers a range of options for redesigning federal programs in the areas or working,

learning, and security. These programs include unemployment insurance, em-

ployment services, and federal support for postsecondary education and social

assistance.

The discussion paper was issued to provide a framework for a consultative

process. A parliamentary committee will hold public hearings and will generally

be the focal point of the consultations.
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The discussion paper set three objectives for a renewed set of social

programs: helping Canadians to get and keep jobs; supporting those most

vulnerable, especially children living in poverty; and ensuring affordability. A

number of guiding principles are also proposed. These include creating oppor-

tunity, investing in people, sharing mutual responsibility, preventing future prob-

lems, putting people first, and ensuring greater fairness and affordability.

In the section on working, the discussion paper proposes ways of

improving employment development services. These include better counselling,

better information, improving basic skills, classroom and workplace training, and

incentives for hiring unemployed people. It stresses the importance of better

management including measuring results, community leadership, and better ways

for the federal and provincial governments to work with each other.

Two basic approaches are proposed in the area of unemployment insurance.

The first involves creating a new "employment insurance" program. The second

would tighten rules of the existing unemployment insurance program, for example,

by making it harder to qualify for unemployment insurance and reducing the

periods during which a person could draw benefits. Both approaches could be

used.

A new employment insurance program could have two components: basic

insurance and adjustment insurance. Basic insurance would be for occasional

unemployment insurance claimants, i.e., people who use the program infrequently.

For them, the unemployment insurance program would work much the same as
it does now — income support while looking for another job. It would also

include current sickness, parental, maternity, and adoption benefits. Adjustment
insurance would be for frequent unemployment insurance claimants, i.e., people

who experience recurring unemployment problems. These benefits might be lower

than basic insurance, but frequent claimants would also get more active assistance
in finding a job. Other changes proposed relate to the coverage for nonstandard

work.
In the section on working, the discussion paper also deals with the

financing of unemployment insurance and employment development services,

including options relating to the level of payroll taxes, counter-cyclical financing

and experience rating. Other options deal with better ways of meeting the needs

of working parents.

The section dealing with learning mainly concentrates on the financing of

postsecondary education. It raises issues around greater use of loans to students,

particularly those that can be repaid later in life based on current income. The

discussion has particular relevance in Canada at this time. The existing formula

by which the federal government transfers funds and tax points to the provinces
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for postsecondary education is such that cash transfers will disappear within a

decade. The exploration of alternative uses of that cash is, therefore, timely.
Another option discussed relates to the possible use of registered retirement
savings plans to pay for education and training.

The section dealing with security discusses alternatives to the existing

federal mechanisms for financing provincial social assistance programs. Existing

arrangements are inflexible. They do not support provincial efforts in areas like

active programing and child development services. They make it hard to overcome

welfare traps. Much attention is paid to options that address child poverty,

including the use of tax credits. At the time this paper was being written, the

consultation process was only beginning, so it was too early to report on its
progress.

Concluding observations

How can social policy better support a country's
competitiveness and provide security?

The traditional economic answer to this question involves keeping social

payments, particularly income support, as low as possible within the acceptable

norm for a country to avoid disincentives to work and to lower government

expenditures and hence taxes. The economy will grow. More jobs will be created

and the need for social programs will be thereby reduced. In Canada, for example,

unemployment insurance has been tightened up in a series of reform measures in

recent years. But there are clearly limits to this tightening up process. Few people

believe that this traditional solution is enough.
Unemployment insurance was a relatively easy target because many

Canadians, although certainly not all, felt that it was too generous and caused too
much distortion in the economy. There would be little public appetite in Canada
for deeper cuts to programs that would undermine social equity or basic income

security.
Although further tightening up certainly continues to be one avenue of

reform, more radical approaches are needed for the long term. These include

shifting toward human resource development strategies, greater flexibility and

integration across the big institutions of society, and information as a product of

the social policy system.

Human resource development strategies

Future reform should make programs more effective, not only less costly. This

means looking at the benefit as well as the cost side. With a focus on benefits, it

is increasingly clear that many programs, particularly income support programs,
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simply do not make sense. They are aimed at the wrong objective. In particular,

programs that simply support people through long periods of joblessness, without

helping to prepare them to find new jobs, are simply out of touch with the realities

of the changing job market. People need new skills, and a competitive, good jobs

economy depends on a skilled labour force. A human resource development

strategy based on building skills can address key social and economic objectives
simultaneously.

A shift toward a human resource development approach is a move in the

right direction, but is no panacea. Solutions are not easy to implement. First, they

involve more upfront cost. They can be defended in investment terms in light of

their subsequent payoffs. But government accounting in this area is traditionally

not done on an investment basis and the information to support accurate

calculation of costs and benefits is not available.

Indeed, evaluations in Canada and other countries have shown quite mixed

results. Programs like adult training have worked on balance, but often not by

much and not in all cases. In Canada, we believe we know the reasons for this and

how to introduce programing that will work far better. They involve much greater

tailoring of programing to individual needs and they involve a shift to an output

oriented set of incentives.

These solutions are not quick or easy. This requires upfront investments,

not only in the design of the interventions themselves, but in developing the

information and knowledge required by results-oriented programing.
On the positive side, now is a good time to make a shift in the human

resource development direction. The economic recovery in Canada is beginning
to lessen the pressure on existing social programs, at least a little, and a major
shift to active measures like training is easiest when the economy is improving
and there is at least potential for job growth. In downturns, the question of "why
train, if there are no jobs" is often raised. It is interesting to note, however, that

people who ask this question seldom ask the seemingly corollary question "why

stay in school, if there are no jobs." Presumably, people have more faith in the

long-term payoffs from initial education than from adult training. They may be

right. Unfortunately, empirical evidence in this area is not strong. We cannot yet

base strategies for lifelong learning on hard data about what works best.

Flexibility and integration across social institutions

A second, long-run approach to effective social policy may involve using social

policy to increase flexibility across social institutions—work, community service,

schools, and family. One example is better integration of learning and work.

Certainly, this involves more flexibility in the transition from school to work along
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the lines of extended apprenticeship, internship, and cooperative education models.

But it also applies throughout life with more structured approaches to lifelong
learning, including possibly the development of skill and occupational standards.

More flexibility in work arrangements is another example, involving more

flexibility in hours, work-sharing, leave, and so on. But this must be done

carefully to avoid simply offloading rigidities in one system to another equally

important system. Currently, all too often, work flexibility means that some people

work more than they want (often creating time pressures that decrease family

flexibility) and others work less (resulting in a different set of pressures on family
life).

More flexibility is needed in the transition between work and retirement.

When unemployment is high, trends toward early retirement provide relief in the

labour market. Over the longer term, however, flexibility should include more
choice in the paths from work to retirement. One of the most dramatic features of

society in the coming decades will be the growing numbers of healthy, skilled

people who are over the current retirement age.

Social policy does not yet give enough weight to the role of community

service and nonmarket activities in terms of their intrinsic value and their role in
learning and providing meaningful activity at different stages of life. Examples

include work in the home and in the volunteer sector, particularly in the care of

children and the elderly, and in a wide range of environmental, community, and

charitable undertakings.
It is sometimes claimed that government social services can undermine

individual initiative and the roles of the family and community. These impacts are

rarely taken into account in estimating the costs and benefits of programs. The
data and research to determine the magnitude of these impacts simply do not exist.
Nor is there good data and research that show how intervention at one stage of

life impacts on later stages or their intergenerational impact.
Governments have many social policy levers that could be mobilized to

increase flexibility and integration across the big institutions of society — from
labour standards, to parental benefits, to promotional stay-in-school campaigns, to

apprenticeship certification, to age of entitlement to seniors benefits. They have

not, however, been used in a concerted fashion. There is a lack of policy-oriented

research to guide policymakers in this complex area. This appears to be an area

of considerable potential for policy research and, later, action.

Information as a product

A final, long-term push toward greater effectiveness may be in the greater use of
information as a product of the social policy system, along with income security
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and services. Information is relatively inexpensive, and it has potential for getting

good results. It fits in with a strategy of prevention, taking action that will prevent
problems from arising.

Better information can, in principle, help individuals, families, employers,

unions, community groups, and a whole range of service providers make better

decisions. There are a number of quite different categories of public information
under discussion. Different trends apply in each.

First, as a consequence of the use of better technology, there is likely to

be a great increase, soon, in the amount of readily accessible, integrated

information that will help match individual and family needs with available

services — like social services, or learning opportunities like evening courses

offered by schools, or employability services. This information will in turn

encourage the growth of more market-based incentives in the provision of social

services, with some gains in efficiency. There is also growing use of techniques

to help people assess their needs in light of available services.

Second, there will likely be a steady increase in accessible information that

will allow self-learning and the development of new skills. This is an extension

of distance learning that is already well-advanced in Canada and that builds on

new communication and computer technology. It goes well beyond the scope of

the social security system and links social security with the worlds of

telecommunications and education. The challenge lies not so much with the

information technology, but with the content—including matters of standards and
certification. The pace of development will be driven by the ability to make

progress on these substantive topics.
Third, there is likely to be a rethinking of the role of promotional or social

marketing information. Marketing has many purposes. It can promote awareness
of problems — like children at risk or discrimination or illiteracy. It can help raise

funds for service providers. It can promote certain behaviours like the Canadian

"Stay in School" media campaign. It can support concerted action and coopera-

tion — often by designating years or days that recognize something of value, like

the International Year of the Family.

The stronger focus on prevention suggests a larger future role for

promotional activities. Yet, in the area of social security, not enough attention has

been paid to issues like costs and benefits, uses and potential misuses, and

priorities for action. More discussion and study are warranted.

Fourth, is a likely trend toward major new investment in gathering general

intelligence about the operation of the labour market, the learning systems, the

family, information about the changing nature of social problems, and information

on best practices. These include the basic data collected by national statistical
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agencies and more research-oriented longitudinal surveys. General intelligence

information can improve the overall performance of the social security system. It

can also help individuals make better educational or job search decisions.

Fifth, and at the other end of the spectrum from general intelligence data,

is an automation of the very specific "micro" information needed to help many

thousands of job seekers and employers get together. These are proposals for an

"electronic hiring hall" — an automated means whereby individuals can enter their

qualifications and employers can enter their job vacancies into a system that

allows for highly automated screening and matching of people's skills and job

openings.

How can a substantive reform agenda be
formulated in a time of restraint?

How can a practical reform agenda be formulated that will save money and move

in these longer run directions? There are no easy answers. Balancing winners and

losers and balancing competing objectives is never easy. It is especially hard in

a time of overall restraint. In Canada, it is a particularly difficult task because of

a strong regional dimension to social programing. Policy changes can result in

winners and losers among the provinces as well as among people. Large-scale

reform in Canada has often failed in the past because of an inability to reconcile

place-based and people-based reform agendas.

There are both process considerations and substantive considerations in

developing a reform agenda. First, a process point of view, incremental change

can be successfully carried out on a program-by-program basis. Larger scale

reform, however, may be more successful if there are a large number of programs
on the reform table to allow more latitude for balancing winners and losers and
competing objectives. Comprehensive reform of unemployment insurance in
Canada failed in the past because people could see only the proposed cuts to the
program, not the design of better replacement programs. This implies of course
that tradeoffs are possible. It implies that cuts in some program areas are large

enough to allow reallocation both to deficit reduction and to the kind of longer-run

policy priorities described in the foregoing.

Second, the success of reform initiatives often depends on finding the right

balance between consultation and consensus building and taking leadership in

quickly implementing reforms that are needed but may be unpopular with some
groups. The right balance will be unique to a particular country and a particular

time. Communications, however, based on good knowledge, including information

about program effectiveness, can always be a powerful tool to support a reform
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agenda. No one will lobby hard in favour of programs that demonstrably do not
work.

A third consideration is the use of flexible reform strategies based around

pilots, experiments, strategic initiatives, encouraging creativity among front-line

staff in developing new approaches, and so on. These can complement bigger

changes in the program building blocks and financing arrangements, thereby

reducing the risk of large mistakes, and allowing for early action.

On the substantive side, it is often possible to get savings, without

undermining the basic purposes on the program, by more careful targeting of

programs on areas of greatest need. At least this is the Canadian experience. One

way is to use the income tax system either to deliver cheques only to those who

most need them, as in tax credits, or to tax back universal benefits to high-income

families. Use of new technology is allowing for more precise targeting of this sort.

Targeting can also be accomplished by more closely tailoring programs to

individual needs, so that those in less need do not get more than they require.

(This is also likely to mean those in greater need will receive more support and

more effective support.) This kind of targeting can happen at the level of

individual interventions. It can also aim programs at more specific audiences —

unlike the Canadian unemployment insurance system that has very broad

eligibility.

Another approach to targeting is to examine need over a life cycle. In some

cases, individuals can contribute a greater amount to their own income security
through social programs that spread costs and benefits over different stages of life.

Examples are income contingent repayment loans for students and various forms

of registered savings plans.
Still another approach to savings without endangering basic objectives is

through efficiency in delivery. There is growing experience with the kind of social

service interventions that work far better. These are programs that are individually

tailored, community based, and knowledge driven. Other candidates include

reduction of overhead costs, overlaps and duplication, better control over abuse,

and more joint work with other partners. Although these are hardly new ideas,

there is new potential for savings in the next several years as a result of the use

of computer and communications technology that is becoming increasingly

accessible.
One way of getting savings — moving to low unit cost, one-size-fits-all

programing — is a mistake. This kind of programing is cheap but it does not

work. Cutting back on information technology and research overheads is another

bad idea that will cost more in the end.
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Should there be international cooperation in
social policy research agenda?

Clearly there should. Much of what has been said in the foregoing implies an

ambitious research agenda. The move toward a human resource development

strategy and empirically based programing implies a quantum leap in the impor-

tance attached to knowledge generation through means ranging from social policy

research, to evaluation and experimentation, to the collection of basic statistics.

These matters are not unique to a particular country and it only makes

sense to coordinate efforts when dealing with such difficult and costly under-

takings. Work emerging from Latin America shows impressing similarities with

the social policy agendas found in developed countries (Torres 1993).
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SOCIAL POLICY REFORM IN CANADA
UNDER REGIONAL

ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

Albert Berry

Current social policy review process
The setting for the current debate on social policy reform in Canada (including

what some refer to as the crisis of the welfare state) parallels that of other

industrialized countries in many respects. Common features include a secular

growth slowdown topped by a recession in the early 1990s, an aging population

requiring higher transfer and health-care expenditures, rising needs and costs

associated with the increasing prevalence of the single-parent family, and public

pressure to widen the coverage of various social services to new categories of

recipients.

These factors, affecting the demand for, and availability of, public funds,

have contributed to the near-universal fiscal crises in which industrialized

countries find themselves. By the end of the 1980s, despite some austerity

measures, budget deficits remained high, with Canada one of the more extreme
cases. Policy reform is not just a matter of controlling social spending while
maintaining a high level and quality of services. It is also a redesigning of the

system to meet the changing needs of the new prevalence of temporary and

insecure work from more frequent job and career changes, more self-employment,

the single-parent family, and the more complicated family earning patterns
associated with the multiple-earner family. These features all present serious

challenges to the traditional social security structures.

Other common contextual factors are the rapid technological change,

especially in the information area, and the related pattern of increasing

globalization. Most of the industrialized countries are also involved in economic

blocks, which imply regional economic integration going beyond the world trend

in that direction. For Canada, the major event was the signing of the Canada—U.S.

free trade agreement of 1989 (CAFTA), followed soon by the creation of the
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North American free trade agreement (NAFTA) in 1993. Although for Canada, the

free trade agreements do not represent as drastic a change as they would, or will,

for many countries of Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), they are certainly

important enough for its lessons to be potentially instructive. Will they produce

gains from trade that translate quickly into fuller and better employment of the

labour force, or will they lead to widespread downscaling of work forces, wider

earnings differentials, and jobs that are less secure because of the flexibility

required to compete effectively in the international market?

Several features are special to Canada's social policy crisis/challenge. A

number of these relate to its being small compared to the U.S., its main trading

partner, although relatively open (high export and import to gross domestic

product (GDP) ratios) and integrated with that partner, but having social goals, as

revealed by past and current policies and structures, which differ significantly

from those of the U.S. No other member of a major trading block is in such a

delicate situation. To none is it likely to be so important that social policymaking

be kept "national" even as the economy becomes increasingly international or

intertwined with that of the U.S. Available data seem to confirm that the widening

income disparities that afflicted the U.S and some other industrialized countries

in the 1980s were significantly less marked in Canada (Berry and Stewart n.d.),

and this difference is often interpreted as a result of the different social policy

systems.
There has been widespread fear in Canada that competitive pressures

implicit in a closer economic integration with the U.S. will undermine Canada's

social programs (Banting 1992, p. 22). Social programs that raise the costs of

production would push economic activity to the south, whereas ones that lower

business costs by socializing some of them might be interpreted in the U.S. as

subsidies and subjected to countervail or other trade reprisal.
Optimists on this count argue that our distinctive social programs evolved

during a period of increasing integration, that taxes reducing net incomes would

be no problem, whereas those that raised costs would simply trigger an offsetting

exchange rate adjustment. Regional development grants to industry might be

challenged but generally available social programs would not.

Two other features of Canada's political landscape warrant attention: the

importance of the provinces and the presence of a significant socialist party impact

on social policy. Although the socialist New Democratic Party (NDP) has never

achieved power at the national level, it has at one time or another governed four

provinces and, over the years, has made major policy innovations in areas of

provincial responsibility (like health) and introduced policy issues into the national

political discourse. The current experience of governing at the provincial level
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under conditions of a serious recession and severe fiscal limits, has led to conflict

(especially within the Ontario party) around the difficult question of unconditional

support for traditional union/labour positions and has forced the beginning (or

continuation) of what may be the ideological modernization of Canada's socialist

party in the light of the more difficult fiscal constraints and the more open

economy of today.

The regional and provincial dimensions of Canada's social, political, and

economic structure have historically been very important. The relatively flexible

federation has been a response to the large geographic dimensions of the country,

the cultural division between Quebec and English-speaking Canada, and the

varying economic conditions and structures across the four main regions: the

Atlantic provinces, Quebec, Ontario, and the West.

During the last two decades, regional strains have been intense, both

because of the secessionist movement in Quebec (where a second referendum on

this issue is expected in 1995) and because of the resentment from the West,

especially felt in Alberta because of the National Energy Policy that, during the

years of high oil prices, transferred much of the associated rents from producing

to consuming provinces.

In important areas of social policy like health and education, the role of the

national government in Canada's federalist system has been to participate in the

design of systems and to use federal-provincial transfers in such a way as to

induce the provinces to create what is in effect a national system. In the early

stages of this process, the federal government used open-ended cost sharing

arrangements with the provinces, thus creating strong incentives for the poorer

ones to improve their systems in these areas, but also failing to build in strong
cost-control incentives. Because the growth of deceleration was less marked in

Canada than in some other industrialized countries and because military spending
was low, it was fiscally easier to expand social spending than would otherwise

have been the case.
In the heartland province of Ontario, provincial spending grew at 13.3%

per year in nominal terms and more than 6% in real terms over 1981—91, with an

increasing share going to the social side, especially community and social services

(Graham and Lightman 1992, p. 88). Earlier, the province had seen a major burst

of spending on education.

In recent years, each element of the social spending package has come

under scrutiny. This scrutiny has involved the recognition that
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Policy effectiveness cannot be taken for granted and spending programs

should not be judged by their size but by their product — hence, new

monitoring and evaluation instruments need to be brought into play;

There are too many negative incentives and lack of internal coherence

built into elements of, or the overall system of, social policy;

It is important to take account of the economic efficiency and growth

implications of social policy, especially in the area of education/training

but also in that of health, child-care, and others;

With the scarcity of financial resources it is always necessary to ask

how the costs should and can effectively be shared by the public sector

and by private individuals or groups;

Targeting may be the most efficient way to handle some services

previously provided on a universal basis; and

It may be efficient to separate the funding and the delivery of certain

services, with the private sector more often an effective delivery

mechanism than an appropriate financier.

Evolution of the social support system
Nearly all the elements of the current structure of Canada's social support system
have been put in place during the postwar period. Beginning with the unem-

ployment insurance program in 1941, the federal government took the lead in
redesigning and extending the system of social security. It is less complete than

those of many European countries but more extensive than the American one.

Most comparisons with other industrial countries put Canada toward the low end

in public sector social spending.

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

figures for 1990 on what they refer to as "public social-protection expenditures,"

including health care, unemployment insurance, family transfers, disability

pensions and services, and old age pensions, but excluding education (in which

Canada is a relatively high spender) show expenditures of 18.8% of GDP. This

significantly exceeds only those of Japan (11.8%), Australia (13.0%), and the U.S.

(14.8%), and puts Canada in the same range as such low-income European

countries as Greece, Ireland, and Spain. This falls substantially short of the higher
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income European countries, where the figures range from 23.4% (Italy) to 33.9%
(Sweden).

Total social spending by Canadian governments shows a sharp upward

trend between 1966 (when it was 14.9% of GDP) and a peak in the early 1980s

(over 24% in 1982 and 1983), after which it fluctuated in the 22-24% range over

the rest of the 1980s (Hunsley 1992, p. 106).

To these figures should be added indirect "costs," which take the form of

tax rebates and the like and the subsidization or direct delivery of goods and

services. Hunsley (1992, p. 109) estimates tax subsidies for 1988 of 53.8 billion.

Together with direct expenditures of 140.8 billion in that year, this implies total

direct plus indirect public spending in this area of about 30% of GDP, still without

taking account of private expenditures not fully reflected in the tax rebates. After

declining a bit from the peak in 1982-83, direct social spending rose again with

the recession of the early 1990s and, barring major policy changes (which may be

in the works), would seem likely to settle at a level several percentage points

above that of the 1980s. In the narrower category of social security expenditures,

there has been an increase from about 9% of GDP in 1989 to 13% in 1993 (Globe

and Mail, 19 January 1994, p. A4, citing Statistics Canada).

Over the 1980s, social security costs for the elderly and health costs rose,

whereas expenditures on education, unemployment insurance, and federal family

benefits decreased. During the recent recession, social security and unemployment

insurance expenditures rose rapidly (Hunsley 1992, p. 107).

As of the late 1980s, health and education accounted for about half of total

public direct spending, and for 10.6% of GDP. Social security accounted for 43%,
the chief elements being the old-age pension (8.4%), other pension plans (8.8%),
and unemployment insurance (8.4%). Welfare (5.3%) and worker's compensation
(2.7%) were smaller and the other categories relatively unimportant (Table 1).

As noted in the foregoing, the federal government encouraged expansion
of various social programs in the 1960s and 1970s. The Canada Assistance Plan

(CAP), put in place in 1966-67, replaced a group of categorical programs for

people in need. Provinces were required to define in legislation what "need"

meant, could no longer impose a period of residency as requirement, and were

required to establish an objective appeal system for anyone denied assistance. As

of 1989-90 these expenditures accounted for about 5.3% of total government

spending in the social sector (Hunsley 1992, pp. 107-108). Although no upper

limits were set on cost sharing, a team reviewing CAP in 1985 for the new

Conservative government concluded that provincial government determination to
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Table 1. Total government direct spending in social policy fields, 1988, by program area.

Program area

Health

Education

Recreation and culture

Housing

Labour

Social security

Income supplements

Pension plans

Unemployment insurance

Social assistance (welfare)

Workers' compensation

Family allowances

Child tax credit

Other

Total

Spending
(millions) a

36558

31295

5341

2947

3765

60891

16154"

12419

11818

7481

3857

2654

2064

4444

140797

Percentage of total
social spending a

25.97

22.23

3.79

2.09

2.67

43.25

11.47

8.82

8.39

5.31

2.74

1.88

1.47

3.17

100.00

Percentage of
GDP

5.71

4.89

0.83

0.46

0.59

9.52

2.52

1.94

1.85

1.17

0.60

0.41

0.32

0.71

22.00

a Based on Hunsley (1992, pp. 107-108).
6 Of which the old-age pension is $11 804 million.
Note: GDP, gross domestic product.

keep welfare entitlements well below minimum wages (and to keep these latter

low) had effectively controlled spending, better than the federal government could

have achieved by itself.
The fiscal equalization system, begun in 1957 and later extended and

constitutionally entrenched in 1982, supports the weaker provinces by providing

unconditional cash transfers designed to allow all provinces to provide compara-

ble levels of public services at comparable levels of taxation. The overall social

support system has become highly redistributive across regions through the fiscal

equalization, unemployment insurance and other federal income security/support

programs (Leslie 1992, p. 48). The cost-sharing apparatus implied that federal

payments would continue to expand as long as the provincial programs did and

would also rise if interprovincial disparities did.
When the federally operated unemployment insurance program underwent

a de facto conversion to a scheme of income support for the intermittently em-

ployed in 1971, outlays rose from $542 million in 1970 to more than $11 billion

in 1985. Beginning in 1974, basic exemptions, including those for children and
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other dependents, were indexed, thus removing a source of elasticity in the
government revenue system.

When the upward pressure on spending came against the economic

downturn of the 1970s, the federal government began to look for ways to limit its

fiscal obligations to the provinces. In 1977 the Established Programs Financing

(EPF) system was set up. Under it the federal government agreed to make an

annual fiscal transfer consisting of "tax points" (the estimated yield of a part of

the income tax) and cash transfers, whose level was based on 1976 levels of cost

sharing, adjusted for increases in GDP (Leslie 1992, p. 49). The EPF was the first

of a long series of federal actions to transfer fiscal and program responsibility to

the provinces, to limit federal fiscal responsibilities and to make the transfers more

redistributive. In 1990 Parliament amended the original law such that cost-sharing

payments under the CAP could not increase faster than 5% per year for provinces

not receiving equalization. As of 1992, only 28% of social assistance outlays came
from the federal government, compared to 50% in 1989-90. The third major form

of fiscal transfer, the equalization payments, has also moved from an open-ended

to a capped program, and is likely to shrink in future.

As noted in the foregoing, the pull-back of federal funding does not appear

to have led directly to a deceleration of overall social spending, although it may

be necessary to wait a few years until the dust has settled after the early 1990s

recession to see how much of the growth in those years is attributable to spending

caused by the recession. As awareness of resource stringency became greater in

the 1980s, governments tried to target benefits with greater precision. This resulted

in a number of deductions that had benefited people in higher tax brackets being
converted to tax credits of equal value to anyone paying taxes but of no value to
those not doing so. Hence, distribution impacts were not predictable in the absence
of detailed information on where in the distribution the impact is felt.

There has been a tendency for the total social spending ratio, and some

significant elements of it like unemployment insurance, to rise sharply in

recessions (especially the last two) but not to fall significantly during the booms.

Such a pattern could simply reflect the superimposing of cyclical movements on

a positive secular trend, or it could reflect an asymmetric downward rigidity of

certain types of expenditures. Certainly, the pull-back has put the provinces under

intense fiscal strain, contributed to mounting budget deficits, and forced the onus

onto the provinces for making hard decisions in the social area.

Amid the obvious need for fiscal restraint and care, new needs and social

demands continue to appear. Gender pay equity, pioneered by the province of

Ontario, has had a significant impact on both private and public costs, as the

equalizing has tended to be in the upward direction. The "spouse-in-the-house"
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rule of eligibility for social assistance was dropped following a legislative review

to determine which rules were contrary to the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (the

constitution promulgated in 1982). The province adopted the spouse definition

current in the common law and in use by Revenue Canada (Hunsley 1992,

p. 123). This change substantially widened eligibility. The province has also ex-

panded community based services (especially in-home care and home support

services) and financial assistance to top up incomes for the working poor. These

changes led to rapid growth in expenditures and caseloads. When the recession

and industrial dislocation followed and the federal government limited growth in

CAP contributions to Ontario to 5% per year in 1990, a sharp fiscal scissors effect

was felt.

Under current circumstances, virtually all provinces are unhappy for one

reason or another. Quebec has traditionally insisted on comprehensive responsi-

bility for social policy, with federal involvement in this field viewed as inappro-

priate and inconsistent with the original terms of Confederation. As long as the

federal transfers were being expanded and the associated objectives were largely

consistent with the province's preferences, the system was tolerable to Quebec.

Under retrenchment, however, and with the federal government withdrawing from

previous commitments, there has been pressure for change (Leslie 1992, p. 51).

The western provinces that would gain from a transfer of fiscal responsibilities

have also been pushing for decentralization. Ontario's position on continued heavy

federal involvement has been ambivalent, but the province has suffered severely
during the recession and is quite unhappy about recent federal pullbacks. The
Atlantic provinces are worried that a dismantling of the transfer mechanisms will

harm them.

The opting out clause in the stillborn Meech Lake Accord (whose purpose
was to redefine the Canadian constitution in a way satisfactory to all of the

provinces as well as to the federal government) drew much attention, mostly

negative. The idea is that provinces would undertake their own programs in a

variety of areas, including those under discussion here, consistent with "the

national objectives." This concept, although implicit in many earlier arrangements

for, and discussions of, elements of social policy (e.g., the setting of minimum

wages) was, at least in this very explicit sense, new to the federal-provincial

forum and never clearly defined during the Meech Lake discussion. It could be the

peg on which a useful concept of responsibility sharing might be hung.

Implications of globalization and regional integration
Canada has been a relatively open economy, with export/GDP and import/GDP

ratios in the 25% range for several decades. Trade has been concentrated, with the
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U.S. share accounting for about 75% of the total. Tariffs and quantitative

restrictions on trade between the two countries have been on the low side.

Canada's main motives for initiating a free trade agreement (FTA) with the

U.S., which perhaps were not self-evident, included: (a) concern that the world

was evolving in the direction of major trading blocks and fear of being left

outside, and (b) a desire to avoid the uncertainty and risks created for Canadian

exporters by unilateral and unpredictable imposition of trade sanctions by the U.S.

on Canadian industries whose incursions in the U.S. market led to complaints and

political pressure there.

Because expected trade creation from the FTA was not particularly large,

some estimates of the static gains to Canada were on the low side, say 1—2% of

GDP. Estimates that included gains from rationalization to take full advantage of

assumed economies of scale but disregarded possible losses through firm

migration to the U.S. (like Wonnacott 1975; Harris 1984) could be substantially

greater (e.g., in the range 5—10% of GDP). If losses from firm emigration, for

whatever reasons, including lower taxes, lower labour costs, etc., were large and

gains from economies of scale were small, it appeared (to this author at least,

although I did not see such calculations) that a net overall loss to Canada was a

possible outcome.

Many of the structural changes showing up in the Canadian economy over

the last decade or so appear to have come primarily from the nature of

technological progress. This has destroyed middle-income, middle-skill jobs while

creating high-skill, high-income jobs in smaller numbers and from the massive

entry of the low-income (mainly Asian) countries into the world trading system

to a degree that destroys the competitiveness of many industrial country industries
in the more labour-intensive segment of the economy. It is evident that no

plausible level of barriers to trade and investment flows would isolate Canada

from these effects entirely, nor would the country wish to eschew the benefits that

those processes bring. But it is probable, both for Canada and for other countries

of the hemisphere, that the degree of integration into world markets is a
determinant of the size of both the benefits and the costs of those phenomena.

Another general concern with integration into the world economy is that

it increases the relative role of large firms, whether multinational companies or

large national firms. Given that large firms tend to employ atypically capital

intensive technologies, a shrinking role for small and medium enterprise could be

expected to decrease the number of "good" jobs and worsen income distribution

(Berry 1992).

Many Canadians believe that tighter economic integration with the U.S.

implies an inevitable shift toward the U.S.-preferred market system, with its
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limited role for government planning and direction of the economy, loss of

instruments for regional policy, and so on. Some (including many economists)

view this with approval, whereas, for others (probably the majority), it is a source
of concern.

Labour in both Canada and the U.S. tended to attack CAFTA and NAFTA

on the grounds that it would reduce wages, union power, and worker welfare. In

effect, it represented a victory of capital over labour. How valid this fear will turn

out to be remains unclear, partly because it has naturally been hard to sort out the

effects of the early 1990s recession in Canada from those of the Canada-U.S. free

trade agreement. In a recent econometric study, Gaston and Trefler (1994,

pp. 21—23) conclude that the FTA "does appear to have contributed" to job loss.

Their estimates imply that, when fully implemented, the FTA tariff cuts will

ultimately reduce Canadian employment by 3.3%. Other important factors con-

tributing to what they describe as the "devastating" labour market experience of

1989-91 were the recession, the strong Canadian dollar and the high interest rates

associated with the fight against inflation. The authors note with some surprise

that in the midst of dramatic job losses real wages were virtually stable. Thus the

full response to the labour market disequilibrium took the form of job loss.

Social policy reform process
Because the provinces are responsible for most of the spending areas on the social

side, including education and health, they have historically had considerable scope
for innovation. (Thus, the now national health system originated in the province

of Saskatchewan under the administration of the socialist government of Premier
Douglas. A burst of spending on education was undertaken in Ontario in the

1960s—70s under a centrist Conservative government.) This is a policy space that

is likely to be increasingly ceded to them again, although now in the context of

very serious financial limitations and with some continuing constraints on de-

coupling from the national patterns. Experiments considered successful have

tended to be copied by other provinces or to work their way into a national system

encouraged by the federal government through its conditional transfers.

Background analyses undertaken by academics, Royal Commissions,

interest groups and others make an important contribution to policy discussion.

Before the signing of CAFTA a massive and in many ways in-depth study of its

likely impacts on Canada was undertaken under the leadership of former Liberal

Minister of Finance, Donald McDonald, commissioned by the Conservative gov-

ernment of Brian Mulroney.

In the social area, at least a half dozen important and usually influential

studies of this sort have been undertaken in recent years, including the Task Force
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on Child Care (1986), the Program Review Task Force on the Canadian Assis-

tance Plan (1985), and others. Private institutions organize policy research

covering a wide range of the political and ideological spectrum, from the left-of-

centre advocacy groups to the more conservative C.D. Howe Institute (publishing

a range of policy studies in the social area this year) and the right-wing Fraser

Institute. Currently, the Human Resources Minister, Lloyd Axworthy, is struggling

with the task of reforming the country's social programs and substantially

reducing their cost (the objective is to save $1.5 billion in federal government

transfers for social spending, in line with the government's pledge to cut the

budget deficit to $25 billion within 3 years), a difficult challenge that, however,

appears to be high on the list of policy priorities of the current Liberal govern-

ment. Axworthy's social policy reform group confronts, among other political

problems, the risks involved in producing a harsh-looking reform proposal just as

the Quebec sovereignty referendum campaign is getting under way.

Under the Canadian parliamentary system, decision-making power is less

widely shared than in a congressional system like the U.S. and civil servants (as

in the "Ottawa mandarins") have traditionally been quite important. The last word

tends to rest with a fairly narrow circle of politicians: the prime minister, the

responsible cabinet minister, the minister of finance, and a few other influential

cabinet members. Whatever its weaknesses, this system is in some ways less

vulnerable to incoherent policy design caused by pressures from too many

different directions.

Social policy under regional integration
The broad challenge for social policy at this time is simultaneously to meet both

the social goals and the associated economic goals and constraints. Meeting this

challenge will call for a more effective and subtle decision-making process than

before. One element is that social welfare institutions may be particularly

inflexible and resistant to change, because their past experience is one of growth,
they provide what the citizenry gradually comes to think of as "rights," and some

of the providers also see it that way.

The following would seem to be current consensus or near-consensus on

the performance of the main components of the social system:

The health system is effective both in the results it achieves and in the

security it provides, but is becoming excessively expensive. Cost-saving

modifications will be necessary if it is to retain the current broad

outlines.



The formal educational/training system, although reasonably strong in

certain respects is unnecessarily expensive at some levels and is weak

in responding to rapidly changing market demand and in facilitating the
education/work transition.

The unemployment insurance system has evolved into an income

maintenance system. It is partly for individuals and partly for regions,

with negative incentive effects on job search, no significant capacity to

foster retraining or effective job search, and little or no integration with

the social assistance programs. The system has become part of Canada's

permanent interregional redistribution system. The 1991 figure of

unemployment insurance payments amounts to about $1 500 per em-

ployed Canadian (Courchene and Stewart 1992, p. 146).

Social assistance, mainly in the form of income support, has been quite

successful in reducing poverty rates for the aged, but less successful for

other groups. Although poverty has been reduced over the last quarter-

century, CAP seems not to have been a major factor, in comparison

with the establishment and improvement of national standards for

senior's benefits and the shift of married women into the labour force

(Hunsley 1992, p. 122). Child poverty and poverty in single parent

families remains high by comparison with European countries. The
Luxembourg income studies put the rate of child poverty in Canada at

16.8% in 1981 compared to 24.1% in the United States, and 5-6% in
each of Norway and Sweden. The differences are even bigger with

respect to child poverty in one-parent families: 60% in the U.S., 51.2%
in Canada, 13.7% in Norway, and 9.8% in Sweden (Ross and

Shillington 1989, p. 85). Child-care funding has changed little since

1970 (Baker 1992, p. 68). More people, especially women, are taking

more time off from work (absenteeism) at considerable cost to their

employers (Akyeampong 1992).

The ineffective interface between social assistance, insurance against

short-term unemployment, and reentry into employment (including

retraining activities, assistance with job search, etc.) remains a major

flaw in the system. Too many elements of the system create

antiadjustment entitlements that exacerbate the adverse shocks; the

substantial spending in the areas of welfare, unemployment insurance,

and training contributes little if any benefit to the country's long-run
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development prospects. The changing character of the labour market

and the shrinking points of easy entry make the challenge in this area
especially difficult.

The internal incentives among the welfare, unemployment

insurance, and training programs are very bad. Welfare is provincial,

unemployment insurance is federal (although the federal government

has backed out of financing except on an interim basis). Training has

typically been federally financed, but provided, and sometimes guided,

at the provincial level with policy decisions frequently driven polit-

ically. The average tax rate on the transition from welfare to work at

the minium wage is generally above 100% (Courchene and Stewart

1992, p. 147).

The same goes for the step function that links unemployment

insurance benefits and earnings. Provinces are induced to create 10-12

week jobs to shift people from provincial welfare to federal unemploy-

ment insurance. Meanwhile, exit from both welfare and. unemployment

insurance is also discouraged because procedures for getting back on

welfare or unemployment insurance are time-consuming and complex

(Baker 1992, p. 75). The transition from school to the workforce is also

clearly inadequate. One possible approach is the European apprentice-

ship system, but its merits in the Canadian context remain to be tested,

and other options should receive serious thought as well.

On matters of discrimination, by gender, race, age, etc., there has been

considerable advance, especially in some provinces, although here too
change in the labour market has made the job in some ways harder,
especially for older people and the poorly educated. For women, how-

ever, the information technologies may have been a boon.

Although a major increase in spending in the social areas will not be
possible in the foreseeable future, this does not necessarily imply that

major improvements cannot be made. Some past spending has probably

had a low payoff, so major improvements in overall performance are

not impossible.

The competitiveness question
The widespread argument that an increased need to focus on international

competitiveness constrains what a country can do in the social area is based on

two propositions:
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A country must invest to achieve competitiveness, and such investment

(e.g., in physical infrastructure, human capital, etc.) competes for funds
with more "social" uses; and

High taxes, which might otherwise be the way to achieve both

objectives simultaneously, may be ruled out by the needs of

harmonization under tighter economic integration.

The first argument seems to contradict the theory of comparative advantage, and

it is important to look carefully at what proponents actually mean. The main

mechanism that keeps a country's industries competitive is the exchange rate. It

is true, however, that Canada has often felt constrained in its use for this purpose

out of fear that undesirable capital flows would result, a fear related among other

things to the country's high foreign debt. The other natural mechanisms to main-

tain competitiveness in the face of lower productivity than that of one's competi-

tors is lower factor prices, including wages. Many commentators have emphasized

the importance of shifting welfare costs from the firm to the household, where

possible.

The harmonization/convergence question

Tax harmonization could oblige Canada to adopt lower rates and a lower level of

progressivity than would otherwise be chosen. This will increase post tax and
transfer inequality, putting downward pressure on the availability of public

resources, and possibly forcing Canada's health and educational systems toward
the substantially private and high-quality variance systems that characterize the

U.S. Such a sequence would contrast sharply with the pattern in the European

economic community, where the European social charter reflects to some extent,
the preferences of Germany, which has used its political power to impose elements

of its costly high welfare system on such entrants as Portugal and Greece

(O'Higgins 1992, p. 4).

Two related issues fall within this convergence/harmonization area. First,

how much convergence of economic outcomes can be expected from a tighter

degree of economic integration, policies held constant, i.e., with such policy

differences as currently exist more or less continuing on into the future. The

answer to this question involves both the extent of factor mobility and whether it

increases as a natural correlate of integration, and the impact on economic

outcomes of the trade and investment integration itself.

Where factor mobility is high, convergence of wages (more precisely of

labour costs) and returns to capital is almost a foregone conclusion. Where it is
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not high, the issue is more complicated, since trade and some degree of capital

movement can also produce that result but are less guaranteed to do so. Where the

nature of the convergence is undesirable, e.g., a fall in the wages of unskilled

workers or a widening of earnings gaps to socially undesirable levels, the next

question is whether policy interventions, allowable under the new agreements, can

be used to offset such effects. Looking toward a future in which Mexico and

probably other countries of the hemisphere will be part of the same economic

bloc, the key problem for both Canada and the U.S. is the extent to which there

will be wage convergence in which our wages adjust downward significantly. It

must be assumed that both will attempt to impose some labour market restrictions

if they become concerned that such downward pressures might become too strong.

The second issue is to what degree policy harmonization will be

necessitated as a defense against factor mobility or other negative impacts, even

when the nature of the harmonization goes against the preference of the policy-

adjusting country, in this case Canada. (Policy harmonization that unequivocally

benefits both countries need not be discussed further.) Where harmonization is

resisted, new costs can arise.

Much convergence may already have occurred between Canada and the

U.S. over their long period of close economic ties. It is unclear whether CAFTA

will lead to a significant further convergence, but the possibility warrants

consideration. The economic integration implied by both CAFTA and NAFTA

relates to goods and services markets and to capital markets but not to the labour

market. Even the already existing mobility of certain occupational categories,

however, is high enough to imply significant costs if Canada loses a lot of

expensively trained people to the U.S. as a result of holding earnings differentials
lower (as with doctors, for example) than their high, and in some cases, rising
levels in that country. There is a general and continuing risk of losing the most

talented people because of smaller intraoccupational category differentials.

Capital mobility between Canada and the U.S. is also high enough to

contribute to convergence. The lower labour costs in some parts of the U.S., due

sometimes to lower base wages, but more systematically to lower nonwage costs

associated with weaker unions and less payroll taxes, have induced some Canada-

based firms to move to the U.S.

Some movement of this sort would be expected independently of any new

trade deal, but one effect of CAFTA was to ensure continued access to the

Canadian market even for a firm based in the U.S. Such access no longer

constituted a significant reason for location in Canada. Firms planning to sell

substantially in both markets were now more likely to want to locate in the U.S.

because, as the usually larger market, the advantage of proximity would be
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significant in some industries. The issue under debate is whether these effects have
been or will be quantitatively significant.

Harmonization has been discussed in several contexts including the tax

system and the extent of proactive policy and nonmarket incentive systems. It has

been viewed as most essential in the areas of corporate and personal income taxes.

It is widely felt that higher corporate taxes could lead to quick loss of firms.

Higher personal income rates run the risk mainly at the upper end, especially if

our system is also more progressive. There are at least two arguments suggesting

a shift to more indirect taxes.

The first, is that the system may be able to achieve greater overall

tax/expenditure progressivity if more financing is done that way. The second is

that consumption taxes may have less impact on plant or enterprise location and

on mobile skills than do direct taxes. On this second point, however, Canada may

be an exception because such a high share of the population lives near the U.S.

border (O'Higgins 1992, p. 18). Property taxes might appear to have potential but

some recent moves to the U.S. seem to have been influenced by these (Courchene

and Stewart 1992, p. 141). A value added tax (VAT) seems the best bet as it is

competitively neutral, exports being exempt and imports covered.

The record on harmonization and convergence

The existing similarities in economic structure, average income, occupation-

specific earnings, and income distribution between Canada and the U.S. might be
taken as evidence of convergence over past decades, during which the two
countries became more closely entwined economically. But the broad similarities
in factor proportions, in particular the large endowments of natural resources per
capita, undoubtedly account for the bulk of the similarity making it hard to judge

whether economic integration is responsible for a significant part of it or not. It
is generally accepted that convergence has occurred in Europe during the

European Economic Community period, although the mechanisms remain to be

worked out and a significant competing hypothesis is simply that middle-income

countries often grow faster than high-income ones whether in such trading

arrangements or not. One of the important questions to be answered in the next

couple of decades is the extent of convergence between Mexico and Canada—U.S.

On harmonization, Banting makes a persuasive case that, so far at least, the

record suggests considerable continuing independence of Canadian social policy

from that of the U.S. in spite of convergence in some elements of the tax system.

The history of tax reform in the 1980s demonstrates a conviction within the

Canadian government that to impose higher corporate taxes than the U.S. would

risk serious erosion of its tax base and revenues (Alpert et al. 1992). It is not
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clear, however, whether the new FTAs will have a greater effect in the direction

of harmonization than did the gradual process of economic integration in the past.

As of the early 1970s, comprehensiveness of social programs was generally

wider in Canada. Harrington (1984, p. 85) described the welfare state in the

United States as "primarily for people over sixty-five"; pension payments were

similar in the two countries. Canada has also had a stronger set of targeted

programs. Despite the rhetoric of the War on Poverty in the U.S., political support

for vertical redistribution through selective programs has been weak (Banting

1992, p. 25), benefits of the programs are low and limited resources move through

them. Canada has had a wider set of income supplements and a stronger system

of social assistance at the provincial and local levels.

Although in 1960 selective programs were a little over 20% of all total

income security expenditures in both countries, in Canada they rose to 37.4% by

1980 and stayed around 35% through 1987, whereas in the U.S. they remained

constant to 1980, then fell to 17.5%. As of 1979-81, the impact of the system on

poverty (defined as 50% of median disposable income in each country) was quite

a bit larger in Canada (52.7%) than in the U.S. (38.1%) (Banting 1992, p. 27).

Over the last couple of decades, the debates on education, training and

child care have been quite similar in the two countries. Canadian concern,

however, focuses especially on health care, where the gap between the two has

been widening. In Canada, private expenditure represents about a quarter of the

total. In the U.S. Medicare provides insurance for the elderly and Medicade, a

means-tested program delivered by state governments provides care to 42% of the

nation's poor.
The rest of the system mainly relies on the private sector. About 13%

(mostly low-income workers and their families) are uninsured and another 8%
seriously underinsured (Banting 1992, p. 28). In 1971, the two nations devoted

similar shares of GDP to health care but, by 1989, the American system was

considerably more expensive at 13% of GDP. In the U.S., health insurance

coverage has eroded over the last decade as employers have pushed more of the

burden onto employees and, in many small firms, the coverage has collapsed,

exacerbated by the trend from manufacturing to services and by the recession

(Banting 1992, p. 28). Despite federal initiatives to expand the coverage of

Medicade (e.g., to pregnant women and children), increasingly restrictive state

rules seem to be reducing its overall reach, and sharp limits on reimbursement

rates lower the willingness of doctors and hospitals to accept large numbers of

such patients.

The pattern of public spending on the elderly is similar in the two

countries, with the biggest difference lying in the more redistributive character of
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the Canadian program. In the 1980s and 1990s, although political attacks on major

benefits were generally turned back in both countries, the changes that did result

heightened the contrast on that front as the low-income groups in the U.S. suffered

more from the cuts, whereas the Canadian program became more redistributive
than before.

In the U.S., unemployment insurance is a federal-state program, funded by

both federal and state payroll taxes, federal legislation generally determining the

employment covered but the states determining the qualification periods and the

level and duration of benefits. Canada's program has been exclusively federal,

with contributions supplemented until 1991 by general federal revenues. There are

regional differences in the qualification periods and the duration of benefits,

leading to a substantial regional redistribution to the poorer parts of the country.

It has provided greater income protection, and consumed a large 3.2% of GDP,

versus only 0.4% in the U.S. (Banting 1992, p. 30). Although the Canadian system

saw little change in the 1980s, the Reagan administration substantially remodelled

the American one; this, however, tended to go unnoticed in the early part of the

decade.

The 1991 Canadian reform brought the two closer again and the U.S., after

long battles between the President and Congress, temporarily relaxed some of the

harsher steps taken in the 1980s by extending benefits for victims of the recent

recession (Banting 1992, p. 31). The gaps remain large, however, both in terms

of the ratio of unemployment insurance payments to average weekly earnings (in
1991 about 45% in Canada and 35% in the U.S.) and especially in terms of the
share of unemployed who are unemployment insurance recipients (around 90%

versus around 40%).
Convergence is clearest in the child benefits area. The gap was large in the

mid-1970s when Canada had a universal system of family allowances as well as

the tax exemption for dependent children, and the U.S. was the only industrial

nation with no general child allowance program other than such tax exemptions

(Banting 1992, p. 31). Since then, both countries have moved toward more

targeted systems. In Canada, beginning in 1993, the system is one single income-

tested child benefit of $1 020 per child plus certain supplements (Banting 1992,

p. 33). Differences will erode further in future, although Canada's system remains

substantially more redistributive, and initiatives in the U.S. seem not to have fared

well.
The pattern of stronger redistribution toward the poor in Canada is repeated

in the area of public assistance. Although support to single individuals is pretty

limited in some provinces, support is provided at some level to all persons in

need. In the U.S., AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependant Children) was
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traditionally restricted to single-parent families, although, by the late 1980s, about

half of the states had extended it to two-parent families when the principal wage

earner was unemployed. Since 1990, all states must do this but only for 6 months
of the year (Banting 1992, p. 34).

Levels of assistance are generally considerably higher in Canada. The fact

that 49 states are not allowed to have fiscal deficits resulted in a wave of assist-

ance reductions in 1991. Canada does not seem to be experiencing the wave of

cuts like the U.S. in the early 1990s.

The difference between the two countries in the redistributive role of the

state increased in the 1980s and probably the early 1990s, with the tax/transfer

system's impact on child poverty rising in Canada between 1981 and 1987 from

34% to 41%, whereas that in the U.S. fell from 24% to 8.5% (Banting 1992,
p. 37). The weakened redistributive role of government in the U.S. contributed to

increasing pre tax/transfer inequality, whereas in Canada that role remained strong

enough to largely offset that trend (Banting 1992, p. 38).

Overall, the pattern is one of divergence, with increased gaps in health

care, pensions, public assistance, and the redistributive impact of state activity in

general, resulting mainly from the erosion of coverage and benefits during the

Reagan—Bush years. Convergence appeared in the case of child benefits

(especially) and of unemployment insurance. It did not flow unambiguously from

closer integration of the two economies, however, but rather from changes

occurring in both countries but not apparently driven by the process of integration.

On the child benefits front, the explanation seems to be common ideological

trends.
In the unemployment insurance case, the changes in the early 1990s narrow

the differences. The Canadian changes seem to flow from Canadian conservatism,
with the focus on deficit control and shifting from income support to retraining
(Banting 1992, p. 39). This agenda is also rooted in a view of Canada's position
in the international economy and the pressures on Canadian labour markets and
educational policy. The apparently limited harmonization impact of NAFTA at this

time may be misleading because most of its effects may yet to be felt.

Rationalization, privatization, and cost saving

Maintenance and strengthening of Canada's social sectors will require significant

efficiency improvements in all of the major ones. It appears inevitable that

provinces will begin to privatize various parts of the delivery system for social

programs.
Although provincial experimentation is already ongoing, many Canadians

express concern that as soon as completely free access to medical attention is
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compromised, a central feature of the health system is changed. This view is

mirrored in the federal Ministry of Health's announcement that Quebec was in

violation of the underlying principles of Medicare when it introduced very small

user fees for hospitals when clinics are free nearby (Courchene and Stewart 1992,

p. 144). More seriously, Quebec has proposed a user fee where a record would be

kept of the value of medical services rendered to each person, and higher income

individuals would pay something for services. This system could be quite

progressive in its distribution impact, and the private risk it entails might be

handled by putting some sort or ceiling on the charge over one or a few years.

Others suspect that free access is the source of much waste of services, but

evidence from Canada and cross-country comparisons suggest that modest fees do

not contribute importantly to cost control. The main sources of the cost explosion,

apart from the aging of the population, are the high cost of modem medical

technology and the high earnings levels of most medical personnel. The British

and Japanese systems, for example, warrant attention as positive examples of

achieving adequate to very good performance at much lower cost than either the

Canadian or the American systems.

During periods of easy funding, either in the form of the open-ended, cost-

sharing federal-provincial system or of access to natural resource rents (oil in

Alberta, phosphates in Saskatchewan, etc.), provincial governments have tended

to expand the hospital system to rather small communities. Several provinces

(most notably Alberta, but also Ontario and others) have moved to close a number
of these facilities. Rational management of the hospital system can doubtless be
improved, but community interests and needs should also be weighed in the
balance. Communities willing to raise enough money locally to support hospitals,

presumably should have them. My own suspicion is that much of the economic
analysis undertaken around this issue is of doubtful quality and does not

thoroughly probe the costing and interface options with larger hospitals.

Tensions around the question of the earnings levels of medical personnel

are inevitable in Canada, given the proximity to the U.S., the history of high

physician incomes with origins in a time when their supply was very scarce, and

the imperfect market which exists in medical services. (During the recent shift

back toward the central role for family doctors in the U.S. system, the lack of

output there has been made up by wholesale hiring from Canadian medical

schools.)

The extra-billing question has been debated for several years in Canada.

The main intent of the proposal was to raise doctors' incomes and to allow the

market to remunerate differently according to the skills or reputation of the

physician. It creates two major dangers. First, the more widely recognized was that
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it could lead to a two-tier (higher and lower quality) health system. Second, it

could also raise the total social cost of medical services, even to the point of

exceeding those of a purely market system because, at the limit, it could lead to

substantial market-set markups over and above a large subsidy from the state. The

argument that universality is the only guarantee that the poor will get decent

quality is not straightforward. O'Higgins (1992, p. 9) points out that affluence

leads to a demand for more individually differentiated services and higher quality.

Universal provision might tend to diminish rather than increase equity if

it subsidizes the rich by freeing resources for discretionary spending and places

a quality limit on the poor. O'Higgins notes that the British National Health

Service has been a remarkably effective way of holding down health costs, with

tight controls on spending, probably suppressing consumer choice, and with rigid

patterns of service provision, heavily dictated by medical consultants. Some

indication of how high such costs could go is provided by current dental fees,

clearly buoyed by the prevalence of insurance systems that make cost largely

irrelevant to the buyer. The main intent of the Canada Health Act of 1984 was to

eliminate extra billing by physicians and user fees, viewed as an impediment to

access for lower income Canadians. But if the federal government does not

continue to provide cash payments it will lose its capacity to enforce national

health standards. The federal government has announced its intention to withhold

other transfers if provinces contravene the Canada Health Act (Graham and

Lightman 1992, p. 96).
It is clear that Canada's health system will have to struggle with cost

control for many years. There will be no easy answers, and the quality of analysis
around the issue will be very important. The American Health Management
Organisations (HMOs) will no doubt provide relevant insights. The United

Kingdom, has made innovations that also deserve study. There, some elements of

the public service have been transformed into executive agencies with performance

contracts and business plans, and the purchase of services has been separated from

their provision, so purchasers could switch providers for cost or quality reasons

(O'Higgins 1992, p. 7).

Policy issues in the education field are even more complicated, partly

because the measurement of performance is harder and because there is on balance

less public confidence in the quality of the people managing this system or, at

least, the public component of it. Public concerns are fuelled by Canada's very

expensive educational system failing to produce students who do well in

internationally standardized tests of mathematics, science, or other fields. Some

blame the curriculum. Many blame a complacent, ineffectively managed public
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education system in which, as in the health field, it is arguable that some
employees are paid excessively.

There is a disconcerting amount of evidence that the well-funded public

school system of Ontario has high rents that attract many individuals with limited

interest or skills in the field of education. They control too many important

administrative positions, in which they constitute an impediment to innovation,

progress, and general performance. The Ontario system seems to demonstrate the

adage that quality education cannot be produced by throwing money at a system,

and may even demonstrate that too much money is an ingredient in a recipe for

failure. The system appears to have many high-quality, dedicated teachers, but

some are frustrated and ineffectively used.

The issue of the appropriate level of subsidy for private education has

naturally surfaced. For many years, in provinces like Ontario, much of the

nonpublic primary and secondary education was for a long time that of the Roman

Catholic schools. In the early 1980s, the province agreed to help finance these

schools.

Proponents of a freer market system would argue that the playing field

should be levelled further with parents receiving vouchers usable in the schools

of their choice, with the per student transfer equal to or near the average cost per

student in the public system. This would raise the range of educational options

available to parents, within some prescribed limits of curriculum, etc.

The slippery slope leading to the underfunded and neglected public schools
of the American urban slums is a stark cautionary. Yet, in an age where con-
siderable innovative capacity seems important, and where the sort of discipline and

emphasis on learning that the public schools have had difficultly instilling, the

potential value of a fairly widely accessible system of private schools is clear.

It will be difficult to put in place an effective regulatory apparatus capable

of identifying the sins profit-oriented private schools are most likely to commit

(taking advantage of uninformed parents through unprofessional, high-pressure

sales techniques, excessive cost cutting in some areas of the curriculum, etc.),

while matching respect for innovation with clarity of rules, etc. How difficult this

job can be is well exemplified by the rancorous debate around the success or

failure of new approaches to inner-city schooling in the U.S.

With respect to curriculum, there are many calls for a more vigorous

response to the technological society that is increasingly dominating our lives.

Some have highlighted the need for greater focus on the training and use of "para-

technicians" (Economic Council of Canada 1990). Like the U.S., we have given

too little respect to para-medics, -lawyers, and -engineers or technologists. (One

of the sources of the high cost and low efficiency of the American health system
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is the lack of family doctors and the tendency for people to go directly to, or

quickly be referred to, specialists, an advantage of the Canadian system where
there are more family doctors.)

As Courchene and Stewart (1992, p. 145) put it, we have been rich enough

to be a professional society, while abandoning the middle-skills range and skill-

upgrading. Especially for small, medium, and fledgling firms the problem of

underemploying engineers to do things that in Europe would be handled by

technologists can be serious. One source of the problem is the tendency for the

high-skill professions to cut the para's out of the market by limiting their

functions through legislation. The recent revival of midwifery involved a battle on

this front. But the more open the market is to alternative service providers the

more society must worry about the control of quackery and incompetence.

Providing effective assistance to working-age people involves helping

people with long-run causes of nonemployment or low income, or both; helping

people with usually short-duration unemployment; and assisting reentry for both

by retraining where necessary and by incentives to reenter. The distribution of the

responsibilities for social assistance, unemployment insurance, and training/

retraining among different institutions, different levels of government, and persons

with different economic perspectives has, in most countries, led to incoherence in

the responses to these needs. When inertia is added to the list of causes, a

formidable challenge to effective reform is present. Canada's system has serious

problems in each of the three areas.
Although there has been reasonable professional input in the design of the

social assistance and unemployment insurance systems, the latter has been

dangerously broad in the context of Canada's economic and political structure,
whereas the training system has never been adequate, and its nonintegration with

the other two systems has been striking. In some, perhaps all of these areas, the

current design was better suited to the conditions of an earlier period, when a

higher share of unemployment was indeed cyclical and essentially short term

(making the concept of "insurance" the relevant one), and when most families had

one earner with a permanent job as contrasted to today where many have more

than one earner but many more jobs are part time or temporary. A system that

worked fairly well under those earlier circumstances could not be expected to

work well now.

An issue of some importance in the area of social assistance is whether

people should have the right to a reasonable level of income even if they opt not

to work. Some incline to say yes partly out of fear that the process of tech-

nological change is pushing the marginal product of unskilled labour very low

leading to a permanent job shortage for the unskilled. Perhaps the only way to
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match high levels of labour force participation for the unskilled with reasonable

income levels is to provide a guaranteed minimum income. Many of the problems

of designing an effective combination of income security, incentive to work, and

training would be simplified by such a step. But most estimates of the tax levels

required to create this option at a clearly adequate income level put them

significantly above those currently observed in OECD countries (O'Higgins 1992,

P- 16).

Federal-provincial interaction

An important aspect of the success of the Canadian federation in the social area

has been the linking of provincial programs into national programs via the federal

spending power. The typical social contract in continental Europe has emerged

from class politics, whereas an important part of Canada's social contract has

involved the quest for interregional equality through the federal-provincial transfer

system. The interregional connectors are the portability and lack of residence

requirements of the welfare programs and the absence (in contrast, for example,

to the U.S.) of out-of-province surcharges for postsecondary education (Courchene

and Stewart 1992, p. 138). To date, there have been no national standards but

rather national "principles," supplemented by an implicit expectation on the part

of many citizens that the provinces will mount very similar programs and some

continuing explicit pressure for "standards."
Although many Canadians, perhaps a majority of non-Quebecers, believe

that social programs are already too decentralized (Courchene and Stewart 1992,

p. 137), that process has continued because of the fiscal dynamic and the troubled

state of the economy. If the provinces keep up social spending levels, they will
increasingly own the programs because they finance so much of them. If they

retrench and redesign the programs they will again "own" them. In either case, it

must be expected that regional variations in programs and standards will widen.

Given the differing needs across the regions of the country, it is not

unreasonable that much of the responsibility for integrating social and economic

policy be lodged with the provinces. Increasing pressure from many Canadians for

stronger federalism is not inconsistent with such provincial initiative and

responsibility. Some politicians (e.g., Conservative Party leader Jean Charest) are

pushing for a redefinition of federalism away from its traditional territorial focus

to a more pan-Canadian one. Ontario Premier Rae's 1992 proposed Social Charter

focuses on entrenching principles rather than standards, incorporating them into

the constitution, and monitoring them by a national body (Courchene and Stewart

1992, p. 139). Provincial responsibility, combined with continuing financial

pressure, will produce useful experimentation and innovation. One sort of
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rationalization is exemplified by New Brunswick Premier McKenna's initiation of

the Maritime Economic Union (Courchene and Stewart 1992, p. 142). Led by the
West the provinces will insist on rate and bracket freedom under the shared

personal income tax system, a possibility floated by Ottawa in a recent budget.

Quebec is in the lead in asserting provincial control in the social areas. It

already has the means to do so more coherently than other provinces because it

can combine the spending side with its own in-place income tax system and its

income-related wage supplementation system (a version of a negative income tax).

Ontario could proceed along this path also. Smaller provinces would neither want

nor be able to handle as many of the levers of policy. Courchene (1992, Chap. 3)

prefers concurrency with provincial paramountcy, i.e., both levels of government

can legislate but conflicts are resolved in favour of the provinces. Quebec would

clearly assert paramountcy and Ontario would as well unless the federal system

evolved into something more coherent than it is now. Other groups might get

together to assert paramountcy. Courchene and Stewart (1992, p. 144) feel that,

given its record, the federal government cannot be counted on to improve the

integration of education and social policy with the economic base. So Ontario

must move in this direction on its own. The federal government could aid the

process by offering a flexible approach. Leslie (1992, p. 46) argues for a greater

federal role, in the form of a joint federal-provincial approach to the redesign and

refinancing of Canadian social programs.

It was unfortunate that most of the federal government moves to lower

transfers were "surprises," hence, traumatic for the provinces. A more efficient

process would have been gradual and involved more consultation. This

unsatisfactory aspect of the federal-provincial funding arrangements has been
highlighted in Ontario by the combination of skyrocketing social expenditures due
to the severity of the recent recession and the sudden federal withdrawal from

responsibility in this area. There were huge fiscal deficits in 1991—92 and 1992—93

and social assistance caseloads grew by over 40% in two consecutive years

(Graham and Lightman 1992, p. 86). Interestingly, there was limited public

reaction to the federal policies, partly because of their technical character and

partly because Ontario was able, temporarily at least, to keep expenditures

growing.

Possible lessons for Latin America
Canada's experience in the area of social policy is of interest to other countries

both for the positive lessons it may provide and for the cautionaries. Relevance

clearly varies with the policy area and the country searching for leads. My own,

inevitably somewhat subjective, possible lessons follow.
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Canada's health system provides a generally positive model, from which

positive lessons may be learned. Its socialized character has led to (or at least been

consistent with) very good quality and accessability, while keeping "worry" levels

about the financial implications of health costs low. But the total societal costs are

becoming excessive, and incautious policy response could lower its performance

level. Canada's system should be studied in conjunction with those of other

countries where costs have been kept lower but quality high, as in Britain and

Japan. Worthy of careful attention in all of these countries is the extent to which

feasible policy options are a function of where the system is at the time, i.e., the

extent of policy irreversibility. Currently, the widely voiced concern in Canada

that medical attention should be completely free to the user has made it difficult

to explore apparently interesting policy options. In the U.S., the recent policy

debate made it clear that once a powerful profit-oriented insurance system is in

place any reform that would diminish its role will be very hard to achieve.

Perhaps the most difficult challenge in the social area is to provide an

adequate level of income security while assisting and encouraging the acquisition

of human capital (where relevant) and the return to -work (where relevant). With

respect to the effective interface among the social assistance, unemployment

insurance, and training/retraining systems, Canada's record provides mainly

negative lessons. The unemployment insurance system has functioned as an ill-

designed income-maintenance program, coupling standard incentive problems of

such systems with a division of responsibility between the provinces (social
assistance) and the nation (unemployment insurance), which leads to deliberate

attempts to shift financial responsibility for assistance to the federal level.
The system to assist entry and reentry into employment has never been

handled in a competent way in Canada. It remains to be seen what sort of system
would produce the best results in this area, but it is clear that it would have to

differ in several important ways from the current one. First, the incentives to get

a job would have to be better. Second, the assistance in making good decisions

with respect to skill acquisition would need to be better and, for that to be the

case, the assisters would probably have to base their advice on a much more

professional system of analysis and monitoring than is currently available. In the

case of women especially, or more generally single parents, a better child care

system might also be a prerequisite.

A number of Latin American and Caribbean countries will consider

unemployment systems in the next decade or so. As they become more

industrialized and if their economies suffer increasingly from cyclical variations,

the same logic that led industrialized countries to introduce their systems will be

relevant. The experience of countries like Canada suggests caution. Potential
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merits should be compared with those of existing work-for-income programs and

the nature of unemployment should be analyzed carefully, because it may be
rather different from common perceptions of it.

Many social programs function less well than might be hoped for

administrative or process-related reasons. One is that they presume too favourable

a view of human nature and are, therefore, too vulnerable to those willing to

subvert their purpose. It is important to recognize that a system can seriously

malfunction even if only a small percentage of the population would actually

abuse it. This does not, however, come easily to many of the socially conscious

designers of programs in this area. Second is the importance in all programs where

cost can become an issue of solid benefit-cost analysis and realistic prediction of

costs. It is surprising how few serious analyses have been undertaken for

important elements of the Canadian program and how questionable the quality has

often been. Third is the importance of looking ahead to the political implications

of the creation of expensive entitlements, whose removal or scaling down may be

very difficult even when they have outlived their social usefulness.

The challenge of achieving the right balance of local and national

responsibility, financial and executive, for social programs is not an easy one.

Canada's federal system has functioned well in many respects and confirms that

such a framework has much to be said for it in large diverse countries. The

combination of contributions from both the federal and provincial levels to social

policy innovation, together with the federal assistance and support role, has helped

to create a good national system in areas like health.

This structure has probably also contributed to rising costs, and substantial

modifications are now likely. Canada, at this late date, must rethink the ways in
which the two levels of government can interact effectively with each other.

Several Latin American and Caribbean countries are currently transferring

responsibilities to lower levels of government. The Canadian experience holds out
promise for benefits but highlights associated risks, especially lack of attention to

the cost side and the difficulties of divided responsibilities.
Canada's lack of policy space with respect to the exchange rate and its

integration with U.S. capital markets have left it unable or unwilling to use the

exchange rate as an effective tool for growth and full employment. If the parallel

loss of policy space occurs in Latin American and Caribbean countries, as they

become more integrated into the U.S-dommated market system, they will face

similar problems (as Mexico is now). This will accentuate periodic unemployment,

income fluctuations, etc. In that case, the social support system must be the better

prepared to deal with the social effects of such fluctuations. In addition, loss of

control of the exchange rate could have serious growth consequences as that
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variable seems to be the key single correlate of strong export and growth

performance in developing countries over recent decades (Helleiner 1994, chap. 1).

Canada's past experience with respect to convergence of social policy (vis

a vis that of the U.S) suggests considerable policy space. It may, however, take

considerable innovation and subtlety to retain the policy freedom desired.

The last quarter-century or more in Canada has seen the state take over

many functions from the family. Old-age pensions, welfare, unemployment

insurance and other elements of the system have removed (explicit or implicit)

responsibility from the nuclear or sometimes the extended family in each of these

areas, with much resulting poverty alleviation as well as psychological benefit as

peoples' dependency on others is lessened. Although on balance this transfer of

responsibility has probably been healthy, several possibly negative effects should

be borne in mind in the hope of achieving a socially healthier sharing of

responsibility. Ease of economic independence may lead to premature departure

of children (to independent life) or the elderly (to old-age homes).

Most of the evolution of Canada's system could be said to have followed

a pattern of honest attempts to address obvious problems. These attempts,

however, have not devoted a great deal of attention to or reflected an appreciation

of the associated costs and, hence, are made without much capacity to judge just

how far the policies should be taken. Latin American and Caribbean countries are

moving and will continue to move in this same direction. It would be in their best

interests to use more balanced forethought than Canada has used. Where it is
possible to address a given problem of living standards without losing the positive

support provided by the family context, this might be the best solution. Sometimes
alternative families are a better solution than institutional ones, as seems to be the

message of comparisons of the treatment of orphans and children with disabilities.
A justiciable social charter raises problems. Most economists feel the constitution

is a place for principle but not for the details of economic policy. The final

product of a series of court rulings might have little or no internal coherence,

partly because of the piecemeal procedure and because some areas could not be

taken account of anyway because there is no existing legislation to work from (as

in the case of day-care).

Canada's inadequate attention to training in the middle skills category has

a more extreme parallel in Latin America, where it has traditionally been a source

of serious inefficiency. The prestige advantage of higher ranking occupations is

especially important and educational attainment is often almost the sole route to

social and economic mobility.

A major challenge to analysis of many social spending issues is the

effective integration of economic and noneconomic data and perspectives. Good
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analysis also requires use of a range of types of information to help understand

the effects of alternative policies. For example, microlevel data are crucial to
understanding detailed causal links between a policy option and the outcomes of

interest; expost outcomes (like life expectancy, poverty levels, nutrition levels,

etc.) need to be compared to the changes in policies over time in Canada; and

comparisons must be made with other countries whose policy packages are

different but essential to effective assessment of alternatives. Probably the least

successfully implemented of these approaches are the cross-country comparisons

and the economic-noneconomic integration. Proximity to and familiarity with the

U.S. leads to greater comparison with that country than with Europe. Canadians

tend to know pretty well what is right and wrong with the American health

system, but they know too little about the British health system, or the Swedish

training system, for example.
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SOCIAL POLICY IN LATIN AMERICA
Carlos Filgudra and Mario Lombardi

The project was conceived more as a collaborative study than as comparative

research in the strict sense. The emphasis was on the national studies, not on a

comparison among countries. Given the exploratory nature of the research, each

national study had great freedom to define, conceptually and empirically, the

"field" of social policy, thus acknowledging the complexity and ubiquity of the

concept of social policies.

The knowledge specialists from one country of the region have regarding

another country is not necessarily sufficient to guarantee a common ground of

shared understanding. Most of the studies provided a scant and uneven treatment

of, or intentionally omitted references to, the historical trends, social structure, and

state of the art of social protection systems. It was assumed that such information

was relatively well known.

The results of the national studies and, in particular, the debate resulting

from the last seminar, held in Montevideo in September of 1994, showed that,
despite the great heterogeneity among countries, a core of common problems

warrants careful analysis. These can be summarized as follows:

The Latin American countries are undergoing profound and accelerated
transformations induced by changes in the international system. In light
of a process of globalization and virtual "shrinking" of the world, and

compelled to find a new place in an increasingly competitive interna-

tional system, the countries of Latin America had to internalize external
processes of change and respond to new challenges. Scientific and tech-

nological change are integral parts of the globalization process affecting

international trade patterns, the relationships between firms, the

organization of work, and the structure of labour markets. An expanding

process of economic blocks (i.e., the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) and Mercado Comun del Sur (MERCOSUR)) is

redefining old scenarios. The degrees of freedom for domestic decision-
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making have shrunk, and the traditional concept of sovereignty is losing
meaning.

The old order in which the "developmentalist" ideology took place

is questioned by the new realities. The traditional criteria of stratifica-

tion and mobility of nations in the international system lose applica-

bility in the light of an entirely new development path (as in the case

of the newly industrialized countries).

As a consequence of the change in the development model, a

recomposition is under way in the relationships between the state and

civil society. The relationships between public and private spaces are

also changing and being restructured in a mix that permits multiple

arrangements. Similarly, adjustment and production reconversion

policies produce new forms of social vulnerability, while reinforcing,

or at least not eliminating, the existing ones.

The region's traditional social protection systems, in themselves weak,

are proving to be ineffective in dealing with the emerging problems.

The equity and redistribution instruments and institutions that prevailed

in the 1960s do not adapt to the new circumstances. Some of the

expectations set on full employment and formalization of the labour

market as guarantees for sustaining stable, long-term protection systems,
are a good example of this. Today, they are questioned by the global
reality. The systems for social protection and for the provision of social

goods and services are at a crossroads requiring a proposal for social
reform as the main focus. Partial and disperse measures of a com-

pensatory nature are not sufficient in light of the consequences of
economic adjustment and production reconversion policies.

Two major approaches to the question of social reform can be

identified. One is centred on the social policies that give precedence to

"improvement" of income redistribution and provision of goods and

services. The other deals with more general social policy functions, both

manifest and latent, in shaping society. Such functions are not purely

economic: they include citizenship building (especially in countries

where problems of constitutionalism persist), social integration,
formation of shared cultural identities, participation, and consolidation

of democracy in the nonminimalist sense of the term.

Countries have been implementing a series of reforms in social

security, health, education, housing, and social assistance and anti-
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poverty programs. Nevertheless, some questions remain as to the actual

role social policies can play in a broader approach. To what extent are

assistance and anti-poverty policies transitory and to what extent are

they part of a system reform? What happens after postadjustment

economic policies? How are social policies expected to impact on the

shaping of a country's social structure and social stratification? What

kind of society is being shaped by the new social policies implemented

in the region? These are some of the main issues on which there are no

clear answers.

The state of the art in research indicates that the economy and growth

have been reasonably well studied. Yet little is known regarding the

social field and its relationship with the economy and politics. Social

policy studies in the region have multiplied and have made contribu-

tions in two directions: (a) research of a sectoral nature, and (b) studies

geared to short-run analysis and specific demands for diagnosis,

execution, and evaluation of projects and programs. Empirical studies,

providing a comprehensive view of a country's entire social policy and

its interrelations with the political and economic system or with social

structure, are lacking.

In sum, little research has been done on subjects such as the concep-

tualization of social policy, different forms of state intervention, political processes

and actors involved in decision-making, the combined results of social and

economic policy and their consequences for social organization and integration.
There is a need to take distance from the most immediate demands for applied

knowledge, and to open up spaces for research and dissemination of ideas on

social reform and the role of social policies in the new development model.

Finally, there is full consensus in the national reports in pointing out the

insufficiency of the existing information systems to feed into the processes of

social policy and social reform. These systems are incomplete, discontinuous,

nonstandardized and, above all, fail to incorporate the modern potentials generated

by the information and communication revolution. There is also a consensus in

pointing out the gaps and shortcomings in terms of education and training. Today,

academic training in the social area as well as the specific know-how required for

formulation, implementation, and follow-up and evaluation of social policies and

programs are inadequate.
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Social development in Latin America
Comparative social development
Social development trends in Latin America and the Caribbean place the region

in an intermediate situation between developed countries and other regions of the

world such as Africa and Asia. As a result of an earlier process of decolonization

and incorporation into the world market and the West, Latin America has

historically shown certain typical traits of "modernization," along with profound

social inequalities.

This feature is relevant for various reasons. It helps to understand the

particular configuration of most of the countries, as well as the problems that

relate to certain "Third World" societies. Under the "import substitution" and

"inward development" models, the region had two major moments of industrial

growth: the first during the initial decades of this century, and the second in the

1950s and 1960s. The social structure was modernized by expansion of the tertiary

sector and the state, growth of the middle classes, and the spread of education and

urbanization. The population's expectations and aspirations had as a reference the

lifestyles and consumer practices of more developed societies. At the political

level, the region's countries, in varying degrees, had experiences with organization

of labour into union sectors, more or less stable political party systems, and an

institutional and constitutional framework that formally reflected certain charac-

teristics of the countries of Western Europe.
These characteristics have consequences on the structure of social needs

and demands. The region's countries are "mobilized societies," politically complex
because of the pressures generated by expectations for improvement in standards

of living, as well as by the establishment of social agencies that organized and

directed demands. In contrast, a feature common to all countries has been their
difficulty in shaping egalitarian societies and ensuring standards of living

sufficient to cover the basic needs of the entire population. Historically, the

predominant development model corresponded to an approach of "excluding

modernization." The region's high degree of political instability throughout this
century is explained by this peculiar configuration of structural and political-

institutional factors.

Compared to the more developed countries, the region shows population

patterns proper to the intermediate stage of demographic transition. The indicators

of mortality, birth, fertility, population growth, dependence rate and life

expectancy at birth confirm this view. The Latin American population grows four

times faster than in developed countries (annual growth rate 1.9 versus 0.5%). The

gross fertility and birth rates double those of developed countries (3.3 versus 1.7
and 27.0 versus 13.0, respectively). But the most pronounced negative differences
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are in infant mortality (47.2 in Latin America and the Caribbean versus 8.0 in the

developed countries), and in life expectancy at birth: 13 years less in the region

than in developed countries. As a consequence of the age structure and the
behaviour of demographic factors, the proportion of the dependent population is

much higher: 68% as compared to 49% in the developed countries. This high

dependency is determined by the prevalence of the young over the older popu-

lation. Nevertheless, that age structure has been changing because of the increased

aging of the population. In "younger" countries the consequences of these changes

are already being felt, for example, in the difficulties in maintaining social security

systems.

Despite advances in the demographic transition process, therefore, the
region will continue growing at an accelerated rate over the coming years.

Projections for the year 2000 indicate that another 82 million inhabitants will be

added to the population, totalling 515 million. This means an approximate increase

of 22%. In spite of the drop in fertility, the relative young age structure will

cushion the drop in birth rate. Moreover, population growth as a cause of fertility

differentials among various social strata will be increasingly concentrated in lower,

marginal, and poor social sectors.

In terms of the rural-urban composition of the population and education

levels over the last two decades, Latin America has become predominantly urban

and more educated. The values of indicators for both dimensions are approaching

those of developed countries. Nevertheless, there are significant quantitative and

qualitative differences.
Rapid urbanization from rural—urban migration has given rise to large

urban concentrations and to the well-known phenomenon of urban "macro-

cephaly," or "megacities." Urbanization is characterized by low absorption of

productive employment in the urban formal sector, weak social integration
capacity, and increasing poverty. The high percentage of urbanization, only

slightly less than in developed countries (73.5% and 78.3%) has not been

accompanied by a growing incorporation into the formal sector of the labour

market. One of the historical features of the region until the mid-1980s was the

net prevalence of rural poverty over urban poverty. Since then, the ratio has

inverted to a point where poverty is now a predominantly urban phenomenon.

Much of the adult population's educational improvement during the 1980s

was a result of the growth in coverage over the two preceding decades, while the

retention capacity of the education system also improved. The average number of

years of schooling tended to increase in most countries, although it showed signs

of regression or stagnation in some urban areas of Chile, Brazil, Mexico, and

certain rural areas of other countries. Despite these advances, educational coverage
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continues to be considerably lower than in developed countries. This is most

marked at the level of secondary education. In developed countries the coverage

practically doubles that of the region (91.6% and 47.2%, respectively).

The similarity of coverage indexes among countries at the primary

education level hide significant differences in the learning achievements among

social strata. The cultural level of the home, the family's material resources, the

household structure, and the sociocultural environment in which the school

operates show that the levels of educational inequity have not dropped. In some

cases, the inequalities have increased, giving rise to dissimilar patterns of

educational achievements, growth of diverse forms of discrimination, and unequal

development of socializing skills and abilities.

To the extent that the new sectors incorporated into the educational system

belong to the lower levels of the social structure, inequity has grown as a

consequence of their sociocultural disadvantage. Over the last decade, the progress

in educational coverage was accompanied by an increase in inequity among social

strata: the higher social strata advanced more than the rest of the population.

Moreover, educational coverage has faced another kind of problem: its relative

coverage has expanded, but it has done so under the strong pressure of absolute

demographic growth.

Finally, participation in the labour force measured as a percentage of the

population is 42% higher in the developed countries than in the region. Taking

total population as a reference, slightly more than one third (35.2%) participates
in the labour market. Likewise, female participation in the economically active
population does not exceed 18.6%. Comparatively, in Latin America the

proportion of the female economically active population is half that of developed
countries. Nevertheless, in dynamic terms, women participate increasingly in the

labour market. Employment of both spouses and of female heads of incomplete
households grew in many of the region's countries. With that, new problems and

challenges are posed for social assistance programs.

According to the Economic Commission for Latin America and the

Caribbean (ECLAC 1993a, b), one of the features of the structure of urban

employment is the high employment rate in low productivity sectors. Such jobs

involve non-professional, non-specialized workers, employees of microenterprises,

and unskilled independent or "self-employed" workers. The percentage of such

workers in the economically active population varies approximately from 30% in

the countries having a lower incidence of this phenomenon to 50% in the smaller

and poorer countries.

An analysis of the employment structure generated in recent years shows

an increasing trend toward employment in low-productivity sectors. In 1990-92,
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8 out of every 10 new, nonagricultural jobs were concentrated in the informal

sector and in small enterprises. From 1980 to 1990, the trend was similar: large

enterprises and the public sector absorbed only 2 out of every 10 employed
workers (PREALC 1993). During the last 3-year period, the formal employment

structure of new occupations also underwent relevant changes; as a result of

adjustment policies, the relative share of public employment dropped and that of

large enterprises increased.

The region's social security systems have been seriously affected by these

changes. The Latin American model is based on participation of the insured in the

formal labour market. (Strictly speaking, it is not a social security system but a

social insurance system.) The falling level of employment in the formal sector,

combined with labour market deregulation and unemployment, contribute to

weakening the social security systems in the countries that reach high coverage

rates and hinder their expansion in countries with social security systems that are

less developed or "lagging."

Social security coverage was never high in the region, compared to the

countries that have developed a mature welfare state. Argentina, Chile, Uruguay,

and Brazil were early creators of social security systems. Today, the first three

have the highest relative levels of coverage (from 86% to 73% of the working
population). Brazil covers about 50%, whereas coverage in Mexico, Colombia, and

Peru is estimated to range from 30% to 40%. The pioneer countries "began to face

serious disequilibrium problems (at first actuarial and later financial) during the

1960s and 1970s" (Mesa-Lago 1994). Thereafter, the nonviability of the social

security model became evident, along with the need for its reform.

The causes of the crisis in these pioneer countries were: (i) the growing

cost of providing virtually universal coverage of the population; (ii)
excessively liberal conditions in the granting of benefits, as well as
generous benefits per se; (iii) diversity of coverage institutions, with
conditions, benefits and diverse sources of financing, which produced
unjustifiable inequities among insured groups and high administrative
costs; (iv) maturing of pension programs and increased health program
costs which rapidly increased the expenses allocated to benefits; (v)

growing payroll contributions to finance the system (which nevertheless

were insufficient) combined with growing evasion and delays in payment

(default) by employers; (vi) decreased reserves and very low or negative

yields on investments; (vii) growing financial (and obviously actuarial)

deficits which forced an increase in state subsidies; (viii) the heavy

financial load of the system on GDP and payrolls, which caused negative

effects on the generation of employment and national savings; and (ix)
demographic changes that resulted in the aging of the population and
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increased life expectancy, which reduced the contributor per pensioner

ratio and increased the cost of pensions. (Mesa-Lago 1994)

Among the other countries, delaying program implementation, offering

lower coverage and stricter allocation of benefits, coupled with a younger

population that favoured the contributor—pensioner ratio put off problems and kept

them from reaching the point of financial crisis. But the basic matrix of then-

social protection systems, as Mesa—Lago indicates, is similar to that of the pioneer

countries, and they currently face the same problems. Social security underwent

multiple partial reforms over the last decade, but more profound attempts were

made only in the 1990s. Chile was the exception in introducing a new privatized

system in the 1980s. In the other cases, the public system was reformed, or public

and private programs were combined in different ways.

Intraregional discontinuities
According to the World Bank (1994), the region's average gross domestic product

(GDP) per capita is US$2,690 in 1992. This figure is roughly 10 times lower than

for more-developed economies who average US$22,160. This reflects a range from

US$12,210 to US$36,080 per capita, i.e., a ratio of 1:3. The differences among

Latin American nations are extreme, with a ratio of 1:20. Available information

on a significant number of countries shows that only one country is moving away

from the rest and has reached US$6,050 (Argentina), followed by a small number
of countries whose levels vary from US$3,340 to 2,500, whereas the majority are

extremely low. Honduras and Nicaragua, for example, do not exceed US$580 or
US$340 in per capita income, respectively (World Bank 1994).

Among the seven countries studied, these three situations are found.
According to GDP per capita, first place is held by Argentina; second place by

Mexico, Uruguay, Brazil, and Chile; and third place, at the poorest extreme, by

Peru and Colombia (Table 1). Between 1980 and 1992, the distance between

countries in the region and the more-developed countries increased. Annual

percentage growth of GDP per capita for Latin America and the Caribbean was

negative (-0.2%). In the economies with high income levels it grew at an annual

average of 2.3%.

Social development and income distribution equity levels do not

correspond, or do so only partially, to the relative wealth of each country

measured in terms of GDP per capita. This is not surprising, given that a society's

overall wealth is not an indicator of its internal redistribution patterns. The latter

is affected by endogenous political, social, and cultural factors: the distribution of

power, the degree of organization and legitimation of political actors, the forms
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of intermediation of interests, and the type of social protection and security

system.

The Brazilian Social Protection system, born in the 1930s and 1940s
during the "Estado Novo" dictatorship, was consolidated in the new

authoritarian period that began in 1964. This authoritarian genesis and its

consolidation left their marks on the conservative pattern of these

policies. That pattern, closely linked to scandalous income concentration
and low salaries, was based on the conception of social security and on

the political strength of organized social interests to get their professional

categories included among the protected ones, or to obtain specific

privileges in relation to the rest of the covered population. In this way,

access is fragmented by the need to contribute and by the corporate

organization capacity achieved (from the Brazil report, CEBRAP 1993).

Table 1 shows highly dissimilar patterns of redistribution of the benefits

of economic growth in countries with similar wealth levels. In recent decades,

Mexico and Brazil saw sustained growth of per capita GDP, placing them above

Uruguay and Chile. Nevertheless, the relative social development and the degree

of social inequity in the first two countries correspond to structural patterns of

extreme inequality, similar to those of the poorest nations in the region.

Another way of understanding these apparent incongruities is to distinguish

between early and late modernization. Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay started the

process of demographic transition, modernization of their production structure, and

social development early.

This was not the case in Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. The

demographic indicators for fertility, birth rates, and life expectancy at birth show
Uruguay as a society that has completed the cycle of demographic transition —
its population hardly grows at all and does so at the same rate as developed

countries — and has initiated the post-transition stage (from the Uruguay report,

Filgueira and Lombardi 1994). Argentina and Chile are approaching Uruguay, as

they go through the final stages of demographic transition. In other aspects, such
as education (coverage of secondary education), urbanization (percentage of urban

population), health (causes of morbidity and mortality), and the rate of labour

participation, Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay have more favourable social levels

than the rest.

The incidence of poverty and of recent indigence in those same countries,

however, does not maintain a similarly clear relationship with per capita GDP or

with development level.



Table 1. Social indicators for Latin America (selected countries).

Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Mexico

Peru

Uruguay

Developed
countries

L America and
the Caribbean

Population
(thousands)

32293

150368

13173

32345

86154

21663

3094

816 621

433 190

Population
growth

(%)

1.3

2.1

1.7

1.7

1.9

2.2

0.6

0.5

1.9

Urban
population

(%)

86.3

74.9

85.9

70.0

72.6

70.2

85.5

78.3

73.5

Dependence
rate

0.64

0.66

0.57

0.65

0.69

0.71

0.59

0.49

0.68

Gross
birth
rate

20.1

26.7

21.9

24.1

27.4

30.3

16.6

13.0

27.0

Gross
fertility

rate

2.82

3.20

2.52

2.66

3.30

3.80

2.28

1.72

3.30

Infant
mortality

rate

29.1

57.5

16.5

37.4

39.2

69.3

20.6

08.0

47.4

Life
expectancy

at birth

71.2

66.2

72.0

68.8

69.7

62.7

73.0

80.1

67.6

GNP per
capita

(US$, 1992)

6050

2770

2730

1330

3470

950

3340

22160

2690

Labour
force
(%)

35.1

36.6

36.6

32.7

34.3

32.0

38.9

48.0

35.2

Female
labour
force
(%)

19.5

20.0

20.7

14.4

18.6

15.5

23.8

35.8

18.6

Persons
per

physician

374

1.080

1.230

1.228

1.240"

1.041

513

SD

936

Primary
school

repetition
rate

08.7

19.4

12.5

12.3

09.4

14.1

09.0

SD

19.9

Illiteracy
rate

(age 15 &
over)

04.7

18.9

06.6

13.3

12.7

14.9

4.3 c

SD

15.5

Secondary
school

coverage

74.0

39.0

75.0

52.0

53.0

70.0

77.0

91.6

47.2

Poor
urban

households
(%, 1990) a

25

39

34

35

34

45

10

SD

39

Source: World Bank International Economics Department, 1992-84.
Note: GNP, gross national product; SD, standard deviation.
aECLAC(1993a,b).
6 UNDP (1990).
cDGyC(1987).
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Income distribution and levels of poverty and indigence
The number of people living in poverty in Latin America and the Caribbean

during the 1980s increased by 60 million. This reversed the downward trend of

the preceding decade.

Preliminary estimates for 1990 prepared by ECLAC (1993b) calculated a

total of 195.9 million people living in poverty, of whom 93.5 million are indigent

(having insufficient resources to cover basic food needs). In this process, urban

poverty broadly predominates over rural poverty with some 53 million of the new

poor being city dwellers.

More recent estimates for the second half of the 1980s indicate that

poverty and indigence grew considerably in Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, and

were stable in Uruguay. In Colombia and Chile, poverty and indigence dropped

slightly. Nevertheless, this relative improvement did not offset the increase in both

cases in the previous decade.

At the national level, and as a result of this process, in 1986, Peru showed

the highest percentages of households in urban and rural poverty at 45% and 64%,

respectively. Among the other countries, in 1990, Brazil had percentages of 39%

and 56%; Mexico, 34% and 49%; Colombia (only urban poverty) 35%; Chile,

34% and 36%; Argentina (Greater Buenos Aires) 25%; and Uruguay 10% and

23%, respectively.

The general impoverishment of the region forms part of a more general

pattern caused by the regressive nature of income distribution. According to three

combined approaches (Gini index, share in income of the poorest 25% and of the

poorest 40%) that the level of inequality rose between 1980 and 1990 in most of

the countries of the region, and it did so in four of the seven countries covered in

this study, i.e., Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico. Colombia and Uruguay show
a slight trend toward equality, although in the latter countries the relative

improvement during the second half of the 1980s barely managed to offset the

concentrating effect of the first half.

Updated information is not available for Peru, but it is known (World Bank

1994) that in the 1970-75 period it had one of the highest levels of inequality

where the richest 20% of households absorbed 61% of income, and the poorest

40% of households only 7%.

In 17 years between 1963 and 1981 the poverty of more than three-

fourths of the population was reduced to less than half. After 1981 there

was a sudden change in trend, whereby poverty not only stopped

decreasing but instead began increasing rapidly, and three years later hit

58.5%, which implies a mean annual growth rate of 6.5%. The percentage
of poverty in 1984 is slightly higher than in 1977. ... In 1993 the country
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was still richer than in 1977, so as to have easily covered the cost of the

Standard Basket of Essential Satisfiers for the entire population and still

have a substantial excess for luxury consumption and accumulation.

Nevertheless, as we have seen, the concentration of wealth explains the

high level of poverty in the country: almost 60%. (from the Mexico

report, Verduzco 1993)

Emerging social policy issues
The welfare state has attained its fullest realization in most of the developed

countries. This is not the case in Latin America where, strictly speaking, no

welfare state exists. This is an important difference when social policy changes
and social reform problems are examined comparatively. In countries with a

mature welfare state, there is often a strong, dominant, and relatively stable

institutional core. The changes take place around that core, they do not have to

create it.

In recent years, a debate has resurfaced worldwide on the welfare state's

ideological orientation. Developed countries are not free from the confrontation

posed by different welfare state systems where conservatives, liberals, and social

democrats seek to modify or keep unchanged the basic orientation of their
systems. But the starting point of the debate is always the same — consolidated

welfare systems resulting from a long history of social policy building.

National social policy systems

In the fullest sense of the term, national social policy systems do not exist in Latin
America. This is the case if we understand such a system as a set of institutions

and programs duly articulated by a strategic set of medium- and long-term social

goals. On the political agenda, social policy is not as relevant as other public

policies. All national reports in the project point out a common characteristic —

the public policy priority in all countries is the economy.

In this context, social policy has held a secondary, if not residual, place on

the agenda of public priorities. Under the influence of certain programs and loans

from multilateral organizations, many governments initiated new social programs.

But it is not possible to say that the latter grew out of a state policy based on

broad consensuses and priorities organically formulated by the governments.

Scope of social policy: focusing, while necessary given the existing

inequities, should be framed within a comprehensive policy, which does

not seem to be what happens. Otherwise it may lead to an assistance,

rather than a welfare policy, which now seems to be the prevailing

orientation. This should be carefully studied, particularly when we see the

deterioration of some structural indicators for the sector. Little thinking
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is done on the issue, and the demand made on the meaning and

orientation of social policy is practically nonexistent. This void is clearly

at the root of the limitations faced in development of the social sector and

is symptomatic of the residual vision with which the problem is

approached, (from the Colombia report, Molina et al. 1993)

The main findings of the national reports coincide in pointing out (a) the

recent proliferation of programs, particularly assistance and antipoverty programs;

(b) the establishment of multiple agencies and commissions created within

ministerial or interministerial spheres, many temporary; (c) the absence of general

guiding principles integrating the diverse programs in a systemic, coherent, and

internally compatible framework; and (d) a short-term vision lacking in goal

criteria or a search for the "welfare model."

In some cases, the reform attempt has been more ambitious. Argentina,

Chile, and Mexico had a more radical public policy, trying at the same time to

reach national coverage under certain social programs and actions. The most

important in Argentina include (a) the program for decentralization of provincial

management, moving centralized social programs out into smaller administrative

units; (b) a benefits system reform that introduced a public-private combination

in the social security system; and (c) major reconversion of state functions, with

its withdrawal from traditional functions, opening the way for private sector

participation.

Mexico created the National Solidarity Program (Solidaridad), geared to
combatting poverty. It is the most organic expression of an innovative social

assistance program, financed totally by the government, although overlapping the
traditional institutional system.

Finally, Chile has gone the furthest with its transformations. Reforms

began with the military government in the 1970s and 1980s. The main changes

were (a) a drastic reduction in resources; (b) structural reforms geared to reducing

the size of government by transferring functions to the private sector, and to

decentralizing ministries and services; and (c) implementation of specific measures

to reduce or eliminate universal nominal programs and to focus efforts on the

poorest sectors of the population. Following the return to democracy, substantial

changes established the current social policy guidelines.

The basic elements of the reform are geared to satisfying the following

demands: (a) to foster community participation; (b) to incorporate organizations

from the poor sectors, instead of carrying out actions geared exclusively to the

individual or family unit; (c) to replace assistance policies with goals geared to

production and investment in human capital; (d) to achieve a balance among the

programs addressed to poor- and middle-level segments; and (e) to provide a
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package of measures to deal with the newly emerging problems, including quality

of education, upgrading of technical-vocational training, upgrading health care

system investments and management, increasing housing subsidies, and broadening
social welfare system coverage.

The balance of these three experiences does not seem to have solved the

problems of integration of social policies. The welfare model, into which these

programs are assumed to converge, is also unclear. The national reports point at

some important problems:

Incompatibility and duplication of services, and contradictions between

programs and between the central and regional levels.

In this way, in practice, decisions in the social field are the product
of a complex combination of technical, economic and political

elements, and in their broadest aspects they do not always respond

to the formal line of an official organization chart. Moreover, there

are communication gaps, duplications and, sometimes, contradic-

tions between decisions made in different sectors at the central

level and between that level and the regional or local level, (from

the Chile report, Raczkinski et al. 1993)

Lack of definition of target groups and deviation of original objectives

during program implementation.

It is probably in relation to this point that one of the biggest
weaknesses of the program (Solidaridad) is found, since both in the
government's verbal discourse and in the literature on the program

and its achievements no clear distinction is made as to whether the

orientation of Solidaridad is toward the "extremely poor" or the
poor in general. This is a crucial distinction, given its operating

consequences for program strategies, (from the Mexico report,

Verduzco 1993)

Lack of transparency of social policies, interference of clientelistic

networks, private and public appropriation of program benefits by actors

involved in their implementation.

Generally, social policies are not transparent. There is great

opaqueness in these processes. In a democratic and republican

system this lack of transparency prevents citizen participation in

orienting social resources. An analysis of the policy field uncovers

interests, strategies for appropriation of benefits, which are only
effective to the extent that they remain unknown to the public.
Transparency favors inclusion of other actors who are potential
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"interested parties" in the decision-making processes, (from the
Argentina report, Tenti 1993)

Institutional framework for social policies

Traditional public apparatus

The institutional framework for social policies in Latin America was organized

based on four principles: the sectoral nature of services, the predominance or

monopoly of public over private, government centralism and verticalism, and an

aspiration to universality. Service providers were the ministries, autonomous

entities within the public apparatus, and diverse agencies linked to the secretariats

and undersecretariats of state. As a result of a poorly coordinated process in the

creation of institutions, the social protection and service provision systems

characteristically consisted of a disperse set of institutions, actions, and measures

with scant coordination and involving multiple decision-making levels. The public

bureaucracies in the area of social policies were not an exception to the prevailing

patterns in Latin American states — formally complex, slow, cumbersome

institutions with little capacity for self-reform.

New social policies

The national reports in the project agree that the traditional institutional framework

is not in a position to provide responses to the new social policy challenges. As

the national reports for Peru and Argentina indicate, the operating mode demanded
by assistance and antipoverty programs is not in keeping with the current

bureaucratic organization. At the institutional level, new demands are concurrent
with one of the biggest problems now under debate, i.e., state reform.

It would be naive to think that any change in the traditional bureaucratic
institutions will be easy and spontaneous; on the contrary, a long process
can be foreseen, which will have to grapple with a lack of understanding,
resistance and rejection, since the centralist tradition and bureaucratic
inertia, accustomed to operating with a segmented and uni-dimensional

logic, face the conceptual and practical difficulty of integrating policies

for different sectors, (from the Peru report, Portocarrero 1993)

There are also new challenges to improve the performance and efficiency

of complex organizations. Increasingly, the principal capital of an organization is

its learning capacity, its flexibility, and the possibility of providing efficient

responses to new situations and scenarios. The limitations that characterize the

traditional state institutions, and the inefficiency linked to bureaucratic ritualism
and a work culture that does not reward innovation, are some of the limitations
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to their actions. This is most marked when the capacity to respond to changes in

the structure of a society's needs is evaluated.

A new institutional framework for social policies?

The need for social policy reform is based on the poor performance of existing

systems and on the recent transformations in the social structure. Both aspects can

be expressed as follows:

Weak social protection systems, providing low coverage and not fully

achieving welfare status, have prevailed in the region.

For decades, countries in the region have faced a financial crisis in

sustaining traditional services and benefits. The more mature a social

security and protection system is, the greater the crisis. Thus, such

crises have showed up sooner in the more developed countries of the
region.

Recent transformations in social structure and, consequently, of the

needs structure, have made the social protection and security system

unsustainable. New forms of exclusion and vulnerability are emerging.

Because they are complex and politically mobilized societies, the needs
structures is reflected in the growing tensions between demands and the
resources available to satisfy them. The main problems are not only
economic or social but include democratic governability itself.

The region's social policy transformations have been changing the

relative weight of the four main ordering factors in traditional systems,
i.e., sectorality, centralization, statism, and public sector monopoly. The

current emphasis is on integration, decentralization, community par-

ticipation, and privatization.

Social policy reform is a complex problem without easy solutions. If it

were merely a question of technical logic it would all be much simpler. But this

is not the case. The different factors affecting policy formulation include technical,

political, economic, and social structure aspects. Each of these aspects has its own
rationale, but such rationale are not necessarily compatible. Social programs, like

any other public policy, are the result of the interplay of factors associated with

these aspects. It is not reasonable to assume that technical aspects will prevail in
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the final result, given that any particular social policy is the visible part of forces

and tensions within these aspects.

Universality and focusing

The expansion of social policies to target the poor raises entirely new problems

for social policies. It requires organizations different from the traditional insti-

tutions, demands human resources and specific know-how that are nonexistent in

organizations based on universality of benefits, calls for information bases that

allow the identification of the groups or nominal categories to which programs are

directed, and needs appropriate evaluation and monitoring mechanisms, both ex-
ante and ex-post.

According to the national studies, all the countries combine policies of both
types in one way or another. Services having the intention of universality continue

to predominate and are applied side by side with different forms of more focused

action.

For structural and circumstantial reasons, the bases for a social protection

policy linked to economic participation in the formal sector are also being eroded.

Participation in the informal sector and unemployment and underemployment have
grown. Focused antipoverty policies appear as a palliative of a compensatory sort.

It remains to be seen whether this is a particular mix corresponding to a certain

set of circumstances, or whether the bases are being established for a new form

of social policymaking in the region. If the latter option is correct, the events per

se would seem to be establishing a dualism between "protected" and "assisted"

sectors.
Focusing also runs into other types of complexities in the region. Poverty-

oriented assistance policies can be more easily and efficiently combined with
universal policies when the target group is relatively small in proportion to the
total population. This is not the case when the majority, or 30%-40%, of the
population is poor. In developed countries, focusing complements universal

programs. Its objective is to neutralize the vulnerability of certain social groups

and categories not easily or reasonably reached through universal protection

systems. In Latin America, with few exceptions, the main problem for reform is

inherent to an "excluding model" that corresponds to a particular structure of

needs and demands. Consequently, the role of focused policies is difficult to

assimilate as a complementary function of social protection.

What functions are expected of focused antipoverty policies? Are they to

be temporary or permanent, and how will they be integrated in the general system

of social protection? There are no easy answers and, currently, there is not enough

research on these issues.
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Centralism and decentralization

The rupture of the principle of centralism has taken place in many countries.

Regional, provincial, and municipal decentralization have generated profound

regional inequalities in the provision of social services. This is the case, in
particular, when it is accompanied by a virtual dualism between poor and rich

administrative units, which collect financial resources for public social spending

from inside the unit itself (for example, the Argentine experience). Added to that

is the weakness of the public apparatus of the municipalities, provinces, or states
to take on technical and operating complexities and manage programs and services

formerly operated in a centralized way.

One of the greatest risks of indiscriminate application of decentralization

prescriptions is the reinforcement of intranational inequalities. Another is the
modification of a country's social geography in creating a territorial Balkanization

of a society.

Decentralization, moreover, particularly in its initial stages, requires strong

direction and homogenization of goals by the central government to prevent
fragmentation of objectives and to set strategic guiding principles in the social

area. The principle of decentralization does not deny government action, but

instead assigns it a different role. Even so, it is not easy to determine what sectors

should be decentralized, what areas should delegate functions to smaller admini-

strative units, and to what extent it should be done.

Finally, the Latin American experience offers a good example of the
importance of political logic in the decentralization processes. These processes
have created fertile ground for the development of clientelistic practices, alliances
between the central and local powers, systems of "exchange of favours" among
political elites, and reinforcing of political parties/leaders at national and local
levels. The national reports for Argentina and Brazil show an instrumental

handling of the economic resources allocated to social policies that escapes all

criteria of technical rationality.

From sectorality to integration?

One of the unresolved social policy problems is to determine the set of aggregate

benefits received by individuals or families through multiple social services and

programs provided by a system. There has never been a clear answer to this, and

it is often considered more of a concern than an issue to be resolved. With the

introduction of focused assistance programs, the question of the comprehensive-

ness of benefits takes on greater complexity and relevance.

How are we to operate increasingly at the local level, within the logic of

a more comprehensive (multi-sectoral) and less strictly sectoral operation?
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How, for example, in a small and specific territorial locality, can we

combine health services, education, infrastructure, urbanization, etc., in

a coordinated way, in circumstances where activity programming and

resource allocation still respond to a sectoral and centralized logic? (from

the Chile report, Raczkinski et al. 1993)

The long tradition of centralization and sectorality in the region has not

favoured the implementation of integrated programs. The greatest risks to systems

of this kind are not only the overlapping and duplication of benefits, or

inappropriate and inefficient use of resources. A sectoral logic leads to loss in the

potential effectiveness gained by acting jointly on the different needs of the
individual. Comprehensiveness, if it has any sense at all, is important because the

beneficiary is a unit combining complementary and functionally interrelated needs.

For example, in terms of health, it is likely that a child's school performance will

be better if he or she is well nourished and in good health.
In Latin America, there have always been, even if partially, complementary

programs of a comprehensive sort. The example of complementarity among health,

nutrition, and school performance forms part of the tradition of social policies in

some countries. Nevertheless, with the expansion of focused assistance policies,
a false opposition is established between sectoral and comprehensive logic. The

latter tends to suppress the former. Moreover, comprehensiveness is identified with

recent focused assistance policies, whereas sectorality is identified with universal

policies.
In practice, comprehensiveness is not such a novelty, and sectorality is not

going to disappear. In any event, the national reports suggest the need to examine
and evaluate the integrated experiences in social policies carefully and to identify
the obstacles that may be hindering a more effective complementarity.

Vertical centralization and user participation

In the traditional model, user participation corresponded to the main characteristics
of the social welfare systems and social programs. User participation, when it did

exist, was corporative, such as representation of workers, retirees, and pensioners

in social welfare agencies. In other cases, the government delegated management

of social security and assistance to private corporations.

With the new principles helping to form the new social policies, the

question of participation takes on other aspects. Generally, it refers to intermediary

community organizations or associations that, without excluding the corporations,

represent the territory, neighbourhood, or community. In countries with a long

historical tradition of centralism and bureaucracy, the incorporation of users in

decision-making and management of public policies is a positive addition. It
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facilitates the implementation of social policies, commits beneficiaries to the

programs, and contributes to their transparency. Yet here, too, there are problems

similar to those in the management of smaller administrative units in decentral-
ization processes.

Intermediary institutions are, for the most part, weak organizations. Their

members lack training and basic management capabilities, their actions are

inconsistent, and, who, exactly, they represent it unclear. Moreover, the greater the

level of vulnerability of a social sector, for example, the poor or indigent, the

smaller its organizational capacity. For these reasons, there is no easy prescription

for social participation. The participation of intermediary institutions in the

implementation of social policies is, in fact, a difficult undertaking. There have
been successful experiences, however, and these should be evaluated to find

feasible recommendations.

Public monopoly and privatization

Private charitable institutions that provide social services and assistance have long

existed in the region. Many of them, linked to religious institutions, were the

forerunners of public social policy. The state later assumed coverage and provision

of social services among its basic functions.
Currently, the meaning of the privatization of social policy management

is different. In many of these countries, programs have been implemented to

remove functions traditionally performed by the state, placing them in the private
sphere. In other cases, this has been done by directly fostering the creation of
private institutions, for example, in the education and health-care sectors.

Finally, the logic of self-financing led to a privileging of investments in

physical works, installations and equipment, without the corresponding
strengthening of the capacities of states and municipalities to assume
financial responsibility for the subsequent operation of the services,
thereby increasing the indebtedness of local governments and decreasing

the social effectiveness of large investments. ... Excessive administrative

centralization and the accelerated pace of growth generated management
incapacity, worsened by the lack of any type of public oversight. This
aspect made social policies "easy prey" to private interests, lobbies, etc.

It should also be noted that expansion of the government's social services

largely took place through articulation with the private sector, primarily

in connection with the supply of services and goods. The expansion of
social policies did not result in changes in the industrial sector linked to

those policies, in the sense of increased production of goods for popular

consumption; instead it merely reinforced the existing characteristics. ...

What we find is a contrast in which society bears all the costs, but the
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benefits are appropriated privately. Social policy appears to be a way of
sustaining a certain type of consumption, appropriate for the existing

industrial structure, such as the building industry in the case of housing
programs, and the pharmaceutical industry, in the case of health, (from
the Brazil report, CEBRAP 1993)

The bases of these policies are well known. Allusions are often made to

the inefficiency of public administration and the virtual bankruptcy of social

protection systems. But the problem is in deciding on the cut-off point in the

social structure between public and private services.

Privatization can cover all the population or only those sectors in a position

to pay for their services. But if that is the case, how do we define the population

that can or cannot do so? If the cut-off is excessively low, privatization provides

a more apparent than real solution.

In most of the societies in the region, a high cut-off point is required for

items transferred to the market. This has not always been the case. The Brazil

study shows that the "golden rule" of social policies was that users pay, despite

implying a progressive privatization of popular collective services.

The new conditions imposed by privatization have two major conse-

quences: (a) the problem of government oversight and regulation of privatized

public policies, and (b) the problem of government financial guarantees in the

event of failure of the private initiative and nonprotection of users, as in the case

of social security privatization.

Government oversight and regulation of privatized public policies raise

problems similar to those for privatization in the economic sphere (for example,

rating of privatized public services). Instruments, organizations, and specialized

skills are required and do not seem easy in the short term if efficient regulation

is sought.

Financing of social policies

Traditional logic for social policy operation rested on the contribution of national

resources. International loans or foreign credits were sought as an additional

component to cover government spending or to resolve specific account deficit

problems. In this sense, social policies were designed to conjugate social purposes

and self-financing simultaneously. What has changed with the expansion of

assistance policies and focused programs is that they are now closely linked to the

availability of international funds.

Currently, there is a growing international market that, from the supply

side, is opening up a broad spectrum of alternatives for credits and loans for

operation in specific social areas. But the demand comes from poorly articulated
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national systems, lacking in clearly established priorities, and with high levels of

competition among the different government divisions. In a context marked by the

heavy structure of unsatisfied needs and extremely scant resources, it is not easy

to establish priorities, but this makes them that much more necessary. It is

essential to study thoroughly the decision-making processes that explains why

certain programs are implemented and others are not.

Social policy research in the region
The relationship between the production of knowledge on social policy and

practical use is a rather complex subject to develop in depth. Conventionally, a

distinction has been made between two types of research: basic and applied. Later,

the diversity of objectives and practices of knowledge led to the introduction of

another category—"oriented" research. This type of research was placed between

basic and applied. It is now recognized that such differentiations are much more

complex. "Supply" and "demand" for knowledge are moving closer (for example,

the demand for science-based studies has grown), whereas the boundaries between

basic and applied research are blurring.

Whatever the validity of this typology, it is clear that it tried to reflect

substantive differences. Because of their own characteristics, the design and

implementation of "applied" research should operate with variables/factors that can

be changed, or at least those factors that can be changed in the short term. This

limits the field of factors that can enter into the analysis and requires operating on

more obvious indicators. At times, this is done with the results of social

phenomena, but without the perspective to consider their more profound, although

less visible, causes. As far as "basic" research is concerned, as an ideal, its
objective is to explain by resorting to factors that often operate in the medium or
long term so that the application of its results tends to be a more unlikely

subproduct.

Naturally, these distinctions do not assume any type of priority of research.

They simply make it possible to identify different research objectives and pose the

problem of how they can interrelate. How can nexus be established between the

two types to foster a field for cross-fertilization and improvement of the quality

and excellence of the products? This can be done, and in practice is done, in two

complementary ways: one is the individual practice and the other is the

institutional system route.
In individual practice, cross-fertilization takes place when those working

on basic research become interested in the applied field, or when the "practical"

people approach the academic community to take advantage of research results.

Thus, the research practice that responds to applied demands is favoured in its
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contents and quality when researchers alternate their activities between the

academic world and the market for applied studies, or when the nonacademic

researchers have a network of contacts, information, knowledge, handling of

bibliographical sources, and relationships with colleagues who are academics.

The institutional route is, vis-a-vis individual practice, crucial for fostering

these processes of communication and cross-fertilization between basic and

applied research. Nevertheless, there are institutional systems and cultures of

intellectual work that tend to isolate the two spheres of research in watertight

compartments, hampering mobility of researchers between them, along with the

exchange flows and strategies for dissemination of their products. Institutional

frameworks are most favourable to intercommunication when the logic of

institutions is not linked only to immediate demand and their interests are not

subordinate to their financing sources, but when there is a greater density of

institutions, in number, quality, autonomy, and work scale, and more intense flows

of exchange in people, information, and products. The latter conditions do not
prevail in the region.

The national reports surveyed and evaluated the potential of academic and

social promotion institutions in each country. They also surveyed the social

programs and the reforms being implemented at the public level to obtain a

reasonable approximation of real or potential demand for knowledge coming from

the state.

The research design and strategy were not always the same in all the

countries. For the most part, however, the variations among them were slight. The

information was obtained by gathering and analyzing secondary information, from

institutional records, and by fieldwork involving use of surveys and interviews
with selected research institutions.

The principal instruments were:

Gathering official documents on: foundations and orientation of social

policy, social programs under way and projected, reforms of social

service provider institutions, action plans, organization charts of public

institutions, and evaluation reports on programs and projects (when

available).

Analysis of information on social public spending (structure and trends),

economic resources from other sources, and origin and amount of

financing for special programs.
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Institutional survey of university research centres, private institutions

(nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)), and public agencies respon-

sible for generating information and research in the social area. With

the pertinent variations according to the country, the following were

included:

Information on institutional activities (research, promotion,

teaching, and information), number and characteristics of technical

and nontechnical personnel, projects under way, research topics,

social areas for action and promotion, financial resources, origin of

resources, relationship with state programs and social services, and

other information regarding data bases, library, infrastructure, years

of existence, etc.

Semistructures interviews with directors of research and social

promotion institutions.

Semistructured interviews with public administration officials in

charge, or formerly in charge, of programs and services in social

areas, as well as qualified informants.

From the survey and analysis of the information, the studies provided a
description and evaluation of the research potentials of institutions working in the
area of social policy. The reports offer an examination of the relationships

between these organizations and the real and potential public sector demand. The

following points summarize their main findings:

Development of the social sciences in Latin America is uneven and

takes the form of different institutional arrangements. One of the major

obstacles is in the difficulties in establishing a fluid relationship

between social sciences and society. The institutional forms acquired by

the social sciences have corresponded to the different predominate

arrangements that have existed between public and private institutions.

In research, universities had a major role in only a few countries. In

many countries, however, research has been localized in a combination

of university and private institutions (NGOs) or, basically, at private

institutions. Until a few years ago, the public sphere, excluding

universities, was not a field where social research was done. It was also
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not done in the sphere of private, for-profit activity. Nevertheless, this

has been changing in recent years.

Brazil is probably the only exception to highlight in the Latin American

scenario. In Brazil, the practice of research assigns an important place

to university research institutions. Interrelated with other private

institutions (NGOs), foundations, and public research centres, dependent
on state systems, universities have played a salient role in the training

of a solid and self-referenced academic community. Governments have

traditionally valued the strengthening of public and private university

institutions by allocating funds through specific research and training

programs (fourth-level training programs, grant programs, and support

to basic and applied research). This is difficult to find in other Latin

American countries.

Given the heterogeneity of the region's institutional research structures, it

is not easy to present a synthesis of the findings without making reference to the

different contexts. The fundamental aspects of the findings of the analysis of

supply and demand of knowledge in the field of social policies can be expressed

in the following.

"Supply" and "demand" for knowledge: an analogy rather than a reality

It does not seem pertinent to affirm that there is a knowledge market in which the

"supply" and "demand" sides can be precisely identified. The national studies
showed the relative subordination of academic research institutions to market

demands. They underscore the conflictive and complex nature of the real rela-
tionships between supply and demand. The analogy with the market is useful only

as an heuristic tool. Naturally, there are demands and supplies, but they do not

fulfil the assumptions of regulation, competition, and rules for allocation of

resources that exist in constituted and open markets. We could speak of an

imperfect market, but here, too, we would be dealing with another analogy that

would add little.

From the perspective of research institutions, there is relative autonomy

with respect to the "demand" coming from the state and from social programs. In

part, that autonomy is explained by the origin of the financial resources supporting

these institutions. In the case of universities, much of their resources come from

general budget funds assigned by governments, or from the gathering of nonpublic

resources, particularly in the case of private universities. In the case of

nonuniversity not-for-profit institutions, funds come from foreign foundations and
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agencies. In other words, there is an autonomous space for generation of

knowledge that does not depend on an immediate or direct relationship with the

actual or potential demand of government institutions or social programs.
Naturally, there are more substantive reasons for this to be so — the very nature

of "pure" research.

The same can be said of research topics. Topics can directly or indirectly

generate new legitimate demands without a direct relationship with explicit

demands. Some of the national reports recognize the need to generate knowledge

with a medium- and long-term perspective. Similarly, they emphasize that the

basic training of human resources in the social area (graduate and postdegree)
cannot be seen only from the perspective of satisfying immediate demands.

A fluid "demand"

The central aspects of demand are expressed in: (a) a trend toward a decrease in

resources allocated for social public spending; (b) the existence of more or less

profound reforms seeking efficiency, associated with the search for greater sectoral

administrative rationality that, in turn, is part of a broader concern for state

reduction and reform; and (c) the reform or innovation of contents and strategies

of social programs so as to effectively gear their benefits to target populations

effectively.
Generally, the starting point is a given reality, even if that reality is

subjected to analysis and critical debate. In this sense, the concern for
improvement predominates. To a lesser extent, changes of orientation are
proposed, as with the idea of reinforcing the integration of policies around the
problems of target populations. This idea is proposed as a replacement or

complement for the traditional sectoral perspectives that prioritize improvement
only by sector. Unfortunately, the sectoral approach, in which mechanisms for

intersectoral coordination and integration occupy a secondary place, still prevails.
In view of the foregoing, the demand for knowledge is subjected to

important transformations that condition the generation of knowledge. These

changes must, therefore, be subjected to research and evaluation to increase the

capacity to supply knowledge in a more independent, objective, and critical way.

"Supply" of emerging research themes

The research themes given most importance have changed a lot in relatively short

periods of time, independent of whether they have had an impact and provoked

significant transformations or not. In recent years, social problems initially appear
to be linked to structural adjustment for reasons of foreign indebtedness. The

strategies during this period were: restriction of resources by curbing social public
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spending, transfer of responsibilities to other public venues (decentralization or

creation of ad hoc units as "social funds") or pertaining to civil society

(philanthropic actions or privatizations), and identification of critical social
problems (generally associated with the effects of adjustment programs) to which

available resources must be directed.

The degree of depth and scope of the analysis of the social themes covered

varies from country to country in a highly significant way. The institutional

political situation, the degree of heterogeneity of the social groups affected, and

the particular seriousness of the situations explain the differences.

Subsequently, at a second stage, the analysis incorporates other emerging

questions. Thus, a broad set of social problems are considered: the effect of

industrial retrofitting and trade liberalization on the labour market and the training

of the labour force; the impact of social security policies on production costs; the

weight of specific social problems, such as aging of the population, deterioration

of urban environmental conditions, and the vulnerability of particular social groups

(young people, women, etc.); and new health problems (in general and by

particular high risk groups).

At the same time, there has been a deepening of the discussion on the new

role of the state, its relationship to society, and the new responsibilities of diverse
social actors in solving social problems. These questions add to the debate on the

institutional and financing aspects.

At a third stage, the agenda starts to reflect current processes. Here, it must

be understood that from the institutional point of view the countries range from
those introducing changes in the existing systems to those undertaking major

transformations.
The decentralization processes and the reform of ministerial structures are

among the most frequent transformations. No less important has been the creation
of ad hoc institutions, as a by-pass for traditional bureaucratic structures, for the

purposes of carrying out new activities (for example, the social funds) or of

efficiently satisfying needs blocked by the traditional system. To a great extent,

these attempts are strictly linked to external assistance mechanisms, although in

all of the countries mechanisms have had to be established to adapt to the

particular characteristics of each of them.

We cannot derive from there the existence of a close relationship between

supply and demand in social policy terms. Instead, there is a relationship

around specific problems of management of social programs and projects,

but where there is neither time nor resources to go beyond operational

aspects. The paradigmatic case is that of health, which accounts for a

significant proportion of the studies demanded, but which perhaps is the
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most problematic area regarding the social dimensions of design and
discussion of policies per se, such as the relationship between the public

and private realms, public and private health financing policies, spheres

of attributions and decision-making among the central, regional and local

levels, prevalence of a high "medicalization" of the primary care level,

etc. (from the Chile report, Raczkinski et al. 1993)

Emerging interest in applied studies
Another conclusion refers to the radical changes that took place as a result of the

expansion of social programs and reforms. The national reports indicate that a

profound change is under way in the relationship between state needs and the

traditional ways of satisfying them. This is seen in the emergence of consultants,

or more generically of consultancies. In the region there was a transformation in

the allocation of resources from the sphere of basic research to a strengthening of

a demand for specific, short-term studies geared to producing applied or policy-

oriented knowledge in the social area. As a result of the growth in resources for

short-term research provided by multilateral organizations, governments, and

various donor agencies and foundations, fewer resources are available for

development of medium- and long-term basic research.

It could be asked to what extent the social policy field is a unique

research subject. In fact, it is a question of articulating the specificity of

substantive knowledge of each dimension or sector (education, security,
health, housing, etc.) and a common set of problems (the "social" and the
"political" aspects of social policies). Here we must again take into

account that we are dealing with an emerging field. Projects like this one,
while they constitute it at the level of thought, contribute (through the
activities foreseen) to its very shaping and consolidation as an intellectual

field that goes beyond sectoral know-how. A policy of support for social
policy research should prioritize actions geared to facilitating interaction

among different agents: (a) among specialists working in the same sector;
(b) among researchers in different areas of social policy; and (c) between

producers and users not only in the state sphere, but also at other "social-

policy-making" institutions. In the case of Argentina, it is also necessary

to combat a certain tendency toward cultural provincialism by means of

a broad range of opportunities for communication and dialogue with

intellectual production and with the political experiences of other

countries of the continent and the world, (from the Argentina report,

Tenti 1993)

Not all the countries, however, have followed this guideline. In some, the

strategy for generation of knowledge has been localized at the level of public

agencies and transitory or ad hoc programs. These tend to recruit their own
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research teams during implementation of the programs. In both cases, the effects

have been detrimental to the continuity and strengthening of the institutions and
research teams already established.

Imbalance in the research strategies
In the last few years, an imbalance arose between applied studies and basic

research. Sectoral or short-term papers and projects geared to the application of

knowledge are available, but there is a lack of sufficient research, from a more

integrated and comprehensive point of view, on social policies and the functions

expected of them.

Because the biggest problem of social policies is the reform of social

protection and security systems, the lack of such studies creates a considerable gap

in the inputs that should nurture the reform debate. In the reform context,

indication of the challenges to improving system efficiency was not accompanied

by a consideration of the constraints imposed by the social structure and the

structure of needs and demands of the society at large and not just some sectors,

such as the poor.

A solid and precarious institutional framework
The national reports analyze in detail the working conditions and potentials of the

research institutions examined. They identify the activities undertaken by private

centres and university institutions in research, training, and other research support

activities.

The main conclusions show that the region has a multiplicity of institutions
that carry out medium- and long-term research with the potential to undertake
more ambitious social policy studies. This is because of the creation of new

centres, the transformation of others, and a regular and increasing upgrading of

human resources through graduate training in the region and abroad.

The reports also point out the weaknesses of the research, which has not
crystallized in mature institutional systems. Dispersion of the organizations, lack

of "critical mass" of research at each organization, discontinuity of work teams,

discontinuity of work on research subjects, limitations in infrastructure and

equipment, limited bibliographical and documentary availability, and geographic

concentration of centres in the capital or in a few cities are some of the problems

that were identified. In terms of financing, in almost all the countries the insti-

tutional system is in an extremely difficult situation. The resources for research

at universities compete at a clear disadvantage with funds demanded for teaching.
This is reinforced by a university structure that has not been reformed, or

has been so only partially, and does not foster the constitution of autonomous and
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vigorous spaces for basic research. Similarly, with few exceptions, governments

have not fostered research and the strengthening of social research institutions and

programs. In private institutions, the changes in the policies of agencies and

foundations, the policies followed by governments, and a growing demand for

applied studies, pose serious resource limitations that hinder continuity.

Conclusion: challenges for social policy research and action
Within this context, the challenges for social policy research and action emerging

from the natinal reports can be summed up as follows:

An analytical approach for comprehensive, prospective, and systemic
research;

Focus on selected research topics;

The problems of information systems; and

Training and education.

A comprehensive, prospective, and systemic analytical approach

The aim in a systemic analytical approach is to orient research within a broad

understanding of social policies and well-being. The purpose is not to replicate on
a smaller scale the large number of applied or policy-oriented studies that are
being conducted in the region.

Rather than gearing research only toward the implementation and

evaluation of specific programs, there is a need to carry out research that will

approach the study of policies from a policy analysis perspective. With this in

mind, some distance must be taken from the immediate demands for application

and focus on developing the area of social policies in terms of the relationships

with the economic, political, and social structure. This implies recovering a more

comprehensive concept of social policy inquiring about the reciprocal implication

it has with other fields in a context of profound and rapid transformations.

Focus on selected topics
A comprehensive and systemic analytical approach to social policy research must

translate into specific, empirically grounded and preferably comparative research

issues. Given the limited resources available, there is a need to choose a defined

set of large areas of research.
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Social structure and vulnerability

A comprehensive approach to social policies requires a comprehensive vision of
what is happening with the social structure and stratification. It is not sufficient

to have an in-depth knowledge of some sectors of society. The recent transforma-

tions in the international system and their consequences at the national level have

been changing the composition of social groups and sectors, generating new forms

of social vulnerability, and altering the stratification systems in the countries. Not

only are there changes in the composition and volume of poverty and indigence,

the entire social structure is being transformed with the lower and middle sectors

feeling the effects of these changes acutely.

Thus far, the need for a comprehensive vision of social policies has not

been evident. The nature of the antipoverty assistance policies and the origin of

their financing, via debt, have taken transparency away from the question of who

ultimately pays for the programs. The scenario is different when issues of how

resources are transferred from one social sector to another, and who wins and who

loses in the redistribution of the system as a whole are raised.

The study of the social structure and social vulnerability patterns offers an

opportunity for examining the relationships among social, political, and economic

systems. Moreover, in social reform, the analysis of the transformation in the

social stratification and structure is relevant because social policies are themselves
stratified systems.

Labour markets, employment, and education

This subject must include the analysis of the transformations occurring in the
labour market as a result of the processes of globalization, economic opening up,
and international competition. This implies a look at the growth of informality in
the region, the deregulation of labour markets, the problems of unemployment and
underemployment, and the changes in the organization of work. This topic links

economic and social policies and the political system. It also includes examination
of new forms of inequity associated with labour insertion, as well as the

appearance of unknown social vulnerabilities.

From the point of view of social policies, the transformations that have

taken place in recent years have implications for education particularly in the need

to reform institutions, programs and curricula, and their adaptation to the new job

market demands. The economically active population has been affected by trans-

formations that do not appear to be temporary (rapid obsolescence of specific

know how, need for versatility, etc.), and that, by all evidence, generate demands

on educational systems and their roles as part of the new development models.
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What happens in the labour market also has profound implications for the

social protection systems. This topic is enormously important and warrants special
attention.

Soda/ security systems

Social security and benefits systems have been reformed in some countries and,

in others, are under debate. The Latin American experience indicates that there has

been a change in some of the fundamental principles on which the traditional

security systems were based. There has been a change from public systems in

which the economically active population supports the nonactive population, to

privately administered systems based on individual capital. Yet, in other countries,

the reforms include mixed systems.

The region's social security systems were already in crisis well before the

consequences of the new development model became manifest. The changes that

took place in the proportion of active to passive population demonstrated the

inviability of the old institutional structures. This gives rise to a priority area for
study as one of the most important aspects of welfare policies.

The analysis of social security and benefits should also make it possible

to examine the connections between economic and social policies (for example,

employment and social security), the characteristics and processes of social

structure (consequences of reforms on social stratification), and the political
system (political feasibility of reform projects, corporative resistance, etc.).

Decision-making processes

Social policies is a privileged field for studying political relationships and
decision-making processes. The actors involved have interests, generate demands,
mobilize, articulate strategies, and relate to the political system and the state in

different institutional forms. The outcome of a social policy is thus largely

influenced by the interplay of these actors and by their institutional political

frameworks.

The number and characteristics of the actors, however, are not limited to

the traditional political spheres. The arenas in which opposing views are settled

and decisions are made do not only include the parliament, the executive, the

political parties, or the formal political institutions. Some of the political actors are

corporate organizations that, in part, include users or beneficiaries of the services,

and that, in part, respond to networks of interests and influences established in the

sphere of public bureaucracies.

The analysis of decision-making on social issues has not been greatly

developed in the region. On various occasions, the national studies identified
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political "interferences" in the development of social programs (for example,
clientelism).

The predominance, however, of an interest in technical and economic
design of the programs has put one of the most important components for social

policy formulation in second place. In the final analysis, social policy is, above

all, political. The inclusion of these subjects in future research seeks to fill this

gap while trying to contribute to the development of a more comprehensive
approach to social policy.

Need for continuous systems of social information
All of the national reports agree in pointing out the structural weaknesses of

existing social information systems and their capacity to report on the needs for

knowledge required for the design, management, evaluation, and follow-up of

social programs. There is an acute lack of information on different social sectors,

discontinuity in the recording and availability of information, poor elaboration and

standardization of information, orientation to single users (decision-makers), and

problems in timing and quality of dissemination (traditional system operating on

the basis of the written text).
In addition to these weaknesses, the studies show a low adoption of

computer technologies, slow development of data banks accessible by all levels

within an organization (operators, managers, researchers, teachers, advisors), and

the weaknesses of not establishing information flows supported by strong links

between producers and users of information. The specific weaknesses include:

Prevalence of traditional statistical information to the detriment of

effective systems of social indicators;

Inadequate disaggregation of information, which does not permit

satisfactory operation at the level of small territorial units or target

social groups;

Waste resulting from the lack of recording, elaboration, and availability

of information generated in administrative units and social programs

and projects; and

Deficiency of information organized sectorally and by government

agencies, lack of compatibility, and difficulties in approaching social

policies in a comprehensive fashion.
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The development of activities to improve information systems and remove

obstacles, is a task of specialized government agencies. Nevertheless, and without

prejudice to other activities, academic centres can play an important role in the
elaboration of indicators, in the definition and demarkation of units (for example,

georeferenced systems), and in the construction of specific instruments for the

gathering and systematization of information (Durrant, this volume).

Need to overcome training weaknesses

The national reports also shed light on the demands for improving the training of

human resources involved in the social area. The low level of training is

mentioned by all the national reports as one of the most serious bottlenecks.

According to the national diagnoses, and in particular as pointed out by the Brazil

study, among the public administration sectors the area of social policies is

probably the one with the worst-quality personnel. The demand for upgrading is

also more marked in the interior regions of the countries and in the municipalities,

and it is worse in countries that have tried decentralized social policies. For local

or municipal personnel in charge of social project operations and management, this

type of activity is entirely new. The main training needs include:

High-level training programs in social policies and disciplines directly

linked to social issues. This includes graduate academic training,

specialized courses for social scientists, etc.;

Short training courses for public employees in areas such as social
planning; management, implementation, evaluation, and follow-up of

social projects; information management; and computer training, etc.;
and

Training programs geared specifically to public agency personnel in

smaller administrative units.

As in the role of information, the participation of research centres in direct

teaching should have a limited scope. Some of these institutions have given or

give different types of upgrading courses. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the

deficiencies in training and education requires coordination and follow-up by

specialized agencies. The institutional form should be adapted to the characteristics

of the country, but it is not advisable to continue with a process of uncoordinated,

overlapping, or totally or partially duplicated courses (Urzua, this volume).
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ROLE OF INFORMATION IN SOCIAL
POLICYMAKING:

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

Fay Durrani

Social policy, when truly implemented, requires integration and analysis of data

from several sources. Recognizing that the policy and information environments
are rapidly changing, the network or information system in the traditional sense

(with the attendant notion of bureaucracy and underutilization of resources) will

evolve into a more dispersed net, a loosely structured yet working coalition of

"points" of contact.

Improved information technologies allow greater access to information and

ease in delivery, but innovative ways of identifying sources of information and of

repackaging data efficiently and effectively to match needs of the users still need

to be researched and tested. In an effort to overcome this main problem of

information delivery focus, we must design experimental research activities that

can guide the implementation of information systems and serve as a means of

evaluating the impact of social policymaking on equity.
This paper identifies the role of information in the social policymaking

process in Latin America and the Caribbean. Examination of the requirements of

policymakers at the central, local, or community levels is seen as a good entry

point for determining the needs of practitioners and researchers. A first step is a
review of the groups and organizations involved in social policymaking and those

who influence these activities.

As defined in the synthesis paper by Filgueira and Lombardi (this volume),

social policy is now implemented in several areas outside the traditional "social

sectors," and, consequently, all the actors who make policies and decisions in

those sectors, and influence or implement them, need to be considered as partici-

pants in the social policymaking process.
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Figure 1. Flows of social policy information.

This determination of information requirements is, therefore, based on the

concept that all policymaking, and particularly social policymaking, requires a

holistic approach where systematic information and communication flows enable

the processes to be truly effective. Figure 1, "Flows of Social Policy Information,"
maps out the information and communication flows related to the social policy

process.

Users of social policy information as
participants in the policymaking process

The first question to address relates to the characterization of participants in the

social policymaking process. The schema done by Jorge Papadopulos (1994), can

be used as the basis of the discussion. This results from the experiences in the

region that show social policymaking as:

Being recognized as an important influence on economic and technical

development;

Wider than the social services and the traditional "social organizations";

Extending beyond the scope of central government to include local

government and civil society;
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Involving processes of consultation and consensus building among

policymaking groups; and

Involving a complex series of information and communication activities

in which all the actors participate.

The group of potential users of social policy information, therefore,

includes all those who define or execute a given social policy and the entire

population as participants in or implementors of the policy decisions. As a con-

sequence, the following positions or institutions are seen as major influences on

social policymaking.

Central level
At the central level, the presidency; parliament; ministry of finance, or in some

cases the central bank; and the planning agency take far-reaching decisions with

regard to the funding of social policy, and thus generally lay the financial

parameters for the social ministries and other organizations. There is a growing

trend toward establishing task forces or advisory committees to draft policies on

critical problem areas. In some cases, the presidency consults groups from the

civil society and establishes advisory committees or councils that help formulate

social policy at the executive level. Examples are the Committee on Modernization

of the Public Sector established by the current President of Ecuador, and the Inter-
Ministerial Commission in Peru.

The ministries traditionally concerned with social issues, primary
education, public housing, public health, social welfare, are policymaking organ-

izations on a second level and the main implementors of the social policies and

programs defined at the central level. With the increasing trend to decentralization,

particularly in Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru, and the federal
organization of countries such as Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela, the issues of

information flow and compatibility of policies at central and local levels become
more necessary. The "social ministries," particularly the ministries of social

welfare, youth and community development, and their dependent institutes and

bureaus, are influenced by the "social cabinets," sometimes convened by the "first

lady." These "cabinets" or advisory committees on social issues are also emerging

in the region as a way of defining policies related to the family and children and

as a means of integrating social policymaking at the central level. An example is

the Regional Commission for Social Affairs in Central America.

There are also agencies without ministerial status that are responsible for

areas of social policy formulation and implementation. The two that seem to have
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most impact on social policy are social security, and the social investment and

emergency funds.

In the case of social security, policymaking issues relate to the planning

and possible privatization of the systems, and the social investment funds, which

are on average only 10 years old and tend not to be well integrated with the social

ministries, are required to define and implement policies for reducing the poverty

of the marginalized populations and for alleviating the effects of structural

adjustment.

All the central government agencies of the region have been major

gatherers and producers of information. The mandatory collection of statistical

data on the operations of the health, education, or social welfare organizations

have tended to record the activities of the systems rather than analyze their impact.

As Filgueira and Lombardi (1994) point out there is still the need throughout the

region for basic indicators to assess the performance of social policies and

programs.

Local level
At the local level, decentralization processes in progress are increasing the

responsibilities of local actors and enhancing their social policy decision-making

capabilities. These changes have meant that mayors, councillors, municipal

secretaries, and managers have increased influence on planning primary education,

public health, water and sanitation services, and physical planning. They also
generate and require information to support objective policy- and decision-making

for cost-effective location of resources.

The Municipality of Conchali in Santiago, Chile, provides an interesting

example of the use of REDATAM Plus GIS (REDATAM Plus Geographical
Information Systems) and ARC INFO as the basis of determining priorities in

resource allocation. REDATAM is the .abbreviated from of REtrieval of DATa for

small Areas by Microcomputer, and REDATAM Plus GIS (R+ GIS) is a later

version of REDATAM for use with Geographical Information Systems such as

ARC INFO. Both REDATAM and REDATAM Plus GIS were developed and are

maintained by ECLAC CELADE.

Applications are being developed in collaboration with the University of

Waterloo with support from IDRC. To date, 728 copies of REDATAM Plus GIS

have been distributed to institutions in Africa (29), Europe (16), Caribbean (50),

Latin America (572), North America (43), Asia and Pacific (17), and West Asia

(1). ARC INFO is the trade name for a geographical information system, a soft-

ware package compatible with REDATAM.
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Civil society

Social policy decision-making actors from the civil society also have policymaking

responsibilities at national or local levels. These can be summarized as: the church

and religious groups, labour unions, professional boards, indigenous groups,

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), organized social welfare recipients,

entrepreneurship associations, neighbourhood and citizens' associations, and

cooperatives.

The communications media plays an important role in shaping reality while

serving as channels for transfer of social policy information to the general public,

the final implementor of these policies. Members of think tanks, NGOs, and the

university systems devoted to social policy research, have developed, in the

current democratic era, into the role of advisors to governments while inter-

changing positions as policy-makers, advisors to ministers, and members of NGOs

or of university faculties.

"Social policy brokers," who help to develop shared meaning and to build

consensus on the formulation and implementation of social policy, are advisors to

ministers, members of NGOs, and think tanks. These brokers have begun to play

an interesting role in the development of integrated social policy agendas. The

efforts at developing consensus in policymaking in Cajamarca, Peru, provide an

example of the kind of relationships that can be stimulated or coordinated by

social policy brokers.

This characterization, which covers the range of sources and potential users

of information on social policy as the essence of social policy, is seen as being

periodically created and recreated through the interaction among citizens, brokers,
policymakers, and decision-makers. The needs of each group in terms of data,

analysis, and communication required, would, therefore, need to be assessed on
an ongoing basis to determine the information requirements for the social policy-

making process.
Information needs for policymaking are basically the result of development

problems that policymakers seek to solve. In the case of Latin America and the

Caribbean, social policymakers are likely to only partially identify their infor-

mation problems, but this is an area that can be improved by ongoing discussions

and further research into methodologies. At the same time, the responsibilities of

the policymakers for implementation within a given time frame, indicates that

their view of development problems has to play a major role in the identification

of themes and areas for research and for identification of information needs.

Researchers in the area of social policy must, therefore, analyze the development

problems identified by the policymakers to come up with the strategic issues that
require research.
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Research results can, therefore, be seen as important inputs to the

policymaking process. This is by no means to gainsay the role of the other types

of information that are used by policymakers. In broad terms these can be

described as "political information" and "policy information." Webber (1991-92)

describes policy information as "describing and explaining the policy alternatives"

and "political information" as the ethical, ideological, and political options of the

policy alternatives. In addition to the results of policy research, policymakers

would, however, be natural users of information from their own experiences, from

the public, and widely available media, which comment on events and policy

issues, and information provided by their practitioners or technocrats. Webber

(1991-92) makes the point that an important aspect is the relationship of these

types of information with disciplinary and policy-oriented research, and the

communication among what could be discrete groupings. To be effective,

information specialists and researchers must be in greater contact with the

intended users of the information and the research results.

Information use
Information is used in all these three activities and, therefore, it is useful to

examine briefly the distinction between policymaking, decision-making, and policy

implementation and the relationship with information use in the processes where

policy is made. Policy design is considered as the determination of broader issues

resulting in laws, establishment of organizations or programs, taxation or tax

relief, etc. Decision-making will be considered as being on a more specific level

and relate to decisions on how to implement a policy. There is naturally continuity
between the three areas and, therefore, although policy implementation is expected

to be at a more active phase, decision-making is still necessary at each stage of

moving a given policy from a concept to a reality.

Information can be used in various ways in the process of policymaking.

Caplan (1975) categorized types of information use as: sensitizing policymakers

to social needs, evaluating ongoing problems, structuring alternative policies,

implementing programs, justifying policy decisions, and providing a basis for

choosing policy alternatives. These are all relevant to policymaking in Latin

America and the Caribbean, and these categories, although not mutually exclusive,

provide a means of understanding ways in which information provision can be

most effective.

Two examples of use of information are relevant here. REDUC (Latin

American Network on Education) as a regional information system provides

analyses and syntheses of documents on educational administration, in the region.

Policymakers considering the implementation of new policies on subsidies for
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school texts, are able to review other experiences in implementing such a system

as one means of determining the validity of such a policy in their particular

situation. This is an example of information for policymaking, as compared to

decision-making, which can be described as an activity within the process of

policy implementation. REDATAM and REDATAM Plus are versions of a

software package used by national statistical offices and other agencies. It enables

these agencies to provide a combination of census-based information with geo-

graphic characteristics and which ministries of human resources, social welfare,

or education to determine pockets of poverty and areas where special attention

might be required in the implementation, for example, of a social policy for

providing vocational training for welfare recipients.

Information needs
It is not meaningful to make generalizations about information needs for

policymakers across these groups or across the region. The number of groups

identified in the foregoing as forming the total set of social policymakers, would

indicate that the question of the information requirements for social policymaking

has to take into account:

The reality that will be affected by the decision, including

interests that will benefit or will be adversely affected;

The problem areas under consideration;

The actors that will intervene;

The level of sectoral or disciplinary integration of the policy;

The level of the decision; and

The timing of the decision-making activities.

Nilan and Dervin (1986) undertook a major review of methodologies for

assessing users and users needs and concluded that information needs must be

defined in the context of what users identify as needs.

Going beyond Nilan and Dervin's emphasis on what users want (e.g., the

questions they have), the focus here would need to be on why they want what they

want. This, therefore, requires assessments of the "information use environment"

or the context in which the information is required and will be used. Hepworth et
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al. (1992) conclude that the design of an information system or product should,

therefore, create a framework within which discussions of the role (of users) and

information use may take place. It should also begin a genuine process of user
involvement.

One route is to assess the practicality of matching processes, where given

"problem situations" imply a choice of systems methodology in the light of

environment or other characteristics which the situation displays. Particular

importance should be attached to obtaining the involvement of those whose

information needs are under scrutiny. Such involvement must move beyond

selective interviews or questionnaires if it is hoped to raise information awareness.

The Information System on Children (SIPI) developed by the Inter American

Children's Institute provides an example of an information system designed within

a problem situation and in the environment of the management of homes for

institutionalized children and the development of related social policies. A core

element of the design and implementation of the system in each country has been

based on close consultation with the policymakers, managers, social workers, and

other users.

As a result of the complexity of studying information needs, it is also

necessary for further research into the best means of effectively assessing the

information needs of groups of social actors. Although the range of actors

identified is wide, one can envisage focusing on a specific policy issue, such as

establishing a closer relationship between skills and the job market and
developing, for example, a job/skills-matching information system based on the
needs of a representative sample of each group involved. Further definition of

appropriate methodologies should be developed through experiments incorporating

the participation and experiences of selected policymakers, practitioners, etc., from

the region. This would need to build on the findings of experiences such as those
of REDUC, which is studying information needs as the basis of a process of

assessing the impact of information received by education policy analysts on

policymaking. The results of these experiences can, therefore, be expected to

provide insights into how the most meaningful data on the needs can be generated.

Analyses of needs should focus on particular social problem areas

including areas such as labour markets, social security (particularly for

disadvantaged groups), or health services, and should permit the participation of

a representative sample of institutions and groups. It should cover the public as

well as the private sector, and should accommodate the heterogeneity of social

policy institutions and the areas represented (health, education, gender issues,

employment, social security, social services, housing etc.). The current experiences
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of some national or local consensus groups and sectoral information systems also

need to be used to provide the basis for the proposed experimentation.

The system(s) developed should consider and incorporate users at all
stages. The result of this interaction is expected to provide a basis of adequate

information methodologies. This would mean not only at the stage of design but

also in the implementation and ongoing assessment of needs and of the

environment in which the information is to be used. It is important to recognize

and incorporate possible incentives to information use in the design and

development of information systems.

Testing and evaluating appropriate means of measuring user satisfaction

should also be included as this is a complex but necessary stage, and one of the

facets that would guide the further development of systems. There is not yet an

infallible methodology appropriate to this group defined as participants in the

process of social policymaking.

Methodologies currently used for studying information needs demonstrate
some problem areas:

Surveys of information users are the most used method, but effective-

ness is dependent on the channels used, on users having a good

understanding of the potential of information systems, and their capacity

to articulate their information needs.

Meetings with potential users, however, do permit a better orientation

to the possibilities of the systems and interaction, they can produce

inhibition and isolation from the user's natural environment.

Meetings, with follow-up discussions and observation provide a basis
for tracking and monitoring the developments of the needs and demands

but are expensive in terms of human and other resources required.

Brittain's (1982) examination of the main approaches to user studies

suggests combinations of direct enquiry, questionnaires and interviews on services

currently used, introduction of experimental services, assessment of attitudes to

services, and direct observation. Information brokers (advisors, analysts, and

technicians or practitioners working with policymakers) are extremely important

as agents for assessing information needs because they are the link between the

information systems and policy or decision-making, and can stimulate the dialogue

between policymakers, government, managers, the general public, and information

specialists.
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Solving policy problems
The main function of information for social policymaking in Latin America is to

provide up-to-date research results and other knowledge about the state of the art

as well as the state of the practice. Policymaking and administration is still largely

sectoral in the region but social policy is now beginning to integrate the focus of

the sectoral policies around critical problem areas such as disadvantaged or

homeless children. Information that integrates the sectoral sources can also be used
for stimulation of an integrated conception of social policy.

Information for social policymaking must of course be aimed at solving

problems identified in the policy- and decision-making processes. Figure 1 shows

the relationship between the sources of information of the policymaking process

and the communication flows that can make the process effective. The process can

begin with the identification of a development problem by a policymaker or by

other participants in the development process. This information is then conveyed

to the researcher, adviser, or broker directly through meetings or interviews or via

general channels such as reports, the media, etc. Where policy research results,

other data and knowledge are presented directly to the policymaker as the solution

to a problem or are reformulated and channelled via technical personnel and

advisors. The policymaker combines this information with the political knowledge

shown in Stamper's (1973) diagram and defines a policy. Feedback on the policies

defined and the utilization of the research results, play an important role in

refuelling the policymaking process.

Perhaps the "what" of "information for what" has to be divided into two

broad and interrelated categories:

Information for awareness; and

Information for specific decisions.

The former is information relating to policy issues such as "poverty

alleviation," "stabilizing the rate of urban drift" etc., which help set the general

orientations of decision-makers and policy setters. Here is a separation from the

main stream of information science thinking where the user is depended on to

articulate, or at least recognize, the need for specific information. Arthur Conning

in his input to this paper raised the questions: How can we convince policymakers

to take population questions into account? How can we convince policymakers to

be concerned with social policies? ... to vaccinate children against certain

diseases, ... etc, etc.

Frohmann (1994) in examining the politics of post modern information

science, raises the issue of "activist 75 work," and the need to displace information
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needs, information users and information uses by the concept of "information

power." Both are referring to a major question — the desired level of objectivity
of information systems.

This question needs to be addressed by all information systems in the

policy area, and particularly the area under discussion — social policy. Frohmann

(1994) advocates the need for '75 theory, and presumably practice, to address the

question of the information and knowledge possessed by subjects who have no

platforms to speak, none of the productive resources enjoyed by the 'information

rich', and no places of assembly where information can be produced and ex-

changed to articulate and take control of their political, social, and cultural lives."

Although information systems in the region have demonstrated some

capacity for responding to problems in social policymaking, general information

services often do not provide solutions for policymakers who might be concerned

with solving very specific problems. Greater emphasis needs to be placed on

problem solving. SIPI and RED AT AM are examples of systems that focus on the

identification of problems from the point of view of the users.

In the case of SIPI, the problems were identified by the ministers or

directors of social welfare and also by the managers of the institutes responsible

for child welfare. The Demographic Latin American Centre (CELADE), however,

in the development of REDATAM, identified the problems through the main

representatives of users — the national statistical offices.

In 1983, with funds from IDRC, CELADE carried out a needs assessment

concerning population data. Some of the national statistical offices in Latin

American and Caribbean countries were consulted as to what requests for existing

population data they received but had difficulty in answering, i.e., demands that
could not be satisfied with the existing tools. The overwhelming response, from

Brazil with a population of 125 million at that time, to Saint Lucia with 125,000,

was small-area data, that is, geographically (and socioeconomically) desegregated

data for ad hoc areas of specific interest to the users. The major source for such

data for any areas of a country is the census, and this was, therefore, used as the

first data source for REDATAM.

Information systems for social policymaking
Information systems in the region can play a role in making social policies

become reality. One means of doing this would be by improving access by all

groups including the general public to information on social policies, and by

providing information in usable formats for policymaking. One area that needs

strengthening is the dissemination of the reports and decisions of ad hoc groups
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and commissions of the parliaments or congresses that are in the public domain

but are not adequately channelled to all groups via the media.

As information should be readily accessible to all groups, this requires
reformatting and communication of information on policies and research results

via the media and other channels used by the general public. It must be

remembered here that policymakers also form part of civil society and "political

information" results from generally available sources such as the media. Access

to information also requires strengthening of the links between policies, research

results, and the communication media which are responsible for "creating" reality.

Establishing systems that reduce the inequities of information requires that the

proponents of these aims repackage research, and other knowledge, to reach all

groups of policymakers in terms and amounts that can be assimilated.

The second "for what," is that information for specific decisions is

information aimed at a problem or a set of problems. The policymakers have

researchers and analysts, who integrate the information from various sources (such

as indicated earlier in the example on education). The information intermediaries

must give the analysts access to information and tools to use the information and

probably tools to present the information to the policymakers as the basis for

making the final decisions. It is here that products such as the DOCPAL biblio-

graphic databases, the REDATAM Plus software and the R+GIS application tools

are relevant. None of these, or similar databases and tools, are normally used

directly by policymakers at the central and local levels.
In Latin America and the Caribbean, there are electronic communication

facilities that provide additional means of exchanging information. Connections

to Internet are now available through several of the universities; NGO linkages,

such as the network of the Association for Progressive Communication (APC);1

and via several national nodes including the research network, Peruvian Scientific
Network (RCP), a private sector node Ecuanet in Ecuador, an NGO network

Huracan in Costa Rica, and the Economic Commission for Latin America and the

Caribbean (ECLAC) AMBIONET in the Caribbean. These developments mean

that researchers, practitioners, and to a lesser extent policymakers have developed

the capacity for electronic communication and are beginning to participate in

1 The following systems make up the network of The Association for Progressive
Communications (APC): AlterNex (Brazil), Chasque (Uruguay), ComLink (Germany),
EcuaNex (Ecuador), GlasNet (Russia), GreenNet (England), IGC Networks (USA), LaNeta
(Mexico), Nicarao (Nicaragua), NordNet (Sweden), Pegasus (Australia), Wamani (Australia),
Web (Canada). Through the use of "gateways" with other networks (Internet, Bitnet,
DasNet, FIDO) the reach of the APC network is extended to all continents.
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computer conferences. Information can, therefore, be collected, disseminated, and

analyzed with the aid of these electronic communications facilities.

Usable formats
An important characteristic is, therefore, the generation of specific, pertinent,

desegregated information. This should be regularly updated and characterized as

a continuous information flow from source to user, rather than as a source or

sources. Repackaging and reformatting need to be done at the following stages:

1. Identification of development problems and consequently information

needs of policymakers needs to be communicated to policy researchers,

and information specialists;

2. Monitoring of the relationships among social policy objectives, policies,

and actions for implementation;

3. Presentation of the results of policy research to policymakers, brokers,

advisors;

4. Presentation of the results of policy research to the general public via the

communication media; and

5. Feedback on the utilization of research results to researchers and to the

information systems;

Linkages across the sectors
The emphasis on human development in social policymaking can also be expected
to strengthen the linkages across sectoral information systems and to provide

information appropriate to the current shift from a sectoral to an integrated local

structure of policymaking. Needs such as these are currently most evident at the

municipal level. Decentralization and, consequently, local planning, play a very

important role in national policy, and the current roles of decentralization and

local planning are well analyzed in the ECLAC development strategy "Trans-

formation of Productive Patterns with Social Equity" (1992).

The current trend toward an integrated concept of social policy holds

implications for island developing countries and local areas. Whereas, in larger

countries, sectors at the central level tend to be separate, and the likelihood of a

minister or other senior policymaker holding responsibility for several portfolios

from the social sector is far greater in areas with small populations. Flexibility in
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such an administrative scenario demands integrated and compatible data and

information. This problem is demonstrated when governments split these group-

ings and regroup with a new combination of sectors.

The relatively close physical proximity and interdependence of small island

states dispersed throughout the Caribbean call for maximizing the sharing of data

for similar experiences. Existing channels, such as ECLAC AMBIONET, and

proposed programs such as the United Nations Small Island Developing States

Networks (SIDSnet) can be vehicles in addressing the needs of the region's

policymakers. (AMBIONET is an electronic mail and bulletin board system

established in 1992 by the ECLAC office for the Caribbean with support from

IDRC and UNEP. AMBIONET now provides a Caribbean-wide electronic infor-

mation and communication facility focusing on the environment.)

At local levels, it is necessary to integrate information to make decisions.

For example, a local authority concerned with using educational resources

adequately, would have to examine educational demand (information on numbers

and educational status of children of school age, taken from the census) in

comparison with educational supply (information on the capacities, numbers of

teachers, levels, etc., of individual schools from the Ministry of Education or the

local educational authority). Thus, data must be obtained from several different

sources. To study this problem adequately, a geographical database for use with

a geographical information system would also be an extremely important aid,

because the problem is also spatial. Because distances that the children must travel
may be a criterion (at least for primary school children), the street network and
even bus routes may also be required. In rural areas, the distance probably should

be weighted by the amount of uphill walking that is involved, so information on
altitude will be relevant. This example illustrates that for social policy information
to be effectively used, information and data must be compatible and comparable

across disciplines and sectors.

The Planning Institute of Jamaica, in part, bridges the sectoral ministerial

structure through the maintenance of the long-term Survey of Living Conditions,

which integrates education, health, housing, labour force, and gender data for

decision-making. This data set is the foundation of the data bank to be located at

the University of the West Indies (UWI), Jamaica, which becomes operational

shortly. Information services will be provided to the social ministries of the public

sector and the university community. At the microlevel the Information System

on the Child (SIPI), has been designed to integrate information on institutionalized

children. The data on each child covers health, education, and social and family

aspects. At the national level, the aggregated data permits more systematic

decision and policymaking in this critical social problem area.
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The recent consultation on "Building National Consensus in Social Policy:

Trinidad and Tobago," supported by the Interamerican Development Bank (IDB)

(IDB 1993a), is one of a series of national initiatives. These consultations are

aimed at providing the governments and the IDB with the results of multi-

disciplinary policy research as the basis for social policy support. As these have

all been recently undertaken, it is yet to be determined whether this type of

activity signals the beginning of an appropriate trend or remains a specific

response to a programing cycle.

The articulation of information generated for the national level and its use

at the local level requires improved access mechanisms and the information has

to be provided in desegregated formats. The pilot project being developed in

Chile, which makes information from the central ministries available for municipal

management, provides an interesting example of a solution to this problem.

Although information systems are being developed and are changing, there

is also a need to improve linkages among sectoral information systems in the

interest of the user. Information required for the development of indicators will

certainly need to be channelled and integrated from various sources — labour,

health, education, social security, as in the case of the Jamaican Survey of Living

Conditions. There is, consequently, a need for training in the use and generation

of integrated information for social policymaking.

RED AT AM (REtrieval of DATa for small Areas by Microcomputer) was

created to store the microdata of millions of cases in a census in compressed form

on a microcomputer and for an analyst or planner to obtain tabulations rapidly and

without the help of a programmer. As it is often necessary to work with families

and their housing situation, hierarchical processing was incorporated. This makes
it very easy to determine in an area, for example, how many women with only
primary education and without spouses are living in poor housing with children
below the age of 5 years. The Redatam Plus version of the software is now used

by the national statistical offices (NSOs) and other institutions in close to 35

countries of the region and many outside the region.

The Redatam Plus (GIS) version (available since 1991) was made to allow

users to put more than one source of data, say an agricultural census with a

population census, in a single database. It also allows export of results to a

number of different geographical information systems, because most of the small

area data has a spatial component, such as in the example on education given

earlier, or when a poverty index is calculated for each city block in a municipality

and one wants to see where poverty is concentrated to locate new infrastructure

that may be necessary.
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Although spatial display and analysis is clearly necessary, particularly at

the local level, it is important to note that most countries of the region do not yet

have their census geography digitized for the entire country. REDATAM was used

as the basis of an IDE/Government of Chile exercise to identify "pockets of

poverty" for special targeting of social services (IDE 1993b).

NSOs have begun in some countries to make census microdata available

outside their offices. Chile has perhaps the most ambitious goal as it is making the

respective R+ database available to each of the approximately 340 municipalities

of the country; this involves much more than simply providing the databases but

also training, support, and consideration of the special needs of each municipality.

Monitoring developments and innovations
There have in the past 3 or 4 years been several innovative experiences in social

policy in the region. These include the privatization of the social security system

in Chile, and local responsibility for educational administration in Chile,

Colombia, and Argentina. To provide policymakers with information on tested

alternatives, information systems should also help to improve access to analyses

of innovative and successful experiences in social policymaking through

monitoring of policy decisions, instruments, and outcomes in social policy

formulation and implementation.

The process of policymaking actions and intentions do not always follow

a logical process. Of particular note is the difference between the policies of

decentralization, and the resources provided to local authorities for implementation
of local policies. To fill the gaps, it is important that there be systems that permit
ongoing evaluation of performance. The design of the systems should, therefore,

address the questions of the logic of the relationships among decisions, policies,

and implementation; the connections among social policy objectives, selection, and

achievements; and the issue of equitable relationships or contradictions between

the actions of social policymaking and policy implementing institutions. This

evaluation would, therefore, serve to determine where adjustments were necessary

in the relationships or contradictions in policymaking and implementation.

Some of this type of monitoring is being done by the Latin American

Centre for Development Administration (CLAD). As a result of requests from its

24-member states, CLAD initiated in 1992, the development of the Integrated

State Reform Information System, which monitors innovative experiences in the

field of social management and the development of a factual data base. The main

targets are the policymakers engaged in overall state reform including the

parliamentarians, the social investment funds, and the social ministries. This

information facilitates intraregional research, and provides inputs to other analyses
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by consultants, NGOs, and international organizations working on social policy

and state reform.

CLAD, therefore, provides information on the state of social reforms and
in general on new modalities for state intervention in the social sector in Latin

America. In the first phase, CLAD has been monitoring the implementation of the

social Investment funds in Bolivia, Chile, Honduras, and Venezuela. This

monitoring analyzes a given policy issue and shows the results achieved, the

background, legal status, organizational structure, personnel, sources of resources,

links with the central government and other levels, objectives, operating principles,

program and scope of action, and methodology.

At the same time, the system provides socioeconomic data and information

on the institutional context in which the social investment funds operate in their

respective countries. In the second phase, which is under development, CLAD is

preparing to synthesize information on the social reforms that have occurred in

each country in Latin America. The aspects covered will include institutional

designs, social programs, security, and reforms at the sectoral level.

With the support of IDRC and with the collaboration of AlterNex, both

types of information are to be made available through Internet. (AlterNex is a

Unix-based electronic communications and computer conferencing system installed

in Rio de Janeiro by the Brazilian Institute for Social and Economic Analysis

(IBASE). Altemex is a member of the global network Association for Progressive

Communications (APC) and is currently the coordinator of that network.) Once

the technical arrangements have been completed, CLAD will establish specific

agreements to permit organizations online access to this database. Initially,
agreements will be made with the Social Investment Funds so that they can have
access to the information on other experiences in the region, and formalize the

documentation of their own experiences for the national and regional systems.
CLAD considers that some of the success of this exercise is because its

information activities are complemented by its programs for Training of Social

Managers, as well as its projects of research and consultancy in the field of social

management. The following are examples of use of the information by regional

policymakers:

The Minister of the Family (Venezuela) has used the conceptualization,

methodology, and legislation as aids in the institutional redesign of the

social sector as well as for the definition of the structure of the School

of Social Management in Venezuela;
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The Secretary of Planning and Budget (Mexico) consulted information

on experiences of citizenship participation in the social field to deter-

mine the basis for the evaluation of the national program, Solidarity;
and

The Under Secretary for Regional Development and Administration

(Chile) used information on the curriculum structure for developing the

program of human resources development in the framework of the

National Network of Institutions for Training in Public Management.

Policy research links
CLAD's linkage of the information, training, and policy research activities has

demonstrated the effectiveness of such a relationship in strengthening the linkages

with the policy process. This is still an area that needs further development of

methodologies and, therefore, it is necessary to establish some pilot systems to

develop a knowledge base on this question. Further investigation of this issue has

recently begun at the UWI Institute for Social and Economic Research (ISER)

focusing on a representative sample of policymakers in assessing the impact of

information on policy formulation in the Caribbean. An ISER project will be

examining the links among social policymaking, research output, and training of

information specialists and users.
Improved information systems can be expected to create new possibilities

and roles for users and, therefore, it will be necessary to train the users on an
ongoing basis as there are new developments in the information systems. Training

of users is seen as an integral part of the development of information systems.

Some means suggested are incorporation in the curricula of the university systems,

courses on information systems utilization, creation of advanced courses on

information analysis and communication that could be able to bring together

people from different disciplines and activities, and training of policy brokers

(policy advisors) in the specialized task of repackaging information for com-

munication to the participants in the policymaking process.

How the information produced by the intermediate level of analysts, and

information specialists reaches and influences the participants in the policymaking

process is of interest. It is clear that final decisions are not made only on the basis

of "objective analyses" provided by policy research, but are also influenced by

personal experiences, information from the media, information from advisors and,

of course, political considerations. At the same time, the way in which different

"objective" scenarios are presented to and used by the decision-makers will

depend on the background and capacity of the final users. An area for research
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might be how to facilitate "visualization" of the effects of different scenarios (e.g.,

differences in costs and expected benefits, and given different assumptions, which

groups are given preference in the location of a new school). In Latin America

and the Caribbean, and no doubt other regions, this requires establishing bridges

in the sectoral structure of the national decision-making process and consequently

improving the compatibility and, therefore, comparability of the information.

Conclusions
The process of policymaking actions and intentions do not always follow a logical

process. To fill the gaps it is important that there be information systems that

permit ongoing evaluation of performance. The systems should, therefore, be

directed at answering the questions:

Are there logical relationships among objective designs, decisions,

implementation, and results?

Or are there equitable relationships or contradictions between insti-

tutions that define social policy and the institutions that implement these

policies?

Which adjustments are necessary in the relationships or contradictions

among central and local levels of policymaking and implementation?

What is the impact on equity?

The exact topics would depend on the crucial problem areas identified on

an ongoing basis by the policymakers. The definition of decentralization policies

in several countries might be an example here as matched by CLAD's inclusion

of issues in decentralization in its coverage of developments in state reform. Areas

considered could include labour markets; social security, particularly for disad-

vantaged groups, and health services.

Information necessary for social policymaking and related policy research

would include data and information on:

Resources and sources of information on areas of social policy —

health, education, gender issues, employment, social security, social

services, and housing;

Sources of methodologies and models for policy formulation;
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Analyses of experiences of social policy decision-making;

Results of innovations in policymaking and information; and

Persons and institutions involved in policymaking, research, training,

advice, and information.

Within these areas, it will be necessary to determine in more detail the

needs of the participants, these would be policymakers, advisors, and analysts as

brokers, practitioners, NGOs, and researchers.

It is recommended that pilot activities for testing the foregoing recom-

mendations on the role of information in social policymaking be carried out in

selected countries in the region.

The criteria for selection of the countries would include:

Countries and subregions where there has been demonstrated stability

of policymaking within the target population;

Interest of institutions or groups within the target population; and

Related, ongoing activities for stimulation of particular development

processes, e.g., decentralization of social services.

The fact that social policymaking is intrinsically a national activity means

that effective linkages among sectoral institutions are dependent on the awareness

at the national level of the need for "stimulating" the flow of information for

social policymaking among the participants. National Information Systems are at

various stages of development in countries in the region, and the state of

development of these could be an added criteria for selection of countries for pilot

activities. The initial step would be the identification of development problems by

policymakers. This needs to be an ongoing process and the national reports (see

Filgueira and Lombardi, this volume) provide an important beginning, and the

problems can be identified on an ongoing basis through consultation with

policymakers and with other local sources including brokers. The information on

development problems should then be organized by the information system in each

country, in formats that allow monitoring and updating and subsequently regional

consultation. The experience of CLAD will be very relevant here.

Local and external sources on the problem areas must then be tapped for

quantitative and qualitative information on the problem. This includes documents,
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statistical data and analyses of the status or condition of the social policy issue,

and progress in solving the problems. Government and other institutions working

in the field and, consequently, generating information relevant to social policy
national statistical offices, social investment funds, social security organizations,

ministries of labour, health and social welfare, and the related bureaux and

institutes. Here the issues of compatibility of data for comparison and analysis will

need to be dealt with particularly in countries where there is no effort to merge

this data into a "social report."

Syntheses of the existing knowledge, and the research undertaken on the

problem areas, should then be prepared for provision to the users who would, in

this case, be selected policymakers, brokers, the researchers, and the
communication media. Delivery formats would of course be modified according

to the target. The experience of REDUC will be very relevant here. Brokers, or

networks of brokers, and other intermediaries would be key players in this

process. The broker that comes from politics or research, or both fields, outlines
for the policymaker the alternatives for decision-making. A major role for the

broker and other intermediaries would be transforming information into usable

formats. The broker or intermediary must take the quality and the source of the

information into account to decodify information for the policymakers and the

general public, to measure the policymaker's needs, and to provide information

specialists with this feed-back.

The national information systems and sources provide "points of contact"

to be linked by ongoing consultation. Activities that bring researchers into

electronic networking and computer conferencing can be expanded to include the

brokers, policymakers, and representatives of the media. Computer conferencing
is a very valuable medium for ongoing regional consultations on specific themes

and problem areas.
Information on national information resources can also be made available

nationally and regionally through the nodes of the electronic networks that exist

in several of the countries of the region. The database of persons and institutions
working in social policy in the region is a starting point for sharing information

on regional information resources. These databases can also be made available via

the electronic networks.

The information technologies available in the region, particularly electronic

communication, can provide a valuable platform for the communication of social

policy information, particularly improving the capacity for interaction between the

users and the systems, as well as the capacity for regional consultation. The

existing electronic communication facilities can, therefore, be expected to provide

very useful tools for implementation of the activities proposed in the foregoing.
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Information on the areas suggested can be exchanged with the aid of these

electronic communications facilities.

Looking toward the future, we also need to consider the development of

application tools such as the CELADE-University of Waterloo joint project

financed by IDRC. This project is supporting the development of application tools

involving both REDATAM Plus and GIS so that the planners and other analysts

at the local and other levels can be given the means for achieving "solutions" to

specific problems in their particular fields, rather than just receiving software like

Redatam Plus and GIS. That is, an educational planner concerned with locating

a new school, with respect to the distribution of student demand and existing

schools, would receive a REDATAM Plus GIS application tool (perhaps called

"EducPlan"). EducPlan will ask the user where the school area is, what grades are

of concern, whether certain target groups are to be privileged, maximum distance

that a student should walk, etc. The software will then use a model to calculate

the proposed location for the school under the particular set of assumptions

(scenario) and produce the maps and tables that result and perhaps provide a

"visualization" to compare two alternative scenarios with respect to a criteria that

the user selects.

In summary, information for social policymaking would, therefore, be

expected to improve access to methodologies, models and tools to provide infor-

mation in appropriately repackaged formats, to different levels of the social policy-

making process and to facilitate the evaluation of social policy programs with
regard to equity.
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The purpose of this chapter is to identify training requirements for the formulation,

implementation, and evaluation of effective and efficient social policies in Latin

America. The economic, social, and political context where those policies operate

and the societal goals they are expected to achieve must be considered.

Two assumptions are made in addressing these issues. First, under current

and probable future scenarios the Latin American economies will be market

oriented. A development strategy aiming at sustained economic growth equity and

democratic consolidation will continue to be the major societal goal in all coun-

tries of the region. Second, there are different dimensions to the concept of social

policies used in the region. A broader definition includes not only antipoverty

programs but also employment policies, demographic polices, and the strength-

ening of social integration among others. The choice of one or another definition

has consequences not only for the goals and means of social policies but also for

the identification of the actors involved, the institutional arrangements needed for

implementation, and the criteria to evaluate policies and programs.

For the purpose of this chapter, social policies have been defined broadly,
and linked to a more general social development strategy, rather than to a
narrower approach that identifies social polices with antipoverty programs.
Interesting sociological analyses of these discussions in the European context can

be found in George and Wilding (1979), Misha (1977), and Room (1979). In Latin

America, a useful compendium of different views on the subject can be found in
ECLACetal. (1982).

Recent trends
In Latin America, social policy questions are directly linked to the eve of

industrialization and urbanization. In particular, they are linked to their social,

labour, and ideological consequences, such as a new labour force dependent upon

the wage system; the appearance of worker housing, health, and sanitation

Raul Unua
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problems; the formation of organizations to defend the interests of the new

working class; strikes and street demonstrations; armed clashes between workers

and police or the military; and organization of leftist political parties that compete

with the more traditional parties. Under the common label of "the social question"

those are problems that some countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba,

Peni, among others) began to experience at the turn of the century, and for which

new government institutions and legislation were introduced during the 20s and
30s (Morris 1966; for the Brazilian case see Draibe 1990).

Although the practice of social intervention by the state was established at

that time, the conceptualization of social policies and the attempt to define them

technically and operationally as a necessary component of government planning

is linked to efforts to introduce planning and programing institutions in the state

in the 60s. In fact, although influenced by ECLA's (Economic Commission for

Latin America and the Caribbean) thinking and the development of technical tools,

many governments introduced planning exercises. It was at the Presidential
Conference of Punta del Este, Uruguay, in 1961, that the concept of planning was

formally accepted by Latin American governments (Rodriguez—Noboa 1992).

The social and ideological conflicts that characterized the 60s in most

countries contributed to widening the meaning of social planning, making it a tool

for achieving redistribution of income and social benefits and, in many cases, for

introducing structural reforms. At the same time, vigorous efforts were made to

strengthen traditional sectoral social policies such as education, health, and social
security.

Of particular relevance is the importance the social sciences began to

acquire. By the end of the 50s, leading national and private universities had

established departments of economics and sociology, while the Latin American

Faculty of Social Sciences (FLACSO), through its research centre in Rio de
Janeiro and its schools of sociology and political science in Santiago, started its

pioneering role in the training of graduate students. Indirectly, the attempts to

provide theoretical explanations for Latin American underdevelopment, and more

directly the efforts of Jose Medina Echavarria and his disciples to link those

encompassing theoretical efforts with social planning, as well as the creation of

the Latin American Institute for Economic and Social Planning (ILPES), led to the

first generation of formally trained social scientists in Latin America who

contributed to provide intellectual respectability to social planning in the region.

Their contribution was, however, more at the level of developing macro and

incompatible Utopian models of society than of identifying ways to achieve

concrete social changes.
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Political turmoil created by social and economic problems, and the

acceptance that the import substitution strategy had led to a dead end, contributed

to the radicalization of political conflicts and to violent clashes between partisans

of one or another of these Utopian models of society. This led to the breakdown

of democratic regimes even in countries with a long democratic tradition, like

Chile and Uruguay, and to the adoption of economic strategies based more on

their natural or acquired comparative advantages in the world market than on

import substitution. Structural adjustment policies strictly following neoliberal

orthodoxy were implemented to reestablish macroequilibria, state-owned

productive and service firms were privatized, and public expenditures were

severely restricted.

The effects of those changes on social services and social security are well

documented (see ECLAC 1990a,b; Grosh 1990). Most countries experienced

public expenditures reductions in both absolute and relative terms during the 80s,

seriously affecting health and education, and major cuts in maintenance, new

investments, and equipment. Those reductions in the supply of services were

coupled with a radical redefinition of the role of social policies. Rather than

considering them as elements and expressions of social planning, they were

conceived as ways of minimizing the "unavoidable," but temporary, social costs

of structural adjustment policies. Social policies thus became equated with

antipoverty policies. Although the elimination of poverty was to be achieved with

sustained economic growth, it was expected that it could be significantly reduced

with antipoverty policies. Program targeting, involvement of the private sector, and

decentralization of management decisions were considered necessary requirements
for the success of those policies.

It is generally accepted that those radical changes were adopted under the

strong influence of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Without
minimizing that influence, it cannot be ignored that social scientists, and

particularly economists, also played a major role in that redefinition of social

policies. In this particular case, however, the influence came not from the side of

economists of the structural school, but from national, neoliberal economists.

The experience of the 80s shows that the combination of economic

structural adjustment policies with the definition of social policies as antipoverty

policies not only has been unable to reduce poverty, but poverty has increased

during the last two decades in the majority of Latin American countries (Cardoso

and Helwege 1992; ECLAC 1990c, 1991; UNDP 1990-1992). This failure in

minimizing the social cost of structural adjustment policies is leading to a

rethinking of social policies and social development in the region. Starting from

the realization that "compensatory social programmes are unavoidable palliative
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tools for extreme situations, but they only marginally contribute to the fight

against poverty," (Raczynski 1994, p. 3) that rethinking goes from questioning of

specific characteristics of the dominant approach, to propose a completely different
approach to development.

Some of the points being examined are: when and how to combine

universal and targeted programs better, under what conditions is it advisable to

decentralize those programs and when should they be decentralized, what are the

conditions for social participation in the design and implementation of social

policies, the role of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and of the private

sector (Arellano-Lopez and Petras 1994; Raczynski 1994; Stahl 1994). Universal

and targeted programs are beginning to be seen more as complementary than

contradictory. Decentralization is no longer considered the panacea in and by

itself, and their necessary links with a strong central government as well as with

a more egalitarian power structure at the local levels are recognized. The

advantages and disadvantages of NGOs for executing social programs, and when

and how to give them that responsibility are now better understood.

A proposal for a development strategy for the 90s made by ECLAC to the

governments of the region (ECLAC 1990d), has contributed to broaden the

rethinking of social policies. Equity and market-oriented economic development

are proposed as two equally important and mutually reinforcing goals, and a set

of strategic proposals is made on how to achieve them. Social policies, understood

as all policies aiming at the human development of each and all members of
society, are linked directly with equity as a goal, but also with economic growth,

because social development is seen as both a condition for and a consequence of

it. Furthermore, the proposal considers social development as closely interrelated
with citizenship and the consolidation of democracy. The connection between

social development, citizenship, and democracy is one of the central issues

analyzed in ECLAC-Unesco (1992).

The ECLAC and ECLAC-Unesco (United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization) proposals and the ongoing critical evaluation of

dominant policies suggest a return to a perspective of social policies that no longer

restricts them to antipoverty programs and to a subordinate role vis-a-vis market-

centred economic growth. This change of perspective is being strongly influenced

by objective changes in economy and society as well as by political factors. As

it happened, however, with all previous changes of perspective on the subject, it

is also influenced by the increasing number of social scientists that have started

to examine more carefully the successes and failures of the still dominant

approach to social policies.
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The training program proposed here is part of an effort to implement the

broad approach to social policies referred to earlier. Specifically, it aims at the

development of the human resources required to come to grips with the implied

conceptual, technical, institutional, management, and participatory challenges.

Challenges to a broad approach
To adopt one or another perspective on social development implies to accept not

only different societal goals but also innovative ways of managing the process of

social changes to achieve those goals, and to allow the active participation of the

civil society at different stages of the process. In practice, these perspectives are

not mutually exclusive. Although the broader approach has hardly been imple-

mented completely in any country, many have integrated elements of it in their

development policies. A fuller implementation will initially be determined by the

capacity of those favouring changes to mobilize political support. Political support

is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition. To transform political support into

policies and programs, it will be necessary to cope with the concrete problems

derived from various challenges. The following sections discuss some of them.

Incompatible assumptions
The strategy proposed by ECLAC for Latin America and the Caribbean, as well

as the one proposed by the Preparatory Committee of the World Summit for

Social Development, rightly insists on the importance of integrating economic,

social, cultural, and political goals, while both recognize the free market as the

cornerstone for economic development. A question that cannot be avoided is
whether that broader perspective is compatible with the neoclassical model inspir-
ing economic policies, and particularly with its assumptions about the individual

and society.

Friends and foes of the neoclassical model agree that it is based on the

following three assumptions: the decision-making unit is either the individual or

the individual firm, decisions are oriented toward the maximization of a utility,

and those decisions are rational. A consequence of those assumptions is the

understanding of society as an aggregate of individuals, and hence, as lacking

properties or characteristics not reducible to personal or individual ones. This view

leads to the belief that supraindividual factors have no place in the definition and

implementation of public policies, that the best public policies are those sup-

porting, rather than to interfering with, the individual maximization of utility, and

that personal actions are motivated by self-interest.

The broad perspective on social development is based on three opposite

assumptions. The first and most basic is the old dictum that "the whole is more
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than the sum of its parts." That is, that there are societal characteristics not

reducible to the sum total of individual characteristics. If this assumption is not

accepted, social policies cannot logically address supraindividual structural and

cultural constraints that have been historically major barriers to social justice and

equity. The second assumption derives from the first: individual choices and

behaviour are not only the result of individual transactions but are also influenced

by the social structures, institutions, and collectives that individual actors are

placed in or belong to, as well as by the values, norms, beliefs, and practices pre-

dominant in groups and collectives acting as "reference groups" for them (Etzioni

1988; Merton 1959). The third assumption is that not only self-interest but also

altruism and solidarity, explain social and individual behaviour. This assumption

has direct implications for the incentives to be used in policies and programs, as

well as for their place in the mobilization of social and personal resources.

To conclude this point, the implementation of a broad approach to social

development and social policies can be hindered by the widespread acceptance by

social scientists, policymakers, and politicians, of assumptions not well suited to

create strong commitments toward it. A first and often forgotten problem in need

of solution is the lack of a paradigm capable of accommodating not only self-

interested behaviour, but also that which is motivated by altruism and norms of

solidarity.

Briefly, for a broad approach to social development and social policies to

be fully implemented, the importance of the "social" and not only of the indi-
vidual will have to be rediscovered. This is a theoretical but highly policy-relevant
task of equal importance in both North and South.

The emphasis given in the following to inter- and multidisciplinary

university training at both the undergraduate and postgraduate levels is based on

the need to redirect studies to permit an effective interdisciplinary dialogue and
the training of professionals capable of specifying their basic assumptions,

complementing their own perspectives with those of specialists from other

disciplines, and formulating/analyzing social policies that avoid both individual

biases, i.e., individualist reductionism, and the reification, i.e., materialization, of

society and its structures.

Integration of economic and social goals
Although the broad approach to social policy questions the belief that economic

growth will by itself bring about social development, it recognizes that without

economic progress there will be no social progress. The question that remains is

how to integrate them at the national level.
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In principle, the task should be easier than in the past because now there

seems to be a consensus on three points. The first is the need to maintain macro-

economic equilibria. This is accepted for economic reasons but also to ensure the

effectiveness of social policies, which requires sustainability through time. Macro-

economic equilibria does not ensure the long-term financing of social policies, but

it is the necessary condition for it. Second, social development is not dependent

only on social policies, but also on economic policies: wages, labour, prices and

subsidies, agricultural development, and industrial policies. Third, productivity

increments depend to a great extent on investments in human capital, and basically

in education, which amounts to the recognition that long-term economic growth

requires social and human development.

Agreements on these points is, however, not sufficient for the formulation

and implementation of integrated development strategies. Populist policies of the

past preferred the satisfaction of immediate social needs and demands with respect

to macroeconomic equilibria. Structural adjustment policies recommended by inter-

national organizations have given priority to economic growth .and decided to

make this generation pay for the evils of the past and the welfare of the future.

Both are good examples of the failure to transform the ideal of integrating eco-

nomic and social development into concrete strategies and government programs.

There are political factors and technical problems at the national level

affecting the integration of economic and noneconomic variables. An example of

those problems is the lack of adequate instruments to evaluate ex-ante not only the

economic but also the noneconomic costs and benefits of programs (social, envi-

ronmental, demographic, and cultural costs).

Equally lacking are instruments to evaluate the social impact of economic
policies and the economic impact of social policies. A teaching program in social

policy should contribute, as one of its objectives, to the training of professionals
capable of resolving these and other technical problems posed by the integration

of economic and social policies.

Need for state reform

The history of Latin America after the World War II shows a clear trend toward

an increasing participation of the state in economic and social activities (Kliksberg

1993). Revolutionary changes toward a market-centred and export-oriented

economy in the region has put state reform as a priority in the political agenda of

all countries. In all of them there is a perceived need to redefine the state's role

to make it more functional to the economic, social, cultural, and political changes.

Institutional changes in executive-parliament relations, privatization of public

enterprises and of utilities services, decentralization and deconcentration of
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activities, debureaucratization and modernization of public administration, are

some of the subjects most often included in the agenda on state reforms. Three of

the more specific subjects now being discussed are decentralization, coordination

of intersectoral activities and modernization of management practices.

Decentralization

In reaction to traditional centralism, verticality, and standardization of programs,

most governments have begun to decentralize responsibilities to levels closer to

the beneficiaries of public policies. It is expected that policies and programs will

respond better to the needs and priorities of the beneficiaries and, at the same

time, provide opportunities for their participation in the formulation, implemen-

tation, and evaluation of programs. (For a detailed analysis of the subject, see

Palma and Rufian 1989.)

Recent experience, however, has shown that things are not that simple.

Clientelism and corruption can be stronger at the local than at the national level,

as suggested by recent studies in Argentina and Brazil (Raczynski 1994, p. 36).
Centralism and the weakness of local governments that characterize many Latin

American countries have conspired against an effective process of decentralization

(Raczynski 1994, p. 36). The expected social participation not always occurs

because of the weakness of local social organizations of beneficiaries.

Finally, more often than not public officials at the local level do not have

the training or the experience to transform social demands into concrete programs,
or into project proposals for the central government or for nongovernmental
funding sources. These problems raise questions related to the reforms needed at
the central, regional, and local levels of government for decentralization to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of social policies and the conditions
needed for an effective participation of beneficiaries, the private sector, and

NGOs.

Coordination of intersectoral activities

The broad approach to social development and social policies requires much more

coordination between ministries and state organisms than what has been customary

in Latin America. That coordination is needed among those ministries usually

identified as the "social ministries" and between them and the ministries of the

economic sector and all the other ministries. (For general discussions of the

subject in reference to Latin America, see Rodriguez—Noboa 1991; Rolando 1991.)

Intersectorial coordination has been attempted in different ways in Latin

America. One of them has been to assign that role to the ministry of planning or

its equivalent. In other cases, a special ministry for social development or social
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planning has been created. Another alternative has been the establishment of

interministerial committees. Others have proposed the creation of a Fund for

Social Development with authority to define priority sectors and programs, assign

financial and human resources, and monitor and control implementation (Rolando

et al. 1990). None of these alternatives is optimal, and the question for effective
coordination mechanisms still remains without an adequate answer.

Modernization of management practices

One of the most common topics all over the world and, certainly, in Latin

America, is that of the management of the public sector and of public policies.

Recommendations go from "Reinventing the State" (Osbome and Gaebler 1993)

to improving the management skills of local-level civil servants. The need to move

away from traditional public-management procedures would be present no matter

what approach to social policies and social development is chosen. The broader

approach taken here for a later discussion on training needs poses additional

problems given its requirement to integrate economic, social, cultural, and

environmental considerations, as well as the role beneficiaries and nongovern-

mental actors are expected to play in program formulation, implementation, and

evaluation.

At the level of policy and program formulation, the question is how

policies and programs involving different sectors are formulated, and how the civil
society participates in their formulation. In policy and program implementation,

the issues to address are the design of flexible monitoring mechanisms and

instruments, the selection of competent managers, and the capacity to create
reliable team work at local and intermediate levels.

Recent studies and reviews of social policies have concluded that program
monitoring and evaluation mechanisms are extremely poor and unreliable
(Midaglia et al. n.d.; Portocarrero et al. 1994; Raczynski 1994; Raczynski et al.
1993; Tenti Fanfani 1993). The need for defining criteria, methodologies, and
instruments for monitoring and evaluation is especially urgent in the case of

decentralized programs. Defining it and building it into the training of future

social policymakers is another objective that must be included in any social policy

training program.

Reinforcing social organization and participation
A key characteristic of the broad approach to social development is the role of

people's participation in the formulation, implementation, and evaluation of

decisions and activities affecting them. The expectation is that the participation of

institutions and networks of civil society, including NGOs, trade unions,
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professional associations, cooperatives, self-help groups, neighbourhood associa-

tions, etc., will allow a better definition of the needs and the means to satisfy
them.

Social policies and programs in most Latin American countries have

traditionally been influenced by demands and pressures from well-organized

corporate groups. Recent structural changes have contributed to weaken the

influence of some of those groups, such as trade unions and associations of civil

servants, but they do not guarantee more equal access to the decision-making

process. On the contrary, it is highly probable that both nationwide, and at

regional and local levels, income and organizational power may now be more

concentrated than in the past. As stated in a recent revision on the subject, "there

is little, one fears, to prevent the favoured interests of old from capitalizing their

antecedent advantages into differential assets for playing under the new rules of

the game" (Glade and Reilly 1993).

One conclusion is clear, unless action is taken to modify the individual,

organizational, and structural factors causing inequality in the ability of different

groups to identify their needs and articulate their demands, the call for social

participation may reinforce, rather than reduce, social inequalities. A condition

sine qua non for the participation of the civil society in reaching higher levels of

social and human development is to ensure that the less-privileged social strata has

an equality of opportunities to organize themselves, make demands, and participate

in or influence decisions.
Government assistance for the development of organizations, training

programs for leaders and members, and their access to relevant knowledge and
information are three basic requirements for social participation. In the final

analysis, social participation ends up being an objective to be achieved rather than

a means already available.

Relevant sociopolitical research
Neither the effective implementation of a new more socially centred development

strategy nor an effective reform of the state will be possible without better

knowledge of long-term trends and processes. The availability and constant

accumulation of that knowledge is also a condition sine qua non for the success

of the proposed training approach.

Social science research on long-term social processes and structural

changes was considerably weaker during the 70s and 80s than in the previous

decade because of factors such as military interventions, political pressures, and

the little priority funding agencies assign to research that is not directly policy

relevant. As a consequence of the interplay of those factors, teaching and research
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on social subjects became two separate activities, the first being the responsibility

of the university departments and centres that succeeded in surviving the exodus

of qualified researchers, and the second being assumed by private academic
centres outside the university and by other types of NGOs.

Constantly in need of selling projects to survive, these nonuniversity

centres were in no position to set long-term research priorities. With very few

exceptions, they could not but devote themselves to short studies in response to

demands. The gradual consolidation of democratic processes is opening new

opportunities for universities to involve themselves in more global social science

research on social policies and their effects on social structures and processes.

A subject that can no longer be ignored is that of the joint impact of long-

term trends and the current development strategy on social integration and social,

political, and cultural conflicts. Another subject in great need of research is that

of the societal factors conditioning state reforms. A more specific subject in need

of research is that of the factors affecting the social policymaking process and the

success of specific social policies, including impact evaluations of specific

programs.

Although far from exhaustive, these challenges help to show the difficulties

governments and the international community will face to implement fully a wider

and more ambitious perspective on social development. Progress toward that goal

will require the combination of a broad scope and a piecemeal approach that does

not attempt to tackle all problems simultaneously. If this point is accepted, it

seems necessary to conclude that training in the field of social policies should
contribute to meet two main objectives: to increase the efficiency and effective-

ness of social policies in the narrow sense defined in the foregoing, and to serve
as a tool for the full implementation of the broad approach to social policies and

social development.

Training needs
Before discussing a social policies training approach aiming at meeting the

challenges mentioned, it might be useful to point out some general issues within

which training for social policies should be framed. There is a need to strengthen

a perspective and the teaching of the social sciences that combines a multi-

disciplinary approach with a policy orientation. Although there is a growing

consensus on the need for this change, it would be naive to expect that it will be

easily introduced into a university system characterized by its division into depart-

ments, schools, and disciplinary faculties and reluctant to the establishment of

multidisciplinary programs.
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Changes toward teaching and research that is more policy relevant are

urgent. They must not, however, lead to a neglect of theory if social policies are

to be seen as a cumulative process. Without policy analyses, theory runs the risk
of loosing both practical and theoretical relevance. Without theory, social policies

may end up being conservative, and social practice may become incapable of

responding to new demands or even to use the available experience for improving

current policies or formulating new, innovative ones.

If the broad approach to social development and social policies is to be

implemented, training programs should not be circumscribed to the social sciences,

but should include a wide range of disciplines. Disciplines, such as law, public

administration, psychology, computer science, organizational development,

communications sciences, are called to play a role in the formulation and

implementation of policies and programs.

These and other disciplines are instrumental to the achievement of social

development and should be integrated into the curricula of training programs on

social development and social policies. There is a need to break away from an

individualistic approach to sectoral programs and activities. To ignore the role

played by social factors in sectoral policies leads to voluntaristic efforts that do

not take into account social, psychological, cultural, or political barriers, or unduly

minimizes the range of tools available to reach the stated objectives.

It is also urgent to develop a critical mass of professionals from different

disciplines that, from complementary perspectives and playing different roles,
participate in debates on the subject, relate it to their own professional activities,
advise policymakers and policy managers, or assume responsibility themselves for

the formulation, implementation, and evaluation of social policies. The broad

approach to social development also requires the training of nonprofessional civil

servants in the management of social policies requiring much wider participation
of beneficiaries and private actors than the more traditional policies. Finally, the

analysis of the problems to be solved to implement the broad approach to social

development and social policies lead to give high priority to the training of the

actual or potential beneficiaries and to the role that training should play in the

reinforcement of grassroots organizations.

General and specific objectives
A general goal for training in social policies is to contribute to strengthening

development and democracy by increasing knowledge on social issues and by

making it available to all the relevant actors in the state and in civil society. From

that general objective the following specific objectives can be derived:
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To introduce, in the professional training of different disciplines,

integrated elements on social development and social policies to enable

their practitioners to participate in national debates and to make
informed decisions on the subject;

To train specialists with the knowledge and skills to diagnose social

development problems and to formulate, implement, monitor, and

evaluate both social policies and the social impact of other policies;

To train nonprofessional civil servants on participatory techniques for

project formulation, implementation, and evaluation;

To contribute to increasing social participation by training members of
grassroots organizations; and

To train social scientists capable of making a contribution to the

analysis of mid- and long-term state—society relationships, as well as to

state reforms needed for the democratic formulation and implementation

of an integrated social development strategy.

Training levels and training strategies

Those objectives are aimed at different training universes, and may require
different training contents, methodologies, and teaching techniques for their

achievement. This section discusses possible strategies to achieve them.
The rationale to introduce integrated elements of social development and

social policies in the professional training of different disciplines is based on the
conviction that the acceptance of a broad approach to social development and the
introduction of effective social policies require the commitment of the political

and intellectual communities. It is also based on the fact that the use of technical-
scientific knowledge for either policy decisions or professional practice is greatly

facilitated when policymakers and professionals have been sensitized earlier at

their university training. (For a review and analysis of the available evidence on

the subject see Andorka and Urzua [1991].)

Special strategies are needed to make the largest possible number of

students aware of social development issues. The specific objective here is not to

train future specialists on the subject, but university graduates who are able to

follow debates on the subject of social development and social policies, and who

are sensible with respect to the social implications of their own professional

activities. This is an objective for the training of students who do not intend to
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become specialists in social development or social policies. The expected result

at this level would be a more enlightened discussion of the issues and a much

higher ability of those university graduates who will eventually become political

leaders, decision-makers, or professional civil servants, to integrate new knowl-

edge on the subject and to participate in debates and decision processes on social

development or specific social policies.

In training specialists with the knowledge and skills to diagnose social

development problems and to formulate, implement, monitor and, evaluate both

social policies and social impact of other policies, the aim is to provide them with

scientific and technical tools needed for the design, implementation, and

evaluation of policies. Specialists who benefit from this training are expected to
do applied social research and work mainly in the public sector. They should be

able to:

Identify and set priorities in the area of social policies;

Manage the financial, legal, and political variables of program imple-

mentation;

Estimate the direct and indirect social, political, and economic effects

of social programs; and

Be able to manage public programs (Vergara 1993).

Training these professionals can be done at either the undergraduate or

graduate level. At the undergraduate level, the responsibility corresponds to the
schools of public administration existing in a number of universities in the region.
It cannot be ignored, however, that these schools have suffered a long crisis of

purpose and identity and are ill-prepared for that task.

An alternative could be to assign the responsibility to other professional

schools (schools of business, of industrial engineering, etc.) that have tried to fill

the void left by the real or perceived obsolescence of the schools of public

administration. This alternative would face two related problems. The first is that,

at least initially, most students entering the professional schools that could provide

that kind of training have other objectives in mind and would probably not be

interested in pursuing careers as social policy analysts. The second is that the

Latin American university system is characterized by very limited curricular

flexibility. When it exists, more often than not, choices are restricted to courses

offered in the academic unit where students are expected to get their degrees. In
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practice, however, it is impossible for students to take courses from other depart-

ments or schools. Neither of the two alternatives open at the undergraduate level,
therefore, is very promising in the short run.

The graduate level seems to offer better prospects. In fact, this is the

alternative chosen by most universities in the region that have started programs

with the objective of providing this kind of training: University of Buenos Aires,

University of Chile, Catholic University Andres Bello, Caracas, Funda?ao do

Desenvolvimento Administrativo (FUNDAP, Brazil), etc. Courses at this level

have the advantage over undergraduate courses because students come from

different professional backgrounds and usually have greater motivation than

younger students. The programs are of different durations, but are never more than

a year and a half, including the preparation of a monograph or a master's thesis.

A cursory review of the courses offered in each program often reveals the

influence of the larger academic unit they belong to. All existing programs are

new, and there has been little time to evaluate whether programs giving different
weights to the disciplines they include affect the overall impact of the programs

and the professional careers of the graduates. What matters most is not the relative

weight given to particular disciplines, but the general approach of a program.

What a social policy analyst needs is to understand that the process of policy

formulation, implementation, and evaluation is one of interactions and negotiations

affected by macro- and microstructural factors that rarely, if ever, adjust

themselves to the rules imposed by instrumental rationality.

No matter what their weaknesses are, masters' programs on the design and
implementation of social policies should be given priority over undergraduate

programs with the same objective. Short, postgraduate courses conducive not to
an academic degree, but to a diploma or a certificate is another alternative. The

training courses for social managers offered by the Latin American Center for

Development Administration (CLAD), and the intensive courses offered by

FUNDAP are some of the courses that fall into this category. These courses are

more useful for the "recycling" of professionals on specific social management

problems than for training in the overall management of social development

policies, and are more effective if conceived and implemented jointly with the

public and private sectors.

The task of retraining nonprofessional civil servants in the implementation

of social policies with participation of social organizations and the private sector

could be carried out by NGOs and nonuniversity academic centres given their

comparative advantages over university centres. The involvement, however, via

the provision of teaching materials, joint workshops, assistance in defining

contents, of universities in charge of training social development and social
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policies experts at professional and postgraduate levels, would ensure a consistent

approach at all levels. (An interesting program that closely reflects what is

proposed here is the Teaching Programme on the Design and Evaluation of Local

Level Social Projects that the Corporation for University Promotion (CPU) has

conducted since 1991.) Training at this level should be conducted in close contact

with local government organizations and services.

Training and education of grassroots leaders and followers are not

sufficient to empower the poor but, without them, the task is certainly more

difficult. Two main actors have taken responsibility for training at this level:

NGOs and independent academic centres providing support and technical

assistance to grassroots organizations, and governmental and nongovernmental

organizations devoted to adult education. The latter are newcomers to the field.

Traditionally, adult education programs have provided basic education to adults

who either had never attended school or were early school dropouts. That

traditional approach seems to be leaning toward the strengthening of grassroots

organizations and the support of social participation (Rivera 1993). Universities

are a third actor to be involved in those efforts that have introduced research or

teaching programs on social development and social policies.

The experience and the lesson learned by these organizations and programs
provide a good starting point for a more systematic approach to training the poor

for participating in the formulation, implementation, and evaluation of policies. A

concerted effort of NGOs, adult education institutions, and university programs
would help solve some of the problems that have been negatively affecting the

success of those efforts.
A common problem affecting NGOs is the lack of time to systematize their

rich practical experience and to derive lessons applicable in other contexts or at

a more general level. Very often, they do not have access to the experiences of
others or to studies and research findings relevant for their objectives and

activities. Adult education programs have vast experience in the use of

pedagogical techniques and long-distance education with the support of mass

media (particularly radio), but only casual knowledge of broader social policy

issues or of the social and cultural factors affecting the success of their programs.

Besides, most adult education efforts still focus on providing basic education

rather than on educating for social organization and social participation. Finally,

universities have difficulties, and no comparative advantage, in involving

themselves directly in training programs at grassroots levels.

A consortium of these three different actors, however, would combine the

practical experience at the grassroots level of NGOs with the teaching skills of

adult education programs and the substantive knowledge accumulated by the
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universities. Furthermore, it would help to integrate the findings and experiences

learned at the grassroots level by NGOs working in the field, thus improving

policies and programs and orienting teaching and research on the subject. (The

Center for the Analysis of Public Policies of the University of Chile and two

networks of NGOs providing assistance to grassroots organizations and local

governments have just initiated, with the financial support of the Institute for

Economic Development of the World Bank, a pioneering consortium roughly

corresponding to what is proposed here.)

The purpose of training social scientists to analyze the mid- and long-term

state-society relationship as well as state reforms needed for implementing a

social development strategy, to provide the society with a critical mass of social

scientists trained at the highest level. Graduates should combine a deep knowledge

of the theoretical and methodological aspects of their own disciplines with an

openness to the contribution of other disciplines and a vocation for the analysis

of mid- and long-term trends in the interaction between economic, social, cultural,

and political change.

Ideally, these programs should be at the doctoral level and be closely

linked to basic social research on, among other things, long-term social changes

and their political implications, the political system, state-society relations, and

cultural changes, civic culture, and democracy, etc. Inasmuch as those programs

have a solid research basis and are in close contact with academic centres abroad,

they should also provide ample opportunity for theory building. An important

theory building task is the development of paradigms that are as parsimonious as

possible, but encompassing enough to take into account all the major factors,

conditions, and constraints present in real life. Progress in that direction requires
a constant and systematic theoretical effort in close contact with efforts at
systematizing research findings and groundwork experiences. An efficient way of
doing this would be a permanent seminar on the subject conducted as part of a

doctoral program. Although graduates from these types of programs need not be

directly involved in policy analysis, they could be expected to have regular

academic contacts with policy analysts and to make their research findings

available to policymakers and the general public.

Institutionally, programs of this type could adopt two possible forms. One

would be to have programs tailor-made for each of the traditional social science

disciplines, or at least for sociology and political science. The other would be to

establish a single program on social development open to graduates from any

social science. Although this alternative will require a longer period of prep-

aration, it would better reflect the multidisciplinary approach required for the

conceptualization and implementation of social development.
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By the very nature of these programs, it seems unrealistic to expect that

they can be established in all countries, or that, with a few exceptions, a single

country could host more than one of them. The pooling of resources by means of

a network of institutions from both North and South participation seems to be an

unavoidable condition for having high-quality programs.

In sum, a training program to contribute to the implementation of social

policies and programs integrated into a new and broader concept of social

development should cover five levels: awareness building, as part of the general

education of undergraduate university students; specialized, graduate professional

training of social policy analysts and managers; doctoral programs on social

development theory and research; training programs for middle and lower level

civil servants; and, finally, training programs for actual or potential grassroots

leaders.

The first three levels should be the responsibility of universities; the latter

two are better served directly by NGOs, with the universities playing an indirect,

supporting role.

Supporting activities

For its implementation, an approach, such as the one proposed here requires a

number of support activities. General support activities can be classified into the

following categories:

Inventory of resources — Included in this category would be

inventories of existing training and research programs at each of the
levels of training discussed earlier, both in Latin America and abroad;

listings of teaching staff; compilation of bibliographies; inventories of

relevant research projects, etc.

Partners identification — Selection of academic institutions to be

invited to participate in the program and organization of South—South

and North-South networks of participating institutions. Partners should

be selected to ensure that both experts on state/society relations and

state reform, and experts on social development and social policies, are

included in the program. Besides Canadian and U.S. institutions,

European institutions should be invited to participate using instruments

such as the interuniversities exchange program of the European com-

munity or triangular Canada/U.S.—Latin America-Europe arrangements.
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Curricula design — This category would include the compilation of

curricula, guidelines, manuals, and reading packages and other teaching

aids and materials; their evaluation and selection; identification of

additional training materials to be developed; design of model curricula

for each of the training levels; and preparation of additional teaching

materials, the majority of which should be new materials prepared by

the teaching staff participating in the program.

Research program — In addition to the major research areas, the more

general point that needs to be repeated here is that no training program

will succeed in providing countries with more effective and efficient
social policies if it does include a solid research program capable of

evaluating the success of current policies, of identifying new problems

and vulnerabilities in need of solutions, and of opening the scope of

means to achieve the desired ends. In this sense, research and training

should be considered as two complementary elements of one single

program, rather than as two separate programs with completely inde-

pendent objectives.

Information and communication needs — To succeed in achieving its

objectives the training approach suggested here needs to be supported

by and coordinated with information and communication programs. The

final purpose is not only the diffusion but also the use of information

and knowledge in policy formulation, implementation and evaluation.

Information programs could play an important support and comple-
mentary role to training programs if they provide up-to-date research

results and other knowledge on policy-relevant issues both to target

groups strategic in the process of social policymaking and to training

and research institutions.

Communication channels — A requirement for the implementation of

the training approach proposed here is the need for different types of

producers and users of information and knowledge to interact and

influence each other. This is rarely the case. To improve the situation,

and as part of the supporting activities, it will be necessary to study the

processes and actors involved in what some have called the "knowledge

market," (Andorka and Urzua 1991; Brunner and Sunkel 1993) that is,

the network of interactions between knowledge supply, demand and

utilization.
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Conclusions
Starting from a few widely accepted assumptions about what the most probable

development strategy to be followed by Latin American countries will be in the

years to come, and from recent developments in the conceptualization of social

policies in the region, this paper has identified the major challenges to the actual

implementation of that strategy, and to the proposal of a training approach to help

meeting those challenges.

The proposed approach addresses different target groups: university

students that directly or indirectly will be involved in the policymaking process;

professionals with management responsibilities in the area of social policies; high-

level and, preferably, doctoral social science students; civil servants in charge of

implementing social policies; and, finally, civil society and grassroots leaders and

followers. The rationale for this wide approach is that training for social policies

should not only aim at more efficient and effective social policies, but also at

being an instrument for strengthening civil society and consolidating democracy.

For this, a two-way, vertical process of knowledge diffusion and dissemination

needs to be established or reinforced in the region.

No doubt, it is an ambitious approach requiring the coordination of

intrauniversity activities, of universities with NGOs and grassroots organizations,

as well as with research, training and information activities. It also requires close

interaction not only between universities and research and training institutions of

different countries but also of policymakers and persons with different levels of

responsibility in the implementation of social policies.
The question is: Could we concentrate our efforts only on the training of

managers of social policies without running the risk of reinforcing a technocratic
approach to policy formulation and implementation, and hence, of conspiring

against the consolidation of democracy? If, however, we decide to give priority

to training at the grassroots level, would we not be favouring populist temptations

that put in danger long-term economic growth and fail to achieve higher levels of

social justice? If we come to the conclusion that basic research on social issues

and training at doctoral levels are luxuries we cannot afford, we shall be denying

our societies the possibility of improving their capacity to adjust themselves better

to global changes that open new opportunities but also create new, but not

unforeseeable, problems. The multitargeted approach to training for social policies

suggested here has financial and organizational costs but they are lower than its

potential benefits, when these are measured in relation to the goal of implementing

a development strategy aiming at the three objectives of economic growth, social

equity, and democracy.
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ROLE OF INTEGRATED SOCIAL POLICY

ADVICE

Javier Abugattds and Jorge Chateau

The purpose of this chapter is to open a preliminary discussion on the role of

policy advice as a support mechanism for the integration of research into the

social policymaking process. As an exploratory effort, the ideas presented here

require further conceptual and empirical analysis. In this chapter, the notion of

social policy advice will be discussed, avoiding the mechanical view that it simply

is a transfer of knowledge. Instead, the interactive process required in policy

advice will be stressed, a feature that has rarely been taken into account by

traditional research (Brunner and Sunkel 1993).

The limitations found in the perception and description of the social reality

are expanding with the enormous changes brought about in recent years by

globalization, which have made it necessary to rethink almost all aspects of the

relationship between knowledge and society. The concept of development, for

example, forces us now more than ever before, to integrate economic, social, and

environmental factors that, until recently, were dealt with separately.
Trends in national and international social policy agendas have generated

many questions that have, as yet, not found their way into how social policy is
actually made (Morales-Gomez 1993, p. 4). The examination of social issues is

a very complex undertaking, especially if it is placed at the centre of an analysis
of development The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development

(UNCED 1992) in Rio de Janeiro and its follow-up can facilitate the discussion

of issues such as this including the clash of different interests in formulating and

integrating policies and the lack of clarity in orienting decision-making processes

in the social economic, and environmental spheres. In this context, the terms

"social policy" and "development policy" are used interchangeably in this chapter.

Two principles should, therefore, be present throughout this discussion:

knowledge is an instrument for interacting with the social reality, and the need to

integrate policies given the growing complexity of development and the impact

of globalization. Both principles are intimately related to the approach to decision-

making processes being discussed here.
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Social policy and the decision-making process
Why policy advice, and what is it for? In answering these questions, it is assumed

that the objective of social policies is the full development of the capabilities of

all human beings and that "it is the lives which [human beings] lead that are

intrinsically important" (UNDP 1993). A number of international declarations have

attempted to make human beings their focal point. The 1948 Declaration of

Human Rights is one of them. More recently, the Declaration of Rio '92 estab-

lishes: "Principle 1: Human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable

development. They are entitled to a health and productive life in harmony with

nature" (UNCED 1992).

The process of making policies with the aim of enhancing human

development is an essential starting point for improving the process and content

of policy advice. In practice, little has been done to promote overall development

from an integrated perspective. In many cases, for example, economic stabilization

policies or programs have been designed without taking into account this essential

aspect.

The need to integrate policies emerges, quite literally, from Agenda 21:

"Prevailing systems for decision-making in many countries tend to separate

economic, social and environmental factors at the policy, planning and
management levels. This influences the actions of all groups in society, including

governments, industry and individuals, and has important implications for the

efficiency and sustainability of development. An adjustment or even a fundamental
reshaping of decision-making, in the light of country-specific conditions, may be
necessary if environment and development is to be put at the centre of economic

and political decision-making. In effect achieving a full integration of these

factors" (UNCED 1992, AGENDA 21, Chapter 8, 8.2).

An integrated vision of development that place human capabilities at the

centre of the policymaking process demands enormous efforts. Observing the

crises that have brought about the deterioration in the quality of life of large

segments of the population in Latin America, the need for "interlinking" becomes

clear. It becomes necessary to link the policies and the processes that have given

rise to these policies, with aspects such as the satisfaction of basic needs, the

tendencies of demographic growth, and with employment and the activities that

affect the environment.

Although the social policymaking process requires further research, the

perception exists that it is necessary to improve the way in which society as a

whole makes development policy, organizes itself, and assigns its resources.

Efforts in the area of policy advice, therefore, should be concentrated mainly with
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improving a society's capacity to formulate, apply, follow, and correct
development policies.

Context of social policy advice
Social policy advice, like any activity linked to any human endeavour, takes place

in a context in which social, political, and economic factors interact and where

social actors have different agendas with competitive needs and goals. This

context puts conditions on the development of policy advice. In examining policy

advice as an instrument, it is necessary to keep in mind the type of considerations

discussed in the following.

First, societies do not exist in a vacuum. The world is experiencing

globalization that translates, at the regional and national levels, in phenomena such

as regional integration, social and institutional reforms, and structural and

liberalization policies. The process of social policy advice should take this

situation into account, but avoid imposing recommendations upon the agendas of

governments, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and research centres. An

important part of any process of policy advice is to understand the specific

characteristics of each national or local reality to foster the development of the

local capacities of understanding and analyzing social phenomena.

Second, the Third World, in general, and in Latin America in particular,

is experiencing the deterioration in living standards for a large part of the

population, not only as a consequence of preexisting structural characteristics, but

also as a product of the crisis of the 80s and of adjustment policies.

In some countries, poverty is reaching new lows, and the distance
between the rich and the poor is growing. In absolute numbers, the poor
have increased dramatically in many countries. In many cases, the
traditional middle class is disappearing, and the number of families living
below the poverty line has grown in comparison with that which existed
fifteen years ago. In some parts of Latin America, this assumed dramatic
proportions. (Morales—Gomez 1993, p. 8)

Placing the failure to satisfy basic human needs aside, poverty has

intensified because of globalization and the transmission of certain patterns of

consumption from the First World to underdeveloped countries, which, in turn,

generate expectations that cannot be met. The implications of this phenomenon

must be considered, not only for ethical reasons, which are immediately evident,

but also because of the consequences that they have on the viability of develop-

ment as a whole and on the existence of societies themselves. The conditions of

misery in which an enormous percentage of the population lives, as well as the
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intensification of the differences in standards of living and life styles, poses grave

doubts as to the real possibilities of development and growth for these societies

and the viability of civilized life within them in the years to come.

The extreme deterioration in living conditions can bring about biological

and psychosocial damage of such a magnitude as to render helpless, in the

medium and long term, the ability of an important part of the population to insert

themselves within the life of society, to carry out effective, productive activities.
In relation to the possibility for civilized life to emerge and be sustained, it is

worth mentioning the conflicts between different nationalities or groups sub-

scribing to different beliefs, conflicts that may be unrelated to differences in

income. Examples of such social inviability are the cases of the former Yugoslavia

and that of Rwanda. In a holistic development framework, it is necessary that the

people and institutions providing policy advice make an effort to integrate an

understanding of these different aspects into social policymaking.

Third, there is a need to improve the social mechanisms of decision-

making as part of the policy advice process. The demand for social policy advice

can originate from different levels of society (local or central government, the

community, etc.). In some cases, the need to improve the decision-making process,

as well as the implementation of these policies, may originate as a "self-criticism"

from within the system. In this case, policy advice takes the form of demands for

external consultancies. These requests may vary a great deal in form as well as

depth: problem-solving, policy design, evaluation of policies and programs, design
of strategies, diagnoses, development of indicators, etc.

The need for improvement may, in other cases, arise from outside the

system. Policy advice, in this case, takes forms that can help to place certain

issues on the public agenda to be considered by the system. Activities and

strategies developed and carried out to place issues in the public agenda may

entail different kinds of alliances, including the search for "influence," public

presentation of the problems, etc. These are very different ways of approaching

the issue from those that usually come into play in the context of a specific

consultancy, which is usually carried out according to specific terms of reference.

Even specific consultancies, however, can be avenues to place issues on the

"agenda." In the course of a given consultancy, opportunities often arise for

shedding light on aspects that may previously have gone unnoticed.

Areas for social policy advice
This section examines various areas where advice can be most useful. It should

be stressed that the basic purpose of social policy advice is to upgrade the quality
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of the processes (especially design and analysis) of social policymaking aimed at
promoting integrated development.

Some of the main functions and elements that should be included in any
social policy decision-making process are presented in the following sections.

They serve as a general framework, offering a perspective of the overall process

including policy decisions, coordination, support mechanisms, analysis, follow-up,

and the implementation of the policies.

Policy decisions

The aim of policy advice regarding how decisions are made is to examine the

purpose in developing the policies that are being implemented, as well as the

extent to which their design and execution have been coordinated. Peru provides

an illustration. In 1991, in addition to the long-term goals set for social

development, two urgent courses of action were proposed: (a) safeguarding human

potential through urgent actions to avoid further damage of populations at high

social risk, and (b) urgent local investment programs. The reason for this dual set

of aims was to avoid the irreversible, long-term damage that could prevent part

of Peru's infant population from actively integrating into society over the long
term (Abugattas 1993, pp. 48-51).

Coordination

The effectiveness of social policies is greater when these are directed toward

common aims, which can be integrated to reenforce each other. This is not

achieved merely by integrating them on paper. The coordination of policies must
take place not only between teams of professionals, but also between those in
charge of directing them. This points to the need for teamwork, for integrated
decision-making capacity and the will to make this coordination between
individuals and groups truly effective.

Support mechanisms

It is not enough to define and design policies with clear aims and suitable

mechanisms for coordination among those responsible for their implementation.

In addition, the support mechanisms that will make them effective need to be

considered in detail, in areas such as information, personnel, training and general

administration (financial administration, equipment, and acquisitions, etc.). Three

of these areas are discussed in the following sections in relation to social policy

advice.
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Information

The design of policies and their successful implementation require that several

types of information be taken into account. Information is a key feature in two

respects: (a) satisfactory decision-making at all levels, orientation and coordina-
tion, support mechanisms, analysis, follow-up and execution, requires information

systems that provide clear, reliable, and timely data; and (b) by orienting the user

and society in general. The availability of effective information systems can help

to increase social cohesion, facilitating the creation of consensus on basic social
policy issues to transform them into part of society's "common knowledge"; for

example, simple documents on basic policy guidelines to be consulted widely.

Frequently, information is scattered, of uneven quality, organized at

different conceptual levels, or not entirely up-to-date. There is, therefore, a

pressing need to organize and deal first with existing information and then to

gather fresh data to achieve a satisfactory design of policies.

Personnel recruitment

The development and implementation of specific policies often demands personnel
with specific specializations and abilities. One important task is to define the

profiles of specialization and training for the personnel that will be responsible for

different aspects in the implementation of the policies. This will also facilitate the

logistics of future recruitment.

Training

Apart from the need for permanent in-service training, which any institution,
public or private, requires for its staff, the implementation of new social policies
requires special training for all those involved in their design, implementation, and
evaluation. Otherwise, it would not be possible to ensure that the policies will

develop as they were designed and, consequently, that they fulfil the aims

proposed.

Training efforts should not be restricted to "technical aspects" or to a mere

job description for the different staff members and levels involved. It is wise to

involve participants from the beginning, in defining the aims of the policies in

question, as well as the rationale behind them. This will make them feel that they

have a stake in the execution of the policies.

It can even be useful to discuss with them the different levels and stages

of the design, as participants may be able to make important contributions, on the

basis of their own administrative experience, to a more optimum implementation

of the policies. This presupposes special training for policy and project directors,
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insofar as their perceive the advantages of capitalizing on the full cooperation and
participation of their staff members.

Analysis

Experiences in several countries of the region show the need for integrating

general aspects, such as economic, social, and environmental considerations, into

the analysis. They have also underscored the need for greater coordination of time

frames, between the permanent, medium- and long-range planning and more

urgent, short-term issues. With regard to this last area, enormous efforts are being

made toward finding an equilibrium between government action in long-term

programs, particularly those aimed at developing human potential (education,

health, etc.), and programs that address immediate needs to prevent further damage

(for example, safeguarding infants under 3 years of age or other high-risk groups).

Follow-up

Although there is a consensus in the literature about the need for evaluation and

follow-up of social policies, satisfactory and efficient mechanisms designed for
these purposes are rarely found. Moreover, frequently these activities are not even

carried out. The need for both follow-up and evaluation cannot be stressed enough

in their relation to policy advice.

The design and execution of a rigorous follow-up phase is one way to

obtain the feedback to make "timely" corrections in the implementation of a

policy or program. No matter how careful or how well-informed their design may

have been, there are always unexpected factors that may introduce distortions.
Continuous feedback allows for the corresponding adjustments, and also serves as
a learning experience about the real conditions affecting the implementation of the

policies.

The same holds true for the evaluation of the stages, processes, and

impacts of policies and programs. If an evaluation is not carried out, and the
effects of policies are not known, the policies become routine and are maintained

simply through inertia. Conversely, they may be changed for reasons that have

absolutely nothing to do with their effectiveness.

The need for follow-up is an area of social policy advice that can be

particularly attractive and fertile. There is a need to establish creative, flexible

systems of evaluation and follow-up, capable of generating information within the

time allotted for corrections and adjustments in the implementation of the policies.

The assumption that quantitative data can be the sole point of reference for

assessing policies should be set aside. Often it is better to use qualitative

information to take into account elements that are difficult to measure.
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Implementation

Sound information should also be applied to the definition of strategies for actions.

It is quite common to assume that normal follow-up systems provide sufficient

information for decisions about the implementation phase. The experience of some

countries, however, shows that internal diversity, even within small geographical

areas, can be an obstacle to the formation of the general body of knowledge that

makes it possible to move from the design of a policy to an appropriate course of

action.

In some countries, it is common to find that general norms are set in policy

implementation that assume a homogeneity that, in practice, does not exist. In

others, there is a tendency to leave such decisions to the local level. The need for

first-hand knowledge of the implementation stage, on the part of those responsible

for decision-making, may make it necessary that the process of policy advice pay

special attention to the implementation phase. In practice, this can be dealt with

through planning visits to those responsible for design at the local level,

coordination, and evaluation. In any initial approach to the issue of implemen-

tation, the need to know the local situation should be stressed. It is at this level

that integration of the economic, social, and environmental factors takes place
naturally.

What is social policy advice?
Having analyzed the range of issues involved, it seems appropriate to ask what is
social policy advice all about. The purpose is not to arrive at a precise definition,

but rather, to at least identify the dimensions of this concept.

Social policy advice as the intended use of knowledge to obtain results.

This dimension of social policy is achieved using available knowledge to help to
improve decision-making processes (by means of their redesign), or to help

existing processes to work better. The main concern is to improve social policy

processes, both by collaborating in their redesign, and by helping to maximize the

functioning of what already exists.

Social policy advice as creative interaction to generate new knowledge and

skills. There is a tendency to see social policy advice as a means of transferring

know-how from the social sciences to society's institutions, with the aim of

solving certain problems. This notion is often erroneous and may lead to

confusion.

It is clear that, with the exception of some areas of economics, no

coherent, defined body of knowledge (theories) exists that is universally accepted

by all practitioners of the social sciences. Even resorting to a comparison with the

"hard" sciences, those that "produce technology," it can be argued that the
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production technology cannot generally be reduced to the mechanical transfer of

knowledge. There is always appropriation of technology by the user, who dis-

covers and rediscovers ways of utilizing it producing new knowledge. Social

policy advice triggers interactions between the persons and institutions involved

in the policy process, by which each one makes knowledge available, giving place

to something very different and quite superior to the sum of the individual

contributions. This is the optimum result of such interaction.

This creative interaction among people who contribute their knowledge

often occurs, regardless of the form that social policy advice takes: consultancies,

the placing of issues upon a "political agenda," or others. In some cases, those

who are at the receiving end may or may not choose to accept the advice,

precisely because of their knowledge of the situation.

Social policy advice as a unique mix of disciplinary and nondisciplinary

knowledge. Another dimension implies to ask what kind of knowledge is used in

policy advice. The knowledge of those involved in a process of social policy

advice surpasses, by far, that of a regular disciplinary training as a "corpus."

Training in a given discipline, and the body of knowledge that this implies,

is important, but an education within a discipline is more than a corpus of

knowledge. It is made up of other elements, sometimes intangible, such as

perspectives for confronting problems, working styles, working methodologies,

willingness to question the "obvious" or that which is accepted merely on the

basis of common sense, the tendency to consider certain sets of variables as

significant, and dealing with unusual associations of meaning.

In social policy advice, there is more involved than mere professional

training. One's "stock" of knowledge is also made up of other elements, which are
added to those acquired or to one's professional training. These include practical

knowledge in certain areas, the ability to generate confidence among those for

whom the work is intended, experience in leading and coordinating teamwork, and

familiarity with certain types of computer software, etc. It is this set of elements

that comes into play in the case of policy advice and that interacts with other

knowledge. It can be argued that the broader the "nondisciplinary" experience, the

greater the possibilities of entering into creative interaction, and the greater the

chance of success in the task at hand.

It is clearly essential to be aware that, in these activities, it is not "the

science" or "a discipline" that delivers or contributes knowledge. We are dealing

with people and institutions, trained in one or more disciplines, but also equipped

with certain "baggage," in terms of experience and knowledge in other areas that

intersect with professional know-how.
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It is precisely this "mix" that can make the difference in social policy

advice between one person and another, even if they come from the same

professional background. That "difference" may turn out to be an advantage, but

it may just as easily imply deficiencies and limitations. For this reason, the choice

of the person who provides the advise is crucial.

Finally, it should be noted that different types of knowledge and abilities

are required for different types of policy advice. This is especially true with

relation to the aspects that are not directly related to the discipline, but rather, to

other types of knowledge, abilities, and expertise.

At this point it, a definition, albeit a preliminary one, might be proposed

as to what social policy advice is:

It is an activity, limited in time, that directly or indirectly supports those

responsible for the social policy decision systems to improve the

functioning of existing processes or the processes themselves. This may

imply the generation of new processes or the coordination of the existing

ones.

This activity may be carried out in either direct or indirect ways.

Consultancies can be considered "typical" when the support is demanded directly

by the institution that is to benefit from the advice. Social policy advice becomes

"indirect" when the issues emerging from the process are placed upon the public

agenda.

Strategy
If social policy advice is considered to be a means for improving the life of

society, particularly in the area of social policies, then it is necessary to explore

ways in which it can be carried out in the most productive manner. Some

considerations are presented in the following of what could constitute a strategy

for carrying out social policy advice.

Considering the poverty in which a large part of the population lives, it is

necessary to set minimum goals in the area of social policies to be taken into

account in the process of social policy advice. Setting minimum goals of well-

being responds to the need to avoid further negative effects on the capacity of

those segments of the population with the most limited resources. This means at

a global, social policy level ensuring, for example, minimum standards of food,

education, and health for the entire population, particularly in age brackets that are

critical for personal development.

Should these minimum standards not be guaranteed, the vicious circle of

poverty and marginalization will not only be maintained but will actually increase.
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This, in turn, will curtail the development of different social sectors and lead to

unsurmountable levels of conflict, or to mechanisms of segregation that would

render life in society impossible. Awareness of these concerns helps to develop

the best and yet the simplest response mechanisms for achieving those minimurn

standards and avoid irreparable damage. Ensuring that health, education, and

justice are available for the entire population is not merely a way of preventing

irreversible damage but also of allowing the entire population to satisfy these basic

needs without delays and with access to high quality services.

The promotion of social policy advice, to have positive effects on social

harmony, should be carried out on the basis of reasonable proposals and carefully

elaborated studies. This implies, among other things, that the proposals must be

action oriented and in accordance with the time frame that the solution requires.

The latter implies the need to define clearly the sustainability of the proposals,

stipulating the degrees of impact that they can be expected to have and their

capacity to respond effectively to the demands that were made. To achieve this,

it is necessary to be clear, especially in cases of consultancies, as to what is being

requested and the extent to which that request can be met.

One task of utmost importance, although not directly linked to the quality

of the product, is the setting of ethical standards. At least in the case of

consultancies, it is desirable (and this may be a part of the ethical standards set),

to leave local capacity "installed" among those who requested the advice when the

consultancy comes to an end, so that they will be self-sufficient in dealing with

the original problems. This also implies that it is advisable that some type of

follow-up take place after the end of the consultancy. This would make it possible,

on the one hand, to have a vision of the "fruits of one's labours" and, on the

other, to carry out any necessary adjustments.

Consultancies should be temporary and limited in time, in keeping with the
leaving "capacity installed." This in no way implies that new consultancies are

unnecessary. Quite the contrary, new problems may arise, or may become apparent

as a result of the work under way, which could require further external support.

But the idea of keeping within a specified time frame is of fundamental

importance.

If the body of knowledge required goes beyond the regular training within

a discipline, then it would be appropriate to consider a minimum level of training.

Above and beyond the specific knowledge requirements in each country's

situation, it may be necessary to train co-workers in the use of several group

techniques to enable them to carry out the task more efficiently. It would also

allow them to collect more effectively the contributions of the different parties

involved, and interact with them productively for the achievement of the stipulated
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aims. It may also be necessary to have a working knowledge of certain basic
planning techniques.

// is important to set information systems for the users, and for society in

general, to report on the results of the policies being implemented. This type of

communication should be part of a basic strategy for the promotion of issues on

the public agenda and for integrating the feedback from the society at large. In

regard to those in charge of decision-making, this type of information may assume

special forms, such as the creation of networks that distribute this knowledge, or

data bases on consultants and institutions, with their respective experience and

aptitudes for social policy advice; the organization of conferences on issues of

interest, etc. These elements, in turn, can be important in the search for new

mechanisms of consensus, participation, and consultation on the international,

national, or local level.

Seek appropriate mechanisms of consensus, participation, and consultation.

Once certain principles and orientations of policy have been established, these

should be disseminated freely. Simple documents providing basic guidelines may

be distributed to obtain feedback at the international, national, or local level. This

process should be supported up by information systems, as well as by the

institutions linked to the networks.

Certain theoretical simplifications may also be required to establish

common working hypotheses, assuming, for example, the homogeneity of interests

at a global or a local level. This demands intense interaction between the national
and local levels for greater participation and coordination of efforts.

Conclusions
In today's world, societies often require significant challenges to make them

rethink the traditional forms of generating and utilizing knowledge. Globalization

and the growth of available information increase the complexity of the social

dimensions of the decision-making process. Moreover, there are visible risks for

the social development of large population groups if decision-making processes

and development policies are not more closely integrated. Social policy advice can

be one way to help improve systems of decision-making that each society has for

promoting economic, social, and environmental development.

In the application of policy advice, it is essential to maintain a broader,

more integrated vision, to avoid the exclusion of the essential elements of

coordination, analysis, support, follow-up, etc. Attention and additional research

must be focused on the decision-making process to identify problems and

alternatives for the adjustment or reshapingof policies. Different courses of action
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can be used to support the improvement of decision-making processes, by means

of policy advice:

Set minimum goals in the area of social policies.

Consultancies should be based on reasonable proposals and on careful

studies. This includes supporting the development of capabilities among

those who have requested the consultation so that they may ultimately

deal with the problems self-sufficiently.

Training for social policy advice goes beyond disciplinary lines. It

requires the development of additional capabilities in individuals and

institutions, beyond the obvious requirement of genuine knowledge

about the situation of each country.

An information system needs to be set for the users and for society in

general on the results of the policies being implemented. This type of

communication is necessary to place issues on the public agenda and

for the eventual feedback from society.

A search for appropriate mechanisms of consensus, participation, and

consultation on international, national, or local levels is required.
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CONCLUSION

Social Policy in a Time of Uncertainty

Mario Torres A

Societies differ in resources, culture, tradition, wealth, and political power. The

same could be said of people. Despite these differences, societies and people share

the potential to develop and overcome historical limitations. It is not easy to

define this capacity for change in the 1990s, but it includes the expectations,

beliefs, and values that cause people to look ahead, to take actions, and to hope

that tomorrow will be different, better, and more rewarding than today. This

capacity, not easy to measure, is often behind most processes of human change

from the migration to urban centres to changes in social mobility, from cultural

assimilation to political mobilization, or to the emergence of new forms of

community organization. One of the main challenges of the current human

development approach is to make this capacity the driving force for social reform.

Social policies are an effective means to face this challenge. Although
there is no question about the importance of measures such as antipoverty

programs, social integration efforts, political reforms, and employment programs,
more than ever before there is an urgent need to design and implement social

policies that explicitly address the goals of human development. This means that

the conception and operation of social polices must be looked at from a holistic,

integrated perspective. This in itself is a major challenge under the prevailing

circumstances of crisis of development paradigms, social frustration, economic

incertitude, political disorientation, and external conditions, particularly in

developing countries. At the same time, however, it seems that more than ever

before these countries have means and opportunities at their disposal to improve

the social and human development conditions of their societies.

This perception, perhaps optimistic, emerges, in part, as a result of

examining the social reform processes—decentralization, institutional reform and,

democratization — under way in countries like Canada and those of the Latin

American region. The differences among these countries are indeed many, and
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common conclusions about these societies, their social reform approaches, and

their policy systems cannot be easily drawn from a comparative perspective. In

spite of these differences, however, there are also similarities that help to identify

lessons and, above all, to draw words of caution about the opportunities and

pitfalls that can be faced in social policymaking in a world where globalization

has become the predominant context of human development.

The following sections focus on some of the strategic areas for the analysis

and research on social policy that have emerged from the previous chapters.

Although the reality of social reform in Canada and Latin America is too fluid to

provide an exhaustive overview of the issues, opportunities, and prospects these

countries face, an attempt is made to outline the main points to help set a research

agenda on the principal topics related to social reform, the policymaking

processes, the economic factors influencing social policymaking, and the needs for

policy evaluation. Some ideas are also advanced about how a multifaceted

research strategy might contribute by providing timely and relevant knowledge to

reduce the current uncertainty affecting public policy in these countries.1

Some contextual factors
The chapters in this publication by Filgueira and Lombardi and Morales-Gomez

show that some of the countries in Latin America have experienced considerable

progress on the economic front. They also show that most countries in the region

have gone through painful attempts to reach stabilization and macroeconomic

equilibria. The social progress attained through this process, however, has been
limited. In most countries of the region, poverty continues to be deeply rooted in

persistent social, cultural, political, and economic inequalities. This situation has

put even the viability of productive transformation under question. As a result,

there is a new emphasis on the need to implement more effective and efficient

social policies. This presents the region with new risks including a wave of future

indebtedness resulting from the flow of multilateral funds for social reform

programs. In the future, this will be a major issue in relation to the economics of

social policy.

This is happening at a time when the countries of Latin America do not

seem to have a clear sense of direction in the implementation of their social

reforms. A key question in this context is the extent to which actions currently

under way in the social sectors will move the region toward a more profound and

1 This chapter was written taking into account the content of previous chapters, comments
prepared by discussants (available in mimeograph form from IDRC), and from contributions
made during the seminar discussions. Explicit reference is made only in selected cases.
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just change of their social policy system, or if they will simply lead to a relative

decrease in poverty to more manageable levels, leaving more or less untouched

enduring mechanisms of unequal distribution of income and wealth.

This, however, is not only a dilemma of the less-developed countries of

Latin America. Although different, no less worrisome are the dilemmas Canada

is facing. Social policy in Canada emerged around the model of a just society

where equity and the welfare state model of western European countries were

points of reference. Changes promoted by the new economic model, however,

based on openness and economic integration have affected the existing social

security system. Under these circumstances, the renegotiation of the federal

political model, the "new social contract" and the status of indigenous populations,

among others, will have great influence on the reshaping of the Canadian model.

To respond to the demands for the reform of a well-crystallized social policy

system, Canada needs to take drastic steps to overcome potential social fragmen-

tation and to eliminate existing mechanisms of social exclusion (Hicks, this

volume). For Canada, the response to these challenges is of particular importance

under the current circumstances where national integration is a major issue and

regional integration and globalization are likely to continue affecting its economic

and social-welfare policies.

In Latin America, the results of a prolonged economic crisis, the new

impacts of globalization, and the conditions of persistent poverty are having a

profound affect on the social policy system in the region. Filgueira and Lombardi

(this volume) indicate that social policy systems in the region are moving from a
universal, public, centralized framework to more focused, private, and decentral-

ized programs. It is not clear, however, how this new social policy model will lead
to a more equitable, integrated, and participatory society. Similar changes in other

areas, such as in labour market deregulations, have raised questions about the
impact these measures have on the structure and role of labour market institutions,

associated social security systems, labour organizations, and labour mobility.

Until now, social policies and social programs in the region played the role

of economic stabilizers and compensatory redistribution instruments. Today, they

are beginning to be recognized as having a different role given the relative

stagnation and the difficulties for recovery resulting from structural adjustment

policies. It is because of these concerns that the current social reform debate is

broadening the focus of social policies from traditional sectoral approaches and

poverty alleviation programs toward a more comprehensive and integrated view

of social, human, and economic development.

This, however, is not an easy task. Together with the prevailing doubts

about the direction social reform should take in the region, there is also a lack of
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clarity about what social policies really are and what their objectives should be.

Among the possible social policy aims are the reduction of poverty, increase of

equity, facilitation of economic growth and promotion of competitiveness, pro-

motion of social and cultural integration, and expansion and consolidation of

citizenship.

Raczynski (1994) reflects these types of concerns when she identifies the

following four question as those in need of urgent response: What are the latent

and manifest functions of social policies in relation to issues such as social

integration, social control, legitimization of the political order, poverty eradication,

equity, equal opportunities, democracy, and the strengthening of citizenship?

Where should social policies be placed in relation to other development policies,

including economic and environmental? What is the impact of social policies in

the shaping of the overall social structure? What are the opportunities for social

change, i.e., social mobility, participation, and more transparent forms of

governance, that social policies create?

For the most part, responses to these questions are difficult to find, in part

because social policies are no longer a national, domestic issue. In the 1990s,

social policies are more a factor in the process of social reform in the context of
globalization.

As discussed earlier, globalization can have positive impacts, including the

growing integration of international markets for goods, services and finance. In the

North, globalization can also lead to new forms of inequality resulting from shifts
in the structure and cohesion of key social institutions such as the family. It can

also result in an increasing public awareness of the costs of social systems and

programs, in a growing sense of social insecurity, in the emergence of an

underclass, and in the reduction of the opportunities for younger generations

(Banting, this volume).
Similar situations can be observed in Latin America, particularly in

countries with a large middle class. In these countries, the impact of globalization

broadens the gap between social classes and affects the state's capacity to allocate

fiscal resources to the social policy systems. But what happens in these countries

also has a social impact beyond the borders of the countries of Latin America.

Low-paid labour and unemployment, for example, have an affect in the

polarization of the socioeconomic situation for workers in Canada.

In this regard, harmonization and convergence of social policy systems is

an issue that requires careful examination (Berry, this volume). Economic

integration, international labour force mobility, and capital flows among countries

and areas of economic integration (i.e., the North American Free Trade Agreement

[NAFTA], Mercado Comun del Sur [MERCOSUR]) will make it necessary to
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adapt social policy systems to circumstances that fall outside national boundaries

of influence. The situation becomes particularly complex because these external

pressures on convergence and harmonization of policies coincide with efforts to

reduce social costs while expanding protection. An emerging intellectual and

political debate is beginning to question who should pay the costs of social reform

in the context of globalization and simultaneous domestic constraints. Should the

onus for adapting to globalization and for reaching greater internal efficiency be

put on the individual, the family and the community, or should it be on the

international system, the business sector, and the state?

Despite these uncertainties, some progress is being made in terms of

developing a new framework for social policymaking and social policy research

that could help to clarify the role of the state and the civil society or the

responsibilities of individuals in the implementation of the social reform processes

in the context of globalization. Because of the complexity of the issues, it is likely

that a new framework for social reform will not easily emerge in the near future.

The challenge that countries like Canada and those of Latin America face in

implementing social reform is to move from a domestic-oriented welfare state

approach to social policies to a more comprehensive model. This model would

take into account the global economic factors an play while maintaining social

justice, equipping citizens with better skills and learning capacities for dealing

with economic and technological change, building new forms of political

participation, and balancing global demands with domestic priorities.

This challenge makes the need for analysis and evaluation of existing

policies and programs and the need for learning experiences in social reform from

a comparative perspective even more urgent. To fill this gap, it is necessary to
develop a holistic approach in the analysis of social reform.

Social reform
One of the hardest problems Canada and Latin America face in their attempts to

implement social reforms is to provide more effective social services with

constrained resources. One of the central concerns, therefore, is to design social
policies that are primarily geared toward expanding people's opportunities. How

to achieve this goal is perhaps one of the most critical challenges.

Efforts are being made in several directions including social reform

processes involving reconceptualization and reorganization of social security

systems, the dismantling of key institutions and the creation of others based on a

combination of public and private sector activities, changes in central and local

government responsibilities, and new approaches to consensus building and social

participation. These processes, however, are taking place without a specific model.
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To a large extent, it could be argued that the new model of social reform is taking

shape as the process moves along.

In Canada, one of the main concerns in the social reform process is the

need to adjust a consolidated welfare state to the new circumstances of global-

ization and regional integration in such a way that it could respond better to the

demands of a changing labour market and family structure. In most Latin

American countries, because the welfare state never became fully crystallized, the

main challenge to the social reform process is the building up of equity with

constrained economic, human and institutional resources, and deeply rooted social

inequality.

In such a context, a key issue is not only the eradication of poverty but

how to make a new development model viable in social, political, and cultural

terms. This is not an easy task. Social reform is taking place while internally

oriented economies based on import substitution are shifting to become open

economies driven by international competitiveness and privatization efforts.

Although in some of these countries adjustment policies have proven to be

effective in controlling fiscal deficit and inflation, they need to focus their

attention on the new society and on the long-term social processes triggered by

these policies and by the changes that have occurred in the development model

(Vergara 1994).

Given these experiences in the region, the examination of social reform,

both in Canada and in Latin America, may raise important, common conceptual
and policy lessons. Cross-country analyses may help to clarify issues such as the
targeting of social programs, social integration, decentralization, strengthening of

local administration in search of greater efficiency, and in directing investment in

human capital. It should be underlined, however, that this type of analysis also has

limitations. Conceptual and policy commonalities across countries do not
necessarily show ready-to-apply responses in realities that remain fundamentally

different.

On the one hand, the need to redesign the Canadian social policy system

seems to emerge primarily as a response to macroeconomic changes and to

changes in the social fibre of the society. One of the challenges found in this

regard is the harmonization between the changes in the society at large and the

reorganization of the welfare state in a federal-provincial context. The difficulty

is to design nationally coherent social policy instruments in a context of political

decentralization. On the other hand, in Latin America, there is no well-established

tradition of a welfare state. Critical social changes like the demographic transition

and the incorporation of women into the labour force, already in effect in Canada,

are still in progress in the South. Additionally, in Latin America, social reform is
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taking place in a context in which almost 40% of the population is poor. Thus, the

key issue is deep redesigning of the social policy systems in place rather than that
of adaptation of the Canadian system.

Despite these differences, the comparison of the processes and conditions

of social reform in Canada and Latin America highlights some important common

problems. First, the lack of flexibility of social welfare institutions is often one of

the major obstacles for the achievement of greater effectiveness. In Canada, this

is of special significance given the fragmentation of social programs. This implies

that focusing only on improving delivery systems is not sufficient (Hunsley 1994).

A similar situation exists in Latin America, where sectoral programs tend to

overlap among themselves and with nongovernmental organization (NGO)

activities. Social reform will thus need to focus on issues such as the interface

between unemployment, training, social security, and antipoverty programs, the

latter in the case of Latin America. To deal with this lack of relative institutional

flexibility, it will be necessary to reach a new social consensus and to implement

practices of collective bargaining that could permit some degree of control over

the impact of the social reform on the economy and the general well-being.

Second, the emphasis on targeting of social programs may have potential

negative impacts if, as a result of targeting, less importance is given to reorienting

universal policies and to self-help programs, including retraining and productive

loan programs. A consequence of this in Canada, for example, could be the

development of a growing underground or informal economy. In Latin America,

in addition to the foregoing, one consequence may be the strengthening of
clientelism and the development of a culture of poverty. These consequences may

have additional negative effects on tax revenue capacity.
For a number of reasons, there are increasing doubts about giving less

importance to universal social policies than to targeted programs. Targeting has
limitations as an instrument for poverty alleviation because of its individual rather

than family or community focus. There are risks of exacerbating social inequalities

by differentiating between social services for the poor and the rest of society and

targeting vulnerable groups may become too costly given that these groups are

often politically weak, lack intermediary organizations, and have a culture of

economic dependency (Raczynski 1994). Targeted and universal policies should

complement each other as they serve different purposes, have different mecha-

nisms, and require distinct organizational frameworks.

Third, in Canada and in Latin America, there are similar economic,

political, and institutional limitations at the local and central government levels to

conduct social reform processes. In the case of most Latin American countries,

however, one of the major constraints is in the availability of qualified human
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resources. The result is a weak pool of the necessary capacity required to conduct

social reform processes and implement new social policies.

Fourth, despite the important differences between the federal and provincial

tradition in Canada and the centralism of Latin American countries, which makes

policy decentralization a process with very different content in both areas, the civil

society is acquiring a new importance in relation to the decentralization processes.

In addition to local and central capacities, the involvement of the civil society is

critical to achieve effective political, administrative, and financial decentralization

and make local development an effective instrument of social reform. The

participation and empowerment of local actors and community organizations are

integral to ensuring accountability in the process of decentralization.

Fifth, both in Canada and in Latin American countries the role of national

cultures, values, and institutions is critical in the long-term sustainability of social

reform processes and in the implementation of effective social policies. They are

mutually reinforcing, shaping each other in the processes of reform (Kesselman

1994).

Policymaking process
Social policy has many implementation problems. Given the scarcity of resources

and institutional bottlenecks, these difficulties require urgent attention. There is a

need to examine the approaches and mechanisms to prioritize among different

social policies such as antipoverty programs, sectoral policies (education, health,
shelter, labour, and social security), labour force training programs, and the
strengthening of popular organizations in terms of access to information and

decision-making. In this context, research is required to study the extent to which,

under constrained economic, human, and institutional resources, the policymaking

process can become one of the principal mechanisms for equitable allocation of
resources.

The availability of funds alone is often a necessary but insufficient

condition for good social policymaking. In practice, some of the main problems

lie in the processes of making policies and in implementing them. For this reason,

further analyses are required about the involvement of various social actors in

decision-making and the processes that allow or impede their involvement.

There is also a need to understand some of the critical issues regarding the

risks in overcoming program fragmentation and reaching increased efficiency.

Thus, for example, how to surmount sectoral approaches to reach policy

integration, how to manage macro-micro tensions to reach higher levels of policy

coordination between central and local government levels, and how to bring

together the public and the private sector, including NGOs and grass-root
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organizations, are some of the issues that need careful study. In a democratic

context, these issues need to be addressed through appropriate mechanisms for
administering conflict and reaching consensus.

Analyses should be carried out on the available means to adopt a holistic

approach in articulating more effectively the various stages of the policymaking

process in social reform. This includes the design, implementation, monitoring,

and the evaluation of policy harmonization to address social needs under cir-

cumstances of constrained resources.

There is also a need to identify the crucial factors that will improve

transparency and accountability. In this regard, study of the new role of local

governments is critical as well as the role of information and communication for

the participation of new social actors. The local level is where social policies

come together and where their interactions and results can be measured, yet,

traditional social policy analysis remains national in perspective.

Finally, a better understanding is required of the role of local agents and

their instruments in the processes of policymaking. In Latin America, this aspect

is particularly important given the tendency there to reproduce traditional

bureaucratic and clientelistic practices. This implies the need for a better

understanding of the role of new actors in social policymaking, some being linked

to the new processes of change resulting from globalization, integration, and

liberalization. In Canada, for example, new political movements, business-sector

organizations, community organizations, and professional associations are now

playing mediating roles in federal-provincial relations. In Latin America, the

situation is similar with the addition of multilateral international agencies that play

a very dominant role.

Economics of social policy
Program effectiveness and the concern for reducing costs should be stressed as a

key strategic element in dealing with social policy reform in an environment of

constrained resources. The financing of social policies and programs needs to be

examined in the light of issues such as the fiscal deficit, increased tax revenues,

reallocation of existing tax revenues, fees for service, and the use of resources

from international donors. There is a need to understand the economics of

providing different kinds of social services and making that provision effective.

This knowledge is indispensable as a basis to evaluations of the relative cost-

effectiveness of social measures (Hakim and Puryear 1994). Ultimately, the

selection of a particular combination of financing measures may depend on a

number of political and administrative considerations.
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Some key issues that need to be addressed are, first, the political and

administrative capacity for expanding tax collection and fiscal resources. What

groups, for example, are most likely to be affected and what type of consensus

building may be required to implement tax reforms? Second, the shifting of

resources between or within programs as a means to reallocate resources among

priorities requires assessing the potential negative impacts on programs and groups

from which resources are reallocated. Third, the introduction of changes in

financial arrangements for the achievement of new social policy objectives

requires assessing the potential impact of restructuring financial incentives and the

potential role of the private sector in the financing of social services. What are the

financial pay-offs of reforming and privatizing social programs?. Another question

that needs further examination is whether privatization can play a role as an

expansion of the state, as in the case of private organizations delivering services

with fiscal funds. This implies assessing when it is more appropriate to encourage

participation of the private sector and if it implies greater effectiveness. Fourth,

the promotion of efficiency in the delivering of social services and its impact on

their effectiveness requires an understanding of when and under what

circumstances and to what extent greater efficiency is conducive to achieving the

best policy results.

The analyses of these issues should consider that the handling of incentives

is also a powerful social policy instrument. In this regard, Kesselman (1994)

mentions some interesting cases of policy implications when pursuing efficiency
in the financing of social services.

One case is the incentives that the financing of social programs may exert

for efficient behaviour on both sides of the market, the suppliers and users of

services, such as through loans to universities and students with income-contingent
repayment programs. A second case is the delivery mechanism for public cash
transfers to the working poor and employable persons on welfare, tied directly to

incentives, training, and work effort. These types of mechanisms may avoid

reinforcing dependence from welfare programs and a culture of poverty by

facilitating access to new work opportunities.

These cases show the need to rethink the financing of social policies from

a broader perspective and to adopt a view centred on the user. Provision of social

assistance from a supply side has proved to be ineffective because it tends to

provoke program dependency. It is necessary to generate a capacity of demand in

the civil society that makes possible the appropriation of programs by the target

populations. Greater emphasis should also be placed on improving the incentive

of social programs to facilitate social policies taking a preventive rather than

simply an ameliorative or remedial approach. The financing of social policy
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should contribute to the sustainability of social service delivery by creating more

responsibilities for beneficiaries, mutual obligations, and active rather than passive
program participation.

Finally, there is also a need to understand the risks of indebtedness in

financing social programs. Social investments using national resources or external

funds is a topic that has received insufficient attention. There is a need to have

better information about who will pay the costs of new debts that will result from

implementing new social policies. What can be done to guarantee that new

indebtedness will really represent eradication of poverty, strengthening capacity

for a more effective social policy implementation, and the attainment of social

policy objectives rather than further bureaucracy and eventual corruption.

Social policy evaluation
Social policy reform will require close monitoring and evaluation to improve the

prospect of meeting the most urgent social needs in Latin America and the central

policy goals in Canada. Policy evaluation is a particularly important task where

the content and direction of social reform are not yet clearly defined. What should

be evaluated, what criteria should be used, and what purposes should be pursued

in policy evaluation are some of the key questions. The evaluation of policies is

indispensable in ensuring that the civil society plays a role in the follow up of

institutional reforms and in identifying new financial arrangements for social

service delivery. This, however, is not an easy task.

Similarly complex is the identification of what should be evaluated. A

critical area for evaluation is policy integration and implementation at the micro

level. Crucial aspects to consider are the institutional capacity for program

coordination and the carrying out of social programs, the alternatives for more

effective and efficient program delivery, the coordination modalities with local
NGOs and the private-for-profit sector, and the alternatives for civil society

participation in the policy process. At the macro level, there is a need to evaluate

the impact of economic growth on equity and the impact of macroeconomic

policies on the effectiveness of social policies.

Regarding the criteria that should be used for policy evaluation, it is often

difficult to indicate ex-ante whether these should be related to the policy process,

thus focusing on the institutional, legal, political, or financial dimensions of the

decision-making framework, and to the target populations of policies and

programs, or both, giving attention to aspects related to program relevance and

effectiveness. The fluidity of current social policy and social reform processes

raises the need for continuous evaluation to compensate for the limitations of ex-

post facto evaluation. In the current context of globalization, evaluation becomes
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particularly difficult because the content of social policies tends to change as

policies are implemented and as new social actors participate in the process of

policymaking and implementation. For this reason, evaluation demands support

from research to understand the particulars of the impact of social policy on

human development in the short, medium, and long term.

Finally, concerning the purposes of social policy evaluation, there is a wide

range of possibilities. The most urgent evaluation need from the supply side is the

assessment of policy coordination at the central government level and the

development of a capacity for policy execution and integration at the local level.

From the demand side, an evaluation priority at the micro level is to assess the

performance of policies at the individual, family, household, and community level

(Cohen, personal communication, 1994) by focusing on the participation and

satisfaction levels of users.

Dealing with uncertainty:
research, information, training, and policy advice

The current uncertainty in the global society affecting the content, structure, and

processes of social policy may be addressed by the generation and dissemination

of relevant and timely knowledge. To this purpose, the sole identification of a

research agenda is not sufficient. An integrated approach including research,

information, training, and policy advice is required. This type of approach is

necessary to design and implement effective policies in a new development
context characterized by globalization and its effects on communication and

information technologies, which have blurred boundaries between academic an
applied knowledge, short- and long-term research, and policy analysis and advice.
An integrated approach to both research and the generation of policies, may

increase the likelihood of a greater impact on the policymaking process. An

integrated approach to knowledge generation for social policymaking requires at

least four interacting components: research, information, training, and policy

advice.

Research
There are several questions that need to be addressed in relation to the content,

outputs, and potential impact of social policy relevant research. Who is the

audience and who are the clients of research? Are they other researchers and

intellectuals, policymakers and program managers, community leaders, marginal

target groups, the general public? What is the vision of society behind the research

agenda? Is the final purpose of research, for example,, to increase the distributional

effects of social policies, to improve transparency and accountability in the
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policymaking processes, and implementing to improve the learning capacities of

the actors involved? How does a comprehensive research agenda apply to different

countries? Is the purpose of research to obtain general knowledge, or to

demonstrate viable new policy alternatives not necessarily replicable in other

countries? How can research be democratized and made more participatory? Is this

a matter of methods and techniques? What type of information and communication

systems and tools should be involved? Are there critical gaps in the dissemination

of research results? What is the time span necessary to obtain impact from the

research results? Is there a need to rethink research products in terms of short,

medium, and long term? (Bahamonde, personal communication, 1994).

The response to theses questions, and the setting of research boundaries,

will help to identify what "policy space" is available to design and implement

social reforms. This is indispensable in efforts to identify the opportunities that

research offers to improve the policymaking process by introducing a common

understanding of social policy issues and a common language among researchers,

policymakers, politicians, and other actors of the civil society.

In terms of the type and content of research, there is a need for a

multidisciplinary approach that takes into account social, political, cultural, and

economic factors to avoid highly descriptive, too specific, sectoral, or broad

ideological social policy studies (Pfund, personal communication, 1994).

Traditionally, resources including funding for conducting punctual, sectoral, and

very specific research has not been a real limitation. To conduct the type of

strategic research that is required today, however, there is a problem in the

scarcity of both human and financial resources. It is this type of research that is

required to respond to questions about the impact of social policies on
development and to provide an overall evaluation of the social policy system.

With this in mind, the content of an agenda should indicate priority areas.
The discussion in previous chapters indicates that social policies should be

examined at least from four perspectives. The first is the interactions between

social policy, the social structure, and inequality. This implies giving special

attention to the impact on social opportunities of variables, such as demographic

changes, changes in family structure, the restructuring of labour markets, and new

forms of social vulnerability. The second is the role of politics in shaping social

policies. This includes the examination of users' perceptions, values, and

responsibilities; the processes of public policy priority setting and the processes

of decision-making; the linkages between social and economic policies; and the

modalities for participation, consensus building, and conflict resolution affecting

the design, implementation, and evaluation of social policies. The third is the

institutional framework of social policies, which encompasses the study of sectoral
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reform processes (education, health, social security, etc.), the targeting of policies,

privatization modalities, policy decentralization, and policy integration. The fourth

is the role of operational strategies in social policy implementation, which include

setting information systems, policy monitoring mechanisms, and policy evaluation

systems.

Information

The second component is related to the need for information systems on the

results of social policies as identified and evaluated by research. Information is

necessary for adjusting social policies and actions as a means to increase

effectiveness, efficiency, and accountability. Information should contribute to

identifying for whom social policies are generated and for what purposes. This is

fundamental for developing strategies for introducing key themes in the public

agenda (Abugattas and Chateau, this volume). Information systems should report

on the impact of policy systems and actions and contribute to the effectiveness of

social policies in terms of their targets and beneficiaries.

To make social policy information systems accessible and useful to

potential users, three issues are critical. First, information systems should be based

on the identification and use of strategic social indicators and on the timely

gathering of data to improve the capacity for targeting policies. In this regard,

information for public awareness and for specific decisions requires special

consideration (Durrant, this volume). This type of information is not easy to
produce and access in part because of the weak capacity of target populations in

identifying their own needs. Two questions that must be addressed are: How can

these groups be helped to identify needs and priorities and how can the more
dispossessed get access to timely information and contribute to guiding decision-
makers in policy areas that affect their lives directly?

A second issue is that in addition to the production, gathering, and retrieval

of information, there are other crucial problems that relate to the use and the users

of information. Given the difficulties in accessing new software and hardware,

attention must be paid to the development of information systems accessible to

grass-roots and popular organizations. This is a considerable challenge in dealing

with the poorest and marginal groups because it means improving the access to

equipment, documents, data delivery, and training in the use of resources and

"repackaging" of information. "Repackaging" is one of the most strategic entry

points to implementing information systems for social policies. It involves pulling

together, sorting, analyzing, evaluating, abstracting, and synthesizing relevant

information and data. It is perhaps the aspect most relevant to linking researchers

and policymakers and to the marketing of information.
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A third issue is how to avoid the reproduction of inequities within the

information field. How, for example, can the distance between privileged in-

groups and out-groups be avoided? In this regard, a number of aspects should be
examined in relation to the equitable access to information. A critical topic is who

will pay for the information services and systems (Wilson 1994).

Training

Research results and information are not fully useful unless they serve to generate

capacities and learning skills. This leads to the third component, training. This

should be a central concern in any research strategy given the scarcity of human

resources. In part, the complexity of this component is a result of the variety of

possible groups requiring training: researchers, policymakers, social policy

managers, grass-root practitioners, and community leaders (Urzua, this volume).

Although the purposes and content of training may vary widely, some

general topics deserve mention. Training on social policy issues should generate

the capacity to assess the social and political context of social policies; to get

acquainted with the local, national, and global trends that condition social policies;

to collect and analyze information; to understand the criteria for choosing

priorities; and to understand the costs and economic implications of social

programs. The training of users of information, especially beneficiaries and actors

in the social policy process, should merit special consideration.

Policy advice

The outputs of research, information, and training will influence social policies if

they can be transferred to, adopted, and used at the level of various policymaking
structures and processes. Policy advice is a mechanism of innovation that

embraces activities from the preparation of very specific consultancy reports to the

introduction of policy issues into the public agenda. This is not a well known area

of work, particularly among academic researchers. It is becoming important,
however, under the current scarcity of research funds, in the active role of donors

in defining the social policy agenda and in the need for practical and immediate

knowledge inputs into the policymaking process. Policy advice requires special

attention to improve the current decision-making process by introducing an

integrated view of development problems and policy processes. To this end, policy

advice requires appropriate support from research and information systems.

Social policy advice usually takes place in a context characterized by

conflicting interests. How may objectivity be achieved? What are the opportunities

for transferring useful and utilizable knowledge? How can advice be provided

when conditions conducive to the exacerbation of social inequity and conflict
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persist? Appropriate social policy advice requires that special attention be given

to issues such as social inequalities, social participation, social conflicts, the

perceptions of the actors involved, ethics, and the needs of the more affected

groups. This makes social policy advice a complex task requiring expertise that

goes beyond disciplinary training (Abugattas and Chateau, this volume).

From the perspective of the policymaking process, policy advice is a means

to introduce into the research, information, and training agendas the need to

improve the decision-making process. Policy advice closes the circle in the

production of knowledge. There is accumulated research experience in the

anglo-saxon research tradition about models and processes for policy advice. More

research, however, is needed in Latin America to identified explanatory models

of the decision-making process. There is a need for further research in this area

to discover how knowledge can more effectively reduce uncertainty and enhance

opportunities for effective social policy implementation and evaluation.
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